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- RATIONALE

These guidelines were prepared with the specific needs of the Navajo

child in'mind.

The basic purpose of the guidelites is to first develop an understanding

of arithmetic and then develop skill'in its use. Conceptualization is.an

integral part.of a.child's understanding. For our purposes, conceptnaliza-.

tion is recognition of- ome invariant Characteristic in-a series of concrete

experiences. Understanding and skill must develop together. Often, under-
standing is deemphasized and skill is overemphasized because skill is easier
to measure. In the guidelines, however; heavy emphasis is placed on the

development of understanding., This does not mean that you should sacrifice-
.the drill necessary to develop'skill, only that it should fdllow understanding.

Throughout the guidelines the child is first given experiences related
II/to a concept, then he begins to realize and verbalize the concept involved.

Only whn this is accomplished should a written-format and the skills asso-
ciated with the concept be introduced. -For example, in the guidelines, the
-child is given experiences with sets, discussing vario likes and differences

between sets that will,'in the end, develop his quantative sense. Only then
is the idea of number introduced. Thus number becomes a way of talking

about something the child already senses_ conceptually.

Since arithmetic is a particularly tight conceptual structure, .the0

child is exposed early to the ideas of patterning and repatterning as the

basis upon which all arithmetic is developed. Keep in mind that the average

peson cannot cope with large sets unless they are patterned in some way
a

ti
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that is ;meaningful to him. Thus as a child develops a-sense of quantity,
..

he must simultaneously develop a pattermtng process for reddgnition s sake.

These initial patternings and repatternings will vary-from child to child and

it is'the teacher's task- to draw these together,'in time,sto the standard

patterning format (base ten).

Since the patterning-repatterning process is so important -it should

be carefully developed and is itself an integral part of number recognition.

Only after quantity-number and patterning-repatterning are 'well developed'

phogld the arithmetic processes be developed.
ti

All arithmetic operations are first presented with concrete experiences:

Only when the child has shown mastery at this level should the taritteon format

be developed. When this stage is reached, the more closely the recording

process is coupled with the actual experiences the better. If possible,

it is best, to have materials arranged so that the child can record a

particular experience 'step by step as it is done.

-Place value (base ten).was.alluded to in the preceding discussion on

patterning. However, since it is one of the most iMp6rtant concepts to be

developed in the 'elementary school, it is worth a few additional Words. If-

the-method by, which quantity is recorded is not meaningful,,the child Swill

have no end of trouble in arithmetic. The feeding back of such words as

thous71sds, Illandreds, Tens, and units does not imply that'the child under-

Stands What,ispening.. Teaching place 'value (base ten) is A very diffi-
-

cult task, if for no,. other reasogVthan most children. cannot disc,-iminate

7. the Size -of sets much largei than 5 or,6 unless they are patterned or

4 counted. Consider the following two sets. Without patterning or counting,

"it
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which is larger?

The point is that visual 'discrimination of set size is very difficult for
,

sets this large.. Most people, when looking at large sets, view them as

comprised of smaller sets. For example, a set of size 7 may be viewed as

a set of size 4 anda Set of size 3.

Therefore the'child_thust be introduced to the patterning involved in

place value with set sizes he can easily-recognize. Once the child grasps

how the patterning is being done and what it means, the child can be led

to patterning by. sets of size ;"ten". Whae-muSt be kept in mind when teach-

ing,place value is that you are going to use the child's natural tendency

to patterm,(group) to'recognize and discriminate between large sets and,.

step by step,^develop the usual base ten place

.

value system. This is no

small task and sufficient time should be taken to move from the simple-
_

patterning, a,child might initially use to the very sophisticated place value

patterning the child will use throughout his workih mathematics.

With regard to operations,.it-is rather common to develop addition and

subtraction together as inverses

-Jsr

an Multiplication,and divisioi together

D.



on the same basis. Structurally this, is sound, but certainly not mandatory.

Since this approach forces the child into subvtraction-, one of the more diffi-

cult.opeiations for children, quite early 4n alternate approach is used in

the guideline that will permit us to delay subtraction till the child is at

a higher. readiness level. Thus the,guideline'folloigs addition with multi-,

,

plication, where multiplication is viewed as
)

repeated (extended) addition.

Later when subtraction is.developed, it is developed as a separation process

and division is developed as repeated subtraction. NIS attempt is made to

avoid informal uses of inverses, but the formal tie is not made till the

7th and 8th grades when structural charecteristiics are studied.

In all operations, one thing is important for the child to ralize.

Quantity is conserved, that is, the patterning of a set may change to suit

46.
-

a particular situation, but the quantity involved does-,not change. Thus :

in the sentence 12 7 =.546a set of 20 and 2 is being repatterned into a

set of of 7 and 5. Nothing is lost, thrown away, etc. ThiS is a somewhat
.

different approach regarding subtraction, but one that is sound expefidn-.

tially. In any concrete, model of subtraction; the items ,Piemoved"--or

"taken.away" are still really there, just set apart for a moment.
IThat

is,

the ser2thas been repatterned.'-
-

When writing mathematical sentences, it is important to be specific..

For example, the terms "factor" and "product" are not specific enough for

moseyoung children. However, "multiplier' and 15multipficand" suggest

specific roles that numbers play. Multiplier tells hOw many sets, while
e

licand tells the size of eachset. Thus in 3 x4, there are 3 sets-
.

oft size,4, not just,3 times 4. The More specific the interpretations the

better chance of them being used; the more abstract and general the more
. . At
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difficult they are to apply.

Tie objectives are presented in a particular order which represents

the best thinking of the 'writing team. The various strands are organized

creating whitt,may appear to be breaks in the sequence. These "breaks" are

necessary in order to continuously move through the various strands Though,,

the order given is strongly recommended, it 'is not sacred: 'Individual

-schools and situations often require unique approaches. Therefore, if a

different ordering is needed to meet a particular situation that ordering

should be adopted. HOWelier, under no circumstances shouldill of'one

strand be taught at one time

Certain special topics such as ratio, proportion, average and per-
t

centage do not occur directly as part of the guidelines. Thopgh they are

important they do not comprisethe "core" of junior high arithmetic. These

,

guidelines are not intended to be a complete curriculum at the upper ele-

mentary level -- they present the "core" arithmetic ski Is needed. You

should insert any of these'or other. topics you feel have been omitted as they

are needed, provided .they come after any pre-requisl:e arithmetical skills.

Such topics can usually be referenced in any standard arithmetic series.

A special comment about time aim mon(=y. 7oth certainly involve the

use of numbers, but each is a special skill in its own right and does not re-

quire the use of any extensive arithmetic operations. Telling time requires

no skill other thaA number recognition. A person can be readily trained to

tell time and use mdney. In particular, don't use money as a device to teach

e

place valUe. -Once place:value is understood, money serves as an excellent

4.

example of.it.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Introduction

ti

These guidelines are. to be used as a mathematical core, not as a total

. ,
. .

.

. .

urriculUM. - Any topic that you feel has--not been coveted shbuld be inserted

in the-guidelines to cpmplete' your matheriatics: program. .

Directions'

I. The rationale is a-reqUiSite fur tie understanding of these,guideline*:

READ CAREFULLY.

II., The pre-tests- are to be used as a diagnostic I for, placement of your

t.

III. The format of the objectives
--. r'''

. ..", ->, .

_

A. The objective number= is 'follok.led 'by a letter which refers to one
. . -....,,

,of foUr setands. The strands are:

P454--

- Comparative

2)J - Joining.

3)S - Separate-

'40G - Gecmetry,

The Comparative Strand refers to set, cardinal and sequential rd-

lationihips, grouping, place value, and ty4s o' ers (fractions,

decimals, ,integers, factors). ,

The Joining Strand refers to he operations of addition and multi-
.

plication.

7.1
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The Separation Strand refers

division.

to the opertions of subtraction and
-

. . .

,
The Geometry Strand refers to line, shapes, figures and measurement.,

. :The reference inslicatew the reference area td.which the objectivs

i5 the guidelined are

in the Navajo area.

The 'reference `araras are:

cross -'referenced -with,,

1) addition

2) applications ana'problem solving

- 3) categories

4) divisiOn

5) geometry

6) multiplication

7) number relations

8) sets

9) subtraction

10) types of nurabers

.

49st text books available

O

c v

ti

C. Some-objectives contain comments related to the objective or activities

- -
and sometimes pro.ftde purpose and definitions.

D Pie-requisite objectives are those

or reinforce another objective.

objectives which are related to

E. There are two or mores activities for Most-objectilies, Add as many

activities as you find necessary.

x
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F.- Each objective is self- contained for easy removal and replacement.,:
-

11.

4
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Objective

IC Make a. set.

2C Name the members of a set.

,3C -Identify subsets of a'given.eet.

LIST- OF-OBJECTIVES

7'

-Page
Number

_ 1

.3

5

4C Identify and model empty set..
, 7

- %-
-.,

5G Construct lines.
9

-

6G Identify straight and curved lines. .11.

7g
Identify longest and -shorte'st'strafght lines.

.. la

8G- Identify-Vertex
15

,,

9G4 Identify" the basil, straight line figures,nd shapes" , 17

10G :Identify curved line figures 19

11111G- Identify boundary

-I2G Identify 'inside and outside of figures

13C Duplicate a. given pattern

23

25'

14C Continue an established repeating pattern 27

15C .14.ake several sets'froma given set by using an attribute

of-the-dhildls-choice

-16C .
Compare two or more 'ett by attributes

17C Match two setslrf'the;.same quantity, using one-to-one
correspondence.-; .

29

3I

33

LSC Compare sets usinip"1-1" process and tell which has

more or less.members'or if they are the same size _ 39 .

0
/

I9C
G-

' Create create a .pattern 41
7,-

20C Dthme orally a _given set size from IO to g
r 43 k-.,,

21C Pattern large sets into smaller sets for easier`

recognition of set size , 451'

e 46
".



Objective

s
-22C >

'23C

..424C

25C
-

4'

Name, the numbers from 0 to 9 after sequencing
sets by size

Associate written symbols , with set size-0 to -9

Write the numerals from 0 to 9
"'

Name the'position an object has in- a sequence`

.,. .

....

----7--
,

- Models used.in2lace value
, , .J

,r-
.

MC 4,--14odel- in groups and unity ."'",-2.0'
N . '

.1

Model'in groups of groupS,.groups, and units and
record

53

611

63

28C Replace a group with a concrete representative for
a group 65

-I

29C Identify and model 1/2 of a unit 67
/

,. 0

30C . , Identify and model k .of a unit 69
KK

31C .' Identify and model. of a unit 71
.

.

32J ;''Pattern and rep ttern a set-of a given size as many
ways as possible ' / 73

....

..
33J . Repattern a set of a given size ( not to exceed 9.)

to see how many ways it can be patterned into=2 subsets
and. tell'what combinations have been modeled 75

34J

35C

.6G

Record. models of equations

37C

38C

39J

00C

Associate

Group sets

Learn the

a set of size 10 with its word name of ten

of size 10. -_19 In groups of tens and unit's

naives of the nu ers from 10 - 19.

77.

79

81

83

Write the numerals from 10 19-11 85

Internalize basic addition facts ( 0 - 18 ). 87

Learn the names. of the numbers and write the numerals'
.20.- 99 91



:Objective

4-1J

.42J

43J .
. Join 3 or more sets and repattern the final sum to.

2 --.
-show tens and units 99

45p- Name,. and record hundreds' withi tens

46C Name and record' hundreds?. tens, and units

.Pattern and record addition equation using basic 7-
-fact ecivations plussets of ten 93

12o4e1 and r etord the addition= of 2 place numbers
whose sum is less than 100

AePangroup of groupsas-hundreds and.learn-to 'name
i

the numbers and record the numerals 100. to 900 br..
t 103hundreds ,.. .

,

'.

7

1 1

es.

Page
Number

_97

105

107

,47C , 'Name the-even and odd nur.abeeils.rom 1 -i-90 109

48C Iaentifv.oddness and veneSs in relation to addition 111
,.. .

. .

'49C To show that in plaCe-va.lue notation, the unit digit
''..-- determines whether the number is odd or even . 113

. r-
50C ,

..

9,
. N, the numbers and record the :numerals 1,,000 to-

, 9`900' by thousands f 117

52J -aoie 2-place addition problems withott models

'533 Mode-1 aa record the addition of 3-place numbers

*-51C Name the .number and-record the numerals 1;09'1 ;o
.119'

121

123

54J Solve'.3-0.a.Ce addition problems without models - 125

55G . Measure lengthsipf ObjectS using non-standard units --:.
to ecognize a need for a standard unit of measurement 127

C

56G: Use aunits to measure length of line t- '133

57G . Use units to measure perimeter of various geometric
-

shapes ;---- , ,. 135

,7

58G Distinguish' between line and line segment: .1.37

39G -Learn use'.the standard labeling .technique to
label points, vertices and line segments 139

.



Objective' -

'A

Page
Number

60G Recognize perp -endicular and parallel lines 14-1

.

61G - IdentifST and label rays-and angldS I 143

..
,,, ,

, . \,, , . ....-

-

62J Build models for the murtaplication process 1:45 --

63S Use the timed- sign -and- record multiplication problPrns' k149:.
-r ,r , v, ;9-

\1 .

64J Internalize the multiplication facts
, 153 :

653
4.

.

p Model and record multiplication of. 1 place number's
/7-

,...°

times 2: place .nUmbers, and,- 2 place nuMbers times ....--

I p lace numhers 15-7
.

66G Identify weight difference by comparlsOn. -1'63

f

.

67G Approximate the area of a given.ssurf.ace with non-
, stanaard'units of measure ..

165

68G

. ....

tse square units to determine the areas of various A
shapes _ \ 167

69G

..
. . .

Learn the formula for 'the area of a square 171

70G 'Learn..the formula for the area of a rectangle- 173

713 -

. -
Model and record muitiplicatioof 2 place; numbers
tides 2 place numbers 177

72J
-

....

Multiplyj, 2 '-place numbers times 2 place numbers
. .-without models. -. . 1 _ 187

33
....

.. .

Multiply: 2 and 3 piace-"numbers times 3 place numbers 189

a

74C Learn to' .name the numbers and write the ,
numerals

from 10,000 to the millions ' 193

75C Develop Na. made f for'repeated 195

-76C

3
Develop use of 'exponential notation 197°

77C Relate: exponents to place value 199

78S Partition a set into two parts 203,

79S,
.

Partition a set into two groups when one set size
Ls given. 205

80S Use the separation sign and record partitioning process 207



Objective, f
a

N.!

Je

, rag"e
Number

.

..

81S.

za

11.

1-tr.t ernalize' tile, subtraction facts -2b9,

.. 82S . ,

4 .. a
li

Subtract from a 2 or 3 place.minuend'. -213

° ...0 83S

,
,

Subtract from a minuend containing zero 215
N.,

84S.

;.

.,...

Subtract -4 and 5 place numbers frOra 4 and 5 p:iace
numbers 217

85C
.

Relate addition to subtraction,as a checking process- 219

86S Separate .sets and record as .ftepeated Subtraction 221

.87S

. -
_ . , . .

. . , .

'Separate sets Into-!2.:Or IMOre equal parts of a '.given
size- .

. .._.
. 223

8-8S iRepeated subtraction of sets of,-multiples of a given
size with recording 225 .

. 89S Develop the partial quotient division algorithm using
single digit divisors and single or double digit
dividends 227

90S InternalTie.the basic dlivision facts'-and.notation 229

9IS
-, ,

:Develop the traditional division algorithm lising one
digit divisors with one or _two digit dividends 231

-_, 92C

. .

1
Determine how a set of a given size ccan be modeled
as a .rectEingle - 233

4

93c

94C

95J

96G

97C

98C .

.
Pattern 'objects into. as many rectangular arrangements
as pasibIe and record .factors - 235.

r
.-Factor a number into prime fact4rs 237

Identify and record the common multiples 239.

Learn the 'formula or the area'Nf a richt trian:le 241

Name a fraction from a model or make a model or a
fraction, . r 247

* .

Arrange fractions with like denominators according
to size 251

Compare and name equivalent fractions 253

ti-
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Objective

PS

1

a,

s.
. 7'

Discuss and define a unit of.meacure for volume

Ddvelop formula for measuring_rectangular solids

Re1ater cubic aeaire of' volume to other tin it:s of
volume measure

103G

104E

105G

106G

107J

108C;

Identify geometric shapes which are

Identify geometric shapes which are

- Page
Number

259

S

con&ruent

similar

Measure with fractional. units

61

263

265

269

273 .

,
1

1
.

Determine the longest and shortest curved line segments 275
..,--, , . -

. .. - '
Multiply. fractions Tess that one

..,

Change ,improper fractions into mixed numbers and
vice`-versa ,

109J Multiply4,miXed ntnithers

277'

C
281

283

110G Identify the parts of a circle
111G Measure angles

285

287

112G

.113G

/ 115C -

116C

117J

1181

119S

0

Find the c ircumferencel. of- a circle 289 %

Find the area of a circle 291

Identify and record least comMon multiple of two
or more /xi imhers 295

Find the least common.denominator of two.fractforts- and
compare 297

Namd fractions the simp,lest form 299

Add f!tions 303

Add mixed numbers, regroup and record in simplest
form . 307

Subtract fractions and record the results in the
-s imp les t form

xvii
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Objective
o- . '

- 120S,

-

i

. .

Subtract ,.nixed numbers wheregroupina is required -

Page
Number

..1

,

311

121C Compare more than 2 fractions with unlike denominators
, .,;

and like numerators
1

.
.,.

,
313

.1 .,

122S Division by -one digit divisor
) 315

,

1.23S ,_

.

Divide, by tWo 'digit divisors : 319

.

124S
i

.

.
. .

Use the traditional algorithm with one and two. duit-

, /

divisors A \ 323
!

125S

A - \ .

Divide with thred and four digit divisors 325
,

126C

1.

Check -division by multiplying 327

127C
.

` Recognize " th" sound whin' naming fractions 329

128C c Change common fractions to equiv0.ent fractions with

/ a denominator of a power of ten ° .
.

.
331

-129C
%

e.
. . .

.....l
Convert fractions that have denominators off, powers of
ten to decimal notation :'

-
r ``ii 333

74.

150J

, .

Add decimal numerals .- 337

-" 131S
c

Subtract with decimal numerals 339

132C , Use the dollar sign and decimal point 1 334 .

133.r
t

,.4

- 0
- .

Multiply with decimals -----J 343

1

1345

'..-

°

.

Divide fractiong t 345

''135S.

- -
Divide mixed numbers .and-record answers in simplest
form -

136S.

. -

Change leftovers (remainders) In division problems to
fraction 351

137S Divide with decimal in the diiisor 3,43

'Convert fractions to-66Ci4h1s by division 355-1.38S

'139C Identify positive and neg ative 'numbers as opposites 359

p
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- Objedtive

141IP Model and record addition of integers

141S ' Model and record subtraction of integers

_5

Page
Number

142J Model and record multiplication of integers

143S Division of integers
t. A

;

.1443 Identify the -structural properties of addition _ 371
-------.:

e ,v

145J Identify the structural properties of multiplication .377'

146J IdrItifye'the distributive property of multiplication
over addition r \e. 379

147 Identify a field as a mathematical structure 383

.1._\ -.';,. ?

Tide Metric Sys 4.{=M N., ' 387,
)

361.

365

367

369r

-4-2 4
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33J
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OBJECTIVES LISTED BY REFERENCE:AREAS

O./

4

nd repattern,a.set

ADDITION

Repattern into subsets,

34J . Record addition '

' 35C Woid name of ten

,36C Group tens and units

(

39J Basic addition facts (0-18)

41J Basic fact equations p9-us sets of ten

42J" Addition of- two place numbers

43J Join thred or more sets.
. 4

52J Addition without models (2 place ..77"

53J Addition of three place numbers

54.7 Addition without models (3 place)
*

144J Structural properties of addition

Application and Problem Solving

See individual reference areas and cross-referencing

CATEGORIES

47C . (Odd and Even oddtiumbers (1-90)
4/: _ .48C (Odd and Even) Even and odd numbers related to-tidditiOn

4 C.) "



i9C (Odd and Even) Unit digit determines odd or even
%la

)2C Model sets as rectangles

DIVISION

96S Repeated subtraction --

87S Separate sets into two groups

88S Repeated subtraction with recording

89S Partial quotient divd_sione,algorithm

90S Basic division facts.

91S Develop traditional division algorithm.

I22S One digit divisor.

123S Two digit divisoi

I245 1 Use traditional division'algorithm

125S a Three and four digit divisors

126C Check

136S Change remainder to fractiOn.

5G Construct lines

GEOMETRY

6G, Straight and.curyed fines

7
7G e. Longest and shor4.est lines

,- ,

8G Identify vertex-

.

Basic `straight linefigures and shapes

.ipc 1 Curved line figures-.

11G 'Boundary

I2G Inside and Outside (5T figures

24

...



Duplicate a pattern

'14C Continue an established pattern

19C _Create a pattern.

55G Non4standard liner measurement

56G Standard linear measurement

57G. Measure perimeter

58G% Line and line segment

'59G Labeling

60G Perpendicular_and parallel limes

61G Rays andAngtes

'66G Weight

67G Non-standard area measurement

.68G Square units

li69G Formula Zor area, of a square

70G Formula fof area of a rectangle

.70

96G Formula for area of aright triangle

100G Volume

101G Formula for rectangular solids

-102G Cubic measure

103G Congruent ,shapes

1644,
Similar shapes.

105G- Measurement with fraction5l 'units 2

106G Longes't and s.iortest curved line segment
,

110G Parts Of a circle

111G. Measure angles



"112G Circumference of a circle

113G Area of a circle

62J'

63J =Times sign

64J

.21thaPLICATION

Models for multiplication

MUltiplicatidhkacts

65J Multiplicatiorrof.dne place, by two place

7I3' Model two place times two place numbers

72J Two place times two place without models

733' Two. and 11ree place times three place

75C MOdel repeated

95J Common multiples

1143' Least common multiples J

Structual properties of multiplication_

1463 Distributive_ property

NUMBER RELATIONS

.20C Name Set size (0 - 9)

. 2'2C Name numbers 0 - 9

23C:. "Symbols 0 - 3

24C 1Tuneials 0 --9

25C Sequencing

26C Groups and units

0

27C Groups'of groups, groups, and units

2 0

- xiIV

('

.
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28C- Concrete representative for a group

37C- (Place 'Names- for .numbers 10 - 19

_38C .(Place Value) Write, numerals '19 .-19

--(Place-Value)--Name .and Write numerals' 20 99

44G (Place Value)

45C (Place Value)

Counting by hundreds 100 - 900

Name'and Record hundreds with. tens

46C (Place. Value) Name and Record hundreds, tens, and units
.

50C (Place Value) Counting "by thousands 1,000 - 9,000

51C. (Place Value) 'Name and Record numerals 1,001

74C (Place Value). Name and Write numerals 10,000 - the millions

76C Exponential notation

77C (Place.Value) Exponents and Place-Value

1C Make a set -.

. 2C -.Name the members of a set

3C Subsets

46 Empty set

15C Sets by attributes

16C Compare.sets by attributes

17C "1 - 1" correspndence

18C- More, Less, Same Size

21C Recognition of set size

78S Partitioning sets

SETS

SUBTRACTION

r)-f. .4 i
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79S Paititioning sets by-givenisize.

80S Introduce subtraction syMbol

81S Subtraction facts --

-82S2- Two or three place minuends

..83S Minuends containing zero

- 93C-_

94C.

Subtraction of four and five place numbers

Relate addition to subtraction

Factors

Prime Factors

29C Model A

SOC Model k

31C ._.Model 1/3

97C .Model Fractions

98C Like denominatqrs

TYPES OF NUMBERS

99C , Equivalent fractions

107J Multiplication

108C- Improper fractions

-.109J Multiply mixed numbers

115C LEait cammon denominator

7.116C Simplestfo

Factors

Fractions

Jan

e..

O
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Addition

Addition of mixed numbers

119S Subtraction

120S - Subtraction of mixed numbers

121C Comparison

134S. Division

135S. Division-of ndxeld'numbers-
\

127C "th" sound

Decimals

128t Denominators
V' -.powers of ten

129C Decimal notation 1

130J Addition

131S Subtraction

1320 Money

133J. Nliltiplication

137S Division with decimal in divlSoi

138S Fractions4,to decimafs,

Integers

139C: Integers -5:

-140J Additions

141S Subtraction

142.1° Multiplication

1435. Division



GENERAL REMARKS This Diest sequence of objectives is to develop an initial
concept of set. One should not hurry through this sequence, but give the
children plenty of time to absorb the ideas involved. All activities
should be kept in oral format.

.1-c Reference Sets

OBJECTIVE .'Make a set. ,
-

- -

COMMENTS See defin.?tion for set.

c

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES'

ACTIVITIES

A. .

MATERIALS: odds _and ends and set indicators

DIRECTIONS: Tacher will make many models of sets. Start with "I am going to
make a set.':.' Make the set and say "This is my set." Repeat with new sets.
Ask, "What am I doing?","What am I may.ing?", -"What is this called?"

B.

MATERIALS: odds and ends, set indicators

DIRECTIONS Students`,make own iets. Ask what they are making or what thy have..
made (a st). "What is this?" "A set."

NA.

- 1 -

0



2 -C Reference Sets

OBJECTIVE. Name the members of a set:.

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES.

ACTIVITIES.

A.

MATERIALS: 'odds and ends, and set'- indicators

pIRECTIONS: Continue making sets as in activity 1-B askingrstudents to name
the members of his set.

B. PUPIL CONSTRUCTED SETS

VARIATION ly

MATERIALS:' Art supplies, magazines,,glue
v,

DIRECTIONS: Teacher asks, "What do we need to make 'a (see suggestions' be-
low)?," Sall groups of pupils makea list of what is needed and set out to
find Pictures and make a collage for the set.

. --. %
SUGGESTIONS: Classroom, house, carnival, Todeo, book, circus, car,i TV jrrograms,

ranch, Chapter house meeting, basketball, garnet sports; dancesi lib,r4y,.Trading
.

Post (draw a picture), rug Weaving, shearing sheep, pottery, a supermarket.

Ex.: "What do we need to make a. classroom?" List--desks, chairs, blackboards,-,
teacher, pupils, pencil, paper, chalk,-erasers, etc.

VARIATION 2
O

MATERIALS:. Poster paper, various media (paint, 2chalk pencil, charcoal marker)

DIRECTIONS: The pupil will choose 'a topic for his set. He will cut out and
paste pictures to make a collage:- Then identify the poster as a set of
dogs and name: the members either by name, collie; or small spotted dog, or
larger "brown dog_...



2-C cant `d
. .

'Reference Sets

VARIATION. 3

. .

MATERIALS: Poster paper, Colored,chalk or paint, crayons.

DIRECTIONS: The pupil will draw.his own set. Identify the membersaf the set
by labeling the pictures he has drawn or by telling the. teacher what is in`
the picture.

VARIATION 4

.
.MATERIALS: "Stockpile words" from a lesson in science, so itl studies, etc:

4-_DIRECTIONS:- Identify and make sets by classifying words. Example of "stock-,
pile wards."
cactus flower hay bean
stems weeds fruits cores
seeds grass apple

Stockpile categories in` science, geography, and social studies--
food clothing house or buildings
climate animals transportation

Examples of classifying words--
Kinds of plants
flower
weeds.
grass
cactus
hay

Parts of plants
stems
seeds
leaves
fruits

r
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3-C Reference Sets

OBJECTIVE Identify" subsets -fpf a given set.

COMMENTS Sets should be separated into as many subgets as possible. See'defin-
ition of subset.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES_

ACTIVITIES

A. MAKING SUBSETS

MATERIALS: odds and ends, and ,set indicator

DIRECTIONS: Place-a large set. on the floor and use the yarn as a set indicator.
Within the large set use yai to put set indicators, around two,or three sub-
sets. For example, in a large yellow yarn set, 'put a spool, pencil, cup,
blocks, buttons, comb 'and pen. Inside the yellow yarn set, put a piece of
red yarn to circle a set of the spool, pencil and clip'. Also, put, a piece .

.orf .bluer yarn t6 circle the comb and pen. Ask the pupil to name the members
of the yellow set, the. red set, and blue set.

B. SUBSETS

MATERIALS: odds and ends, set indicator

DIRECTIONS: Put a large group of objects on the floor surrounded by yarn to
indicate the set. Give a pupil a. small circle of red yarn and say, "Make
a red set in the big set." When the set ,-is maee have the pupils name the'

.objects in the red, set.

At first, have only one set at a time made inside the large set. Lalbr.,let
pupils put two or three sets inside the large set. If the sets overlap,
the teacher may n ed to comment that some objects are in two sets, but this
is all right.

If some pupils want to make a set grouping objects by the same- size, color,
or shape it might indicate a readiness for starting to build sets by att-
ributes .

5
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4 -C Reference Sets

OBJECTIVE 'Identify and Model empty set

.COMMENTS.

0

PRE-REQ ISITE OBJECTIVES--
A

ACTIVITIES

A. EMPTY SET

MATERIALS: Cups, glasses, jars, cans to use as set indicators;
ends to use as set members.

DIRECTIONS: Put several objects
"name the objectt in each set
in it, disscuss the fact that
the term "empty set." Repeat
one set empty.

odds and

in all but one set holder. Ask the-pupil-to
." When you .get to the .mettpt has MO :objects
this set has no objectsVin.it and. introduce
this'several times, always leaving at least

B. STUDENT CONSTRUCTED EMPTY SET

MATERIALS: Odds and ends, set indicators for each child.

DIRECTIONS: Have children lineup in sets (teacher-calls4names), make a set,
of children who are absent that day, (teacher again calls names-) this set
will be empty.

Give children odds and ends and set, indicators. Have them make a set
taining objects they do not have:

con-
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GENERAL REMARKS The following sequenceobobjectilies is essentially pre-
gegmetry activities. ;These ideas and concepts will include lipe,.basic
figures, i.e.. triangle', square, rectangle,..4t-C-le, and basis shapes.

5

OBJECTIVE Consttuct lines

Reference Geometry

rl

COMMENTS A line has no. width 'or depth but length only. Models should be closely
related to the idea of line ag a continuous set. oi _points-., Technically, the
puplAs will be drawing line segments but, the distinction need not be made at
tha point"

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. 'CONTINUOUS PENCIL DRAWINGS

MATERIALS.:' 8% x 111/2 sheets'of paper and pencils (colored if possible).

DIRECTIONS: Have the children draw designs without lifting the pencil from
the papet. They will produce, all types of'lines. .Have a pupil,beginat
one point .(any point, on the'paper). Tell'him to draw any design-he wishes,
only once he begins, he cannot lift his pencil from the paper.

.-1

B. DOT-TO-DOT LINES

-.MATERIALS:* Sheets of. paper faith, dots drawn. 'Dots may be in a pattern, or drawn
randomly.

.

DIRECTIONS!: Have the Childten connect die dots without lifting the pencil,from:-
the paper.-.;,, The-pupils.:may connect dots inany.pattern:they.Wish-,-as-long as
they ii8e.5tpl one .line and fiever'lift the Pencil;

. .

VARIATTONS Le ildren.draw theirowndots, and then-Connect'them' with one-
line.



-G Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Identify straight and curved lines.

COMMENTS Make sure the pupil makes al-Conscious diStinction between straight and
_

curved-lines.-

PRE-RetTISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. LINE CLUES

MATERIALS: feel box, `pieces of wire bent in' curved lines, and in straight lines.

DIRECTIONS: Place the wire in the feel box.. The pupil comes up, puts his hand
in the feel box and feels the wire and tells What type of line he has found--

curved or straight. When several objects are used in the feel box, the pupil
should remove the one he has selected, after he has-said what it is.

VARIATIONS:.
Have only one piece of
Have several pieces in
Have, string glued 'on, a

es for the child to fee
Use pipe cleaners.

wire in the feel box.
the feel' box.)
small piece of cardboard in curved and straight

1.
^

65. Put several curved and straight line models in therfeel
the child to removed a straight line or a curved line model.

B.. LINES -- -ART PROJECT
. -

MALtRIALS:. poster paper Starch

box and instruct

flour, glue, 'string, scissors, pipe Cleaners.

IBCTIONS:. Pupils make a poster using string and_ glue.. They glue:the stzing-,in

curved and straight lineS-.

,VARIATION: -.17-ind-exa.mples-in-pictures from magazines, label or make straight and

- curved collages.

Tape lc, blank



I 7-G Reference .GeoMetry

OBJECTIVE Identify longest and shortest straight line.

COMMENTS A.comparison'of lengths 'of straight and curved. line segments will
'cur later: Again, technically you are dealing with straight.line segments
rather than lines: but it is not necessary to make the vocabulary distinct-

,

ion at this point.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. LONGEST. OR SHORTEST LIVE- ACTIVITY (LARGE DISPLAY)

MATERIALS: Diffeient colored magic markers, oak tag 24 x 36, colored yarn.to
match the magic markers.

DIRECTIONS: , Divide oak tag, into 9" x.6" rectangle's usifig ruler and black magic'
marker. In each rectangle draw segments of different length and different
color. 'Place the matching pieces of,arn over the line segments.

NOTE: You may want to make the lines equal in one (or several) rectangles. If,
you can, laminate the sheet after you draw. segments. PlOtic spray or hair
spray can be used.

Have the children come up or gather ,around in a circle; and pointing to each
rectangle, have a child guess which segment is longest or shortest.. Have
them verify this by removing the pieces of yarn,and*comiaring their length..

B. THE SHORTEST PATS_ --

MATERIALS: Peg board (3' x 3'), geoboard, or just any smooth panel or board into
which you can drive nails in some pattern.'

DIRECTIONS: . Place pegs inpeg. board (drive nails in-panel) in some pattern and
then designate two of them in some manner. Tie pieces of yarn of different
colors around them. Then have the children designate various paths from one
of these pegs to the other. Using various colored pieces of yarn, have them
indicate what they feel is the shortest path. 'Ask them if there is one.sho'r-
ter. If not, discuss why not. If yes., have them show it and discusg'if.it.
is the shortest possible path.

;

.F.vir, 14a0k.



7-G cont'4. Reference Geometry

.40

NOTE: One could make this more interesting by making miniature trees, houses,
lakes,sponds, etc., to set on the board. This activity gives the pupil his
first experience that a straight_line provides the path of shortest distance.

I

.

-14-
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8 -G Reference Geometry

'OBJECTIVE Identify Vertex.

COMMENTS A vertex is the point -where two straight lines meet)

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

A.r-MAKING THE VERTEX

'MATERIAIS:
teners.
size of

DIRECTIONS
. teners,

) r
poster paper Cut in strips and with holes,in.the ends, .paper fas-
Paper strips should be as narrow as possible but will depend on

paper fasteners and hole punch used.

ACTIVITIES'

16upil,will make line segMents by joining the .,ends with paper fas-
pointing out that where the two lines meet' (are -joined) is the ver-

tex. «

B..- FINDING THE VERTEX -

MATERIALS: none -.but the classroom 'i'tself: --and what is. in

DIRECTIONS: Pupils go around the room and find the vertex of lines.

Ex -where two walls and ceiling meet; where two' sides of a desk meet.

O

">.

,-)

15 -



9-G Reference Geomet

OBJECTIVE Identify the basic straight line ligusres and shapes.

.

COMMENTS Basic straight line figures and shapes will be the triangle
and rictangle. See glossary for distinctiori between figure and shape_.

square,

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVESkft,

ACTIVITIES

A. , MAKING GEOMETRICFIGURES

MATERIALS: wire, yarn, string, or geoboards and rubber bands

DIRECTIONS: Make a figure out of one of the"a'hove items.
the same figure and names its partS..

B. FIGURE RECOGNITION'

MATERIALS:

k-T

A.-pupil constructs,

-

Cards with a diagram of a square rectangle, Or triangle on each
0 . (4

DIRECTIONS: all-the cards on a table or on the flobr,
sizes, and ask the pupil to make a set of all:the
other figures.

_

use a variety of
squares.. Repeat using

VARIATION: ing Squares.
are insthe,Iclassroom.

.

2. Hunting. Rectangles
3. Hunti g Triangles'

Hold up .a,scluare 4nd-have

Ct GEOMETRIC DOMINOES

J

a pupil find a squ-
-t=

MATERIALS:. Tnapher-made Ards as fqlloW*:' On one haLf of each card, draw a
-basic'straight line fig re (Zsm1). On the other half of the, card, draw a
basieptraight line shape ( )- (but-not the same as'timie other picture on that
card.) For example.:

(Ihe number of cards
of children tb be

aie 14,

in a deck is ut,
in eroup.)

O the teacher and depends on thee number

-_17. -
1

.0%



9-G cont 'd -Reference . Geometry

DIRECTIONS.:

(1). Shuffle the cards, deal 7 cards to.-each player, lay the remaining cards

ige
(2) Place,the top card fram the discard pile face up in the centar of the t

ble.

faCe down on the table..

(3) Pfay begins with the player to the
-must match a figure with the correct

(4) If a player cannot make -a match he
and uses that card if possible.; (If

(5)

I
dealer's right. Each player in turn
shape or vice versa..-

draws one time from the discard pile,
not, play goes to the next player.)

Winner is the.player using all his dominoes first.

4'

18 7
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10-:G Reference Geometr:

OBJECTIVE Identify curved line figures;

7.
COMMEN'TS circle.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. DETECTING CURVED I. NE -FIGURES

MATERIALS: feel bOf0-vakious curved line figures made of wire or heavy string
glued on cards t'o produce a raised effect. These should include shapes like
the following: .

oval

CD
circle

o
general .(funny)

1
DIRECTIONS: Have half a dozen, to a doZen different kinds of curved figures,

..,

,,including several circles to put- in the box. I.

VARIATION 1. Have the children come up one at a time and select a figure .to
take from the box. Havg them tell what it is before -they remove it from the
box. ; ..

VARIATION 2. Remember what you have put in the box and this time direct the
child to remove a particular type of figure, that is, a circle, oval, or
general (funny).

' ---

MATERIALS: Sdissors, wire; heavy colored p string.

DIRECTIONS: Have s tudents woriE in pairs'- or
small groups to make curved mobiles. -The
shapes used must be curved 'shaves,_and the
:Wire must-be curved.

sh.

19 -
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Reference Geometry,

OBJECTIVE Identify boundary.

COMMENTS kxamples of boundary are, limit, 'territorial boundary, border
.fence44%

walls,

PRE-REQUISITE:OBACTIVES

ACTIVITIES

PRE-ACTIVITY: Have children point out boundari6S of various shapes
along boundary to develop-a. sense of its linear .nature)..

A. MAKING-BOUNDARIES

MATERIALS: Magic ma kers, pencils or
,shapdS, eg.

"run finger

crayons (for each pupil);-. cardboard,
, poster paper.

DIRF,CTIONS: Have pupil place the cardboard shape on the poster 'paper and draw
the boundary with a magic marker; pencil, or .crayons and. then remove the,shape-.
Then talk with_ pUpiis about the figure: 'For.` example, "Trace the boundary
using your finger," br "Show me the vertices-i" or-"Point out the vertices,"

NOTE: ...At this point, you c
shape to make various.de
.piece of paper and then
then _draw around again.

an use the. tracing, of b ..boundaries about teometriC: H.

signs. For, example, tack the center.. f a square to a
draw around the square. .:Rotate;.the'square a little and
. Continue this. procedure. and -you will get a design.

like. the tollOwing. ... ...

sto



II-G cont'd

Something like this-can be done with any geometric shape add it need. not be
tacked and rotated about the Center! This kind of experience can devel-
op motor skill and: at the -same time reinforce -concretely--the Lipp ofbouidary,

B. COOKIE

MATERIALS- Cookie ..ztzb.,
\
cookie cutters, and lifesavers.

DIRECTIONS: Cut dough intokfl S.Jifferent shapes, i.e. , 46, 0" Take
these shapes and cut smaller shapes in the center,. i.e. 0'Place a lifesaver in the center of each cookie before Then bake.
The,melted lifesaver will show a slfape bounded by a geometric figure that
is known as a boundizty.

.

NOT_ E: This activity will builds in. the pupil. the subconscious feeling
that math antes good:

.



Reference. Geome-try'',
.

OBJECTIVE 'Identify inside and outside of flgires.

COMENTS -Recall that a figure is closed. The figures used in this objective
should -have only one "inside",

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES-

A. OUTSIDE AND INSIDE

MATERIALS: large pieces of yarnlarge enough for pupil to stand in
objects from room.

DIRECTIONS: Spread yarn in a -circle on the floor. Place several objects inside
the circle-and several outside the circle. Lead a discussion on inside and
outside -- pointing to an object inside the circle and saying; "This is inside
the circle." Run hand around the dircle of yarn and then point to an object
outside pnd repeat. Do this several times until understood.
Then call on pupils in the groilp"Tell me what objects are inside, name ."'

Or, "Tell me what objects are outside," name ."
After !this is done, clear-away the objects from inside and outside. Then give

directions to pupils " Name , come and stand inside (or outside) the circle."
Do this several times.

ACTIVITIES

several

.FguirioN,
1. Each pupil has a piece of yarn tied in a circle and placed on the floor- in
front of him. The teacher or another pupil gives directions such as--"Every-
one stand insi'de:". Or "Everyone °stand outside." "Boys stand iniide and girls
stand outside." Or ,"Boys stand outside and glArls stand inside."

2. Use yarn in various. shapes--not just, in circles,

. INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

MATERIALS: paper, pencils, rulers, compasses crayons,..

DIRECTIONS: Have 'pupils draw various triangles, squares
and free form figures. Then have the child color the
color; the insida)A:5f the circles another color an so

- NOTE: This, can be made-into an art project and would
children.'

, rectangles, circles,
inside of the square one
on..
be good break for the



13-C Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Duplicate a given pattern

COMMINTS - Patternins activities -help develop yisual-perception add will be- used
later for number recognition. The patterns- involved in-this objective could
embody coIorilshape, size,'etc. .Since this is a pre-number objeative, num-.
ber should not be used-in the patterns at this stage.

PRE7REQUISITE°0B.TECTIVES

A.. PATTERNAG
, -

-MATERIALS: attribute blocks, 1-inch colored cubes cuisenaire rods tinker
toys, building blocks, or paraquetry blocks.

'ACTIVITIES

DIRECTIONS:. Build a simple pattern and ask the pupil to repeat it. Colors,
'shape, and positions should'be repeated. As pupils develop skill, the
patterns should become more and:more difficult.

NOTE: Many different types of materials for your patterns should,be used as
possible to maintain, interest and develop skill. Later, the teacher may
draw the modelson activity cards fore the students to copy. (4 x 6 index
cards are good.)

B. MAKING PATTERNS ON. THE 'GEOBOARD

MAMMALS: geoboards rand colored rubber bands.-,- f geoboards are not avail-
able, pegboards and colored pegs can be used.

S.

DIRECTIONS: Make a pattern on a geoboard and have the pupils copy it 4A-their
boards: Have' pupils. copy patierns from premade geoboards which can be pur=
chased.or teacher made-,..; Have pupils transfer their designs froM geoboards
to dot,paper.

NOTE: This is a chance-for you and your pupils to-work out,'some patterns.
-together. These could evolve into some interesting art projects.

. .



Reference Geometry

--eBffeerm Continue an.established repeating pattern.

COMMENTS Theseactivities develop skills which are necessary .for later
discerning patterns in addition and multiplication tables..

PRE7REQUISITE DBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. REPEATING PATTERNS.

MATERIALS: attribute blocks, l -inch colored cubes, cUisenatre rods, tinker toys,
or building blocks.

DIRECTIONSI... Establish a simple repeating pattern with the attribute bloCks; for
instance. 7

A
Ask the pupil, "What block comes next?"

NOTE: 'Patterna can)be made with different,lengthg colors, shapes quantities,
for example:

ALTERNATIVE: The teacher can draw the pattern on activity cards for the pupils
to copy with the blocks at an activity table.

B. REPEATING PATTERNS

MATERIALS: Cuisenaire rods



.14-C Cont/d. Reference Geometry.

DIRECTIONS: Take a purple rod, a purple flat, and a purple cube.

r.

Ask,_ea pupil to repeat thepatternWithvarious rods, flats, and cubes.

NOTE: If your_schooI.hasc-Cuisenaire rods and_activity cards, there are
some excellent activities in this area.



GENERAL REMARKS The following objective's on attributes develop and sharpen the°
II pupils sense of observe

what one member has in
making comparisons and
relationships in math.

tion. When recognizing attributes the student is se
common. with:another. This-is a neccessary skili in
later becOmes important for seeing and understanding

eing

15 -C
Reference SetS

OBJECTIVE Make several sets from a given set by-using an attribute of thechild's choice.

COMMENTS See definition of attributes. At this time be careful to consider-only one attribute at a time::_The activities should, be repeated and expandedwith-other materials and_various attributes.

?RE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 10-C, 9-G,.4-C, 3-C, 2-C, 1..0

-ACTIVITIES

MAKING SETS USING ONLY ONE ATTRIBUTE

MATERIALS: /Blocks, paper, popsicle sticks, which are of various
and sizes; yarn. colors, shapes,

DIRECTIONS: Using yarn, make a set indicator on the floor or table for the setof objects to be-used. Into this set indicator,. place objects of various
shape; color, andisize. Next, uV.ng more yarn, make set indicators for sev-eral subsets within the large set. Have pupils separate the members of theset into subsets by One attribute of their choice.

NOTE: See definition of attribiltes.

B. SEPARATING PICTURES BY ATTRIBUTES

MATERIALS: Magazines, butcher paper, glue, yarn.

DIRECTIONS: In the initial activity,_ have pictnres cut out beforehand to insure,that only pictures fitting the. attributes_ are used Separate piCtures by
attributes such

'Use
Work
Play

Living things
Animals
Plants

ti

Foods
Clothing
Tools



Referende. Sets

Create a set of pictures. After discussing the various pictures, have the pupils

break, into small groups with o4e-assigned.attribute. Pupils will get pict- ,

urea that fit their attribute from the set. The pictures will then-be glued

onto the paper to create subsets. These can then be discussed by the class.

NOTE: Each of the general attributes can be refined to kinds 'o work, kinds of

animals, kinds of food, etc.

Nowi,make sets .using.more than one attribute. Materials iretloye same. Make

`a set as previously_describedi. Have pupils separate it into subsets of ob-,
jects having more than one attribute. Example: "Make a set:.of red round

. /

.

objects."

NOTE: Include activities' involving kind, feel, taste, use, size; shape, color.:

Ile: "Make a set of fat, brawn dogs (pictures.)



16-C. Reference Sets

OBJECTIVE ,Compare two or more sets by attributes.

...

COMMENTS The purpose of this objective is to compare attributes of several sets.
After the firit activity, gradually get away from asking for es or

'-f

likeness_
differences and ask child to make a comparison of the two sets.

,

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVE

C..
ACTIVITIES

A. FINDING LIKENESSES AND DIFFERENCES IN SETS

MATERIALS: Attribute blocks or construction pape of various colors' and
sizes, yarn loops.

DIRECTIONS: Make two different loops of.colored yarn'as set indicator'S. Place
various objects. in each set an have the children find ways in which the
sets are alike and ways in which they are different. .Plan ahead a little,
so that your sets have fairly obvious likenesses and differences. Later,
you can let different children make thesets, but in that situation, Lt. may
be' more difficult to find ways in which the sets are alike or differemt

VARIATION. 1
.

MATERIALS: A dozen or do pictures of various kinds.

DIRECTIONS: Repeat the activity using pictures instead of, blocks or shapes.

'VARIATION 2

MATERIALS: ovdrhead projector, transparencies of set,;.2*.
1

1 j
DIRECTIONS: Make 8-12 transparencies with two se.t's on.each-transparency. Be

sure the sets are alike in some way -and different in others:. For example,
both sets may have red objects, but in one set they are all round and in-
-the other, they are all rectangular. Project each on a screen and discuss
ways in which the sets are alike and ways in which ,they-are different.

VARIATION 3

MATERIALS: mimeographed 'Sheets with sets'. them

DIRECTIONS: /4).64Le several sheets with two sets on each mimeographed sheet.
Againhave Children discuss ways in which they are alike And different.,

. ,
31 -til
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When they are through, let them color the sets as they would like.,

.B. MAKING AND COMPAR±NG"SETS-

MATERIALS: paper, pencil, crayo las

DIRECTIONS: Direct the pupils to draw sets of-their choice. The pupils should
make two or more sets ,on separate sheets of paper.. Discus's hOw the sets are
alike. Pupils should,be able to compare sets by various attributes such as
color, kind, etc. Tils is an individual activity,: so the teacher must wor
TifitheachpuRil individually. The pupil shoUld identify haw two or more
sets are,different with '.respect to someratiribute.

LANGUAGEENRICBMENT

Use comparison of sets to introduce vocabu4ary, such as smaller, - smallest
bigger -.7 biggest
-heavier - healriest



17 Refer'ence" Sets

OBJEClivE Match two sets of the same quantity, using one-to--one correspondence..

COMMENTS The use of one-to-one correspondence is necessary. for ,A.n understanding
of number. Since:set size is an attribute, one--to-one correspondence- serves
as a bridge between the preceding activities on attribUtes and the following
activities on number.

PitE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

-AC rivLTIES.

A. MATCANG SETS lb SETS

ilik.m73.AT.S.--. Odds and

DIRECTIONS: 1)- Make-two sets of the Same quantity. Have the pupils match the
sets.

.Note: Don't draw.lines,"move the sets side by side.

2) Make two related sets such as cowboys in one set,_ and horses.-in the other.
Other examples are -hook and .etc, nuts alkd' bolts, shoes and laces, and hammer
and ni,ls.

B. MATCHEIG DRILLS
15

MATERIALS: Matching activities for' language
mathematics.

EXARPLE: Social Studies.

:

arts, social_studi scienceik an

4ut the hat on the worker.

-.-

COLUMN 1 (pictures of)
fireman' A hat' -

nurse I s hat
cowboy's hat
chef's hat

COLUMN 2 (pictures of)
cowboy
nurse
chef
fireman



1.

Cont' 4. Reference Sets

LANGUAGE ARTS
Put-'he big leiter with the little letter.

\A a
B- b
C

D'

SCIENCE: -

Put .the animal% in his hOuse.

4.

NOTE la.gengral do not. mit 2 and'3 dimensional figures, particularly where
confusion can.ocCuCas with-circle and sphere.

7,
3
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C. MATCHING SETS

MATERIALS: ditto attached

DIRECTIONS: Have pupils match pictures in one set with those in the second
set.

NOTE: This ditto is a good transition- to Cbjective 18-C,

35

0

5,7;

4



Date.

MATCHING SETS

1. Match the rabbits in the first set-to the carrots in the second set by
drawing lines between them.,

2. Match the objects in each pair of.sets one-to-one.by drawig lines betweeh 4
them.

o -
aim oime. ow.

. Draw a set that has the same number as the firSt seta Match' the two sets
one-to-one.



Reference Sets

OBJECTIVE Compare sets using "1-1" process and tell which has more or less,
-members -or- if-they -are -the -same size.

CO/VENTS These activities" will be used to develop equivalence and, later, the
development of number. Do riot use the terms "equal" or "equivalent" at, this
stage.

-

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

.A. .TEACHER-MADE SETS

MATERIALS: Set indicators, odds and ends.

DIRECTIONS: Teacher makes two sets of unequal_ size and asks one pupil to do
"1-1" matching. Ask which set has more (or less). Repeat several times,
Then repeat activity _using setS,-of same size.

B. STUDENT -MADE.SETS

. .

MATERIALS: Two-,-set indicators for- each pppil, odds and ends.

DIRECTIONS.: :With Apils small: rrOtips. (or individually), ,haye each make two
sets The pupil-Will indicate which more, which has leSs 1 .rtr, if they are
the same size..a.'Repeat"-this activity several:tithes.

- 39



GENERAL REMARKS Patterning emphasizes the quantity aspect of numbers rather
than the sequencing or counting aspects. It enables the child to associate
the quantity with its numeral. ,Throughbut the following objectives, quantity
is determined by looking at patterns. It is important that .the quantity-be
recognized, without counting.

19-C Reference Geometry,

OBJECTIVE Create a pattern.

COMMENTS

PRE - REQUISITE` OBJECTIVES I4-C, 13-C

ACTIVITIES.

AL. ART ACTIVITIES .

MATERIALS: Construction paper scraps cut into a variety of triangles, °rectangles,
circles, and squares;-glue, paper.

DIRECTIONS: Give each child a pile of "steppes and a piece of paper. Ask him -t

arrange the shapes on his paper to make a pattern. Let him feel free to add
pieces or remove them as he desires. Whed the child is satisfied with his
pattern, let him glue it in place.

VARIATIONS: . Use corn,, beani macaroni, etc. to create patterns.

HEADBANDS.

MATERIAIS: Stripscof construction paper, crayons for each child, scratch'
paper for each child.

DIRECTIONS: Have.each child draw a pattern on his scratch paper to be used on
his headband. When he has a definite pattern to use, give hid a strip of
constructionImper to draw his pattern on. When his:headband-is colored,
he may wear it.



20-C Reference Number Relations

OBJECTIVE Nam@ orally a given set size from 0 to 9.

COMMENTS This is the childs first encounter with number names. Use patterning
for easier recognition of set sizes larger than four. Do not exceed 9 as the
largest set size, but do include the empty set (zero).

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. NAMING SET SIZE_ .ORALLY,. --

MATERIALS: Different colored felt pieces large enough to be used as set indica-
tors, odds and ends.

*

DIRECTIONS: Place 5` objects: On a pie of felt and name the objects as 5. Ask
pupil to place the same number of'objectS on another, piece*of felt and name
the set size. Repeat using different set sizes.

113,, MAKING SETS OF A "NAMED" SIZE

MATERIALS: Poster paper, magazines, paste, scissors.

DIRECTIONS': -Ask.the pupilS'tb construct a set of i certain size. PictureS from_
magazines, may be used for the members Of the 'sets. After-cuttiniout the

Azeictures and gluing them to the poster 'paper, be sitea set indiCator is drawn
.to the set.

. SETS--NO MEMBERS (EMPTY SET)

MATERIALS: Two paper sacks, many objects that may be used in making sets
(erasers, pop tops; sticks, checkers, dominoes; etc.).

DIRECTIONS:. A pupil makes an empty set and another set with one or more members
using paper sacks. The other pupils try to guess which sack is the empty set.
Uhen a pupil guesses correctly, he looks in the other sack and names its set
size. Then it is his turn to fill"the sacks." The game continues until all
have had the opportunity to guess: the empty set,



21 -C- Reference 'Sets

OBJECTIVE Pattern large sets into smaller sets,for easier recognition of set
size-

CONSENTS Haue pupil pattern in the set size he recognizes. This is a verbal
pre-divisiOn activiY, e.g. activity A illustrates 15 divided by 4.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES T

ACTIVITIES

A- PATTERNING OF. SETS

MATERIALS:

(DIRECT ONS:
ld to

Odds and ends

The teacher makes a set of no,more than twenty objects. Ask-the
pattern.them into small groups of a:given size.

With size 4,,the pattern might look like this if 15 blocks were used-

- 1.

411.1.

2.n
-



22 -C Reference Number Relations

OBJECTIVE .N-ame the- numbers from zefo cto. nine after- _sequencing sets by size.

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. SEQUENCING SETS

MATERIALS: Cards with dots from 0-9 for -each pupil. Pattern ,the dots on each card.

.

DIRECTIONS: Arrange the cards in the order of least number of dots .tafgreatest
number of dots and name number represented 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.-,

VARIATIONS: Dots could ,be made of corn, beans
buttonspools toothpicks.

SEQUENCING

MATERIALS: Two sets of cards, with dots (or
10 children.

DIRECTIONS:- Give each team a set of cards,
children not to look. at ,:their card untiil
children' are to look at their card, l'
quickly as -possible. The first team to

C. SEQUENCING WITH EGG CARTONS

felt, sandpaper, crayons,

pictures) from 0- , two teams o

one card 6 each
a given signal.
their team up in
ine up correctly

child. Tell the -

At the signal, the
order froFi 0-9 as
wins..

MATERIALS: Egg cartons' -torn into sections
egg holders each for each child.

O

and' 9,,

47-



22-C cont'd. Reference Number Relations

DIRECTIONS: Give each child a set of egg carton sections containing 1, 2, 3, 4,
.5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Have,each child group .the sections from 1-9, discuss 0
and where.0 sections are in the sequence.



23-C Reference Number Relation

OBJECTIVE Associate written symbols with set size from 0-9.

COMMENTS You may Want'to introduce the written number wo,rds.at'this time.'.
r.

.PRE - REQUISITE. OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. MATCHING SETS WITH SYMBOLS

MATERIALS: Use materials from preceding objective._

DIRECTIONS: Teacher hblds Up numeral and pupil points to a set which illus-
trates symbol.

B.. MATCHINGCARDINAL NUMURS

MATERIALS: crayons, scissors, dittos ofcars and garagesgarages should be
'different sizes to. contain from 0-9 cars and numbered 0-9 in random order.

DIRECTIONS: Children color cars, cut them out and paste them in-garages. For

"example,'.3 cars in garage 3.

VARIATION: Cars and garages are cut out, matched, and lined up in counting
order.
7number cars and garages
--.-color cars and garages the same.

0



24-C Reference Number Relations

OBJECTIVE.. Atite the, numerals from 0 to 9.
.....

COMMENTS Provide ample practice in writing each symbol. 'The.spelling.of number

words can also be practiced.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES:,

'ACTIVITIES

A. TRACE THE NUMERALS IN REPETITIVEZOWS OF EACH DIGIT.

B. ASSOCIATING NUMBER WITH SET SIZE

MATERIALS: Ditto

DIRECTIONS.: Count the objects in each.set and write the number for that set size.

Our Numbers
Count the Pictures Write the number

cl).th
p4ns. .e.,

©

ei C:) CED 610 Oa, +C
,

TMs

C. DOMINOE DOTS

MATERLALS: ]Ditto

DIRECTIONS: dotsHow many dots in each box: Write the numerals.

ple 56 /./0/7/c
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24-c cont'd. Reference. Number Relations._

a

.

a
411, -

I.

a .

- 52 -



Reference Number Relations

OBJECTIVE Name the potition_an_object has in a_ sequence..

COMMENTS Since this is the only.objeative dealing with
time should be allowed for thorough understanding of

.. . .

A

'PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ordinal numbers; adequate
the concept.

A. ORDINAL NUMBERS

MATERIALS:
. second,
Lime up
line?",

ACTIVITIES

-Have several pupils line .up at the &Dor. Name their position, first,
third, etc. Rep4at asking, 'Vlico would .like to be: first,: s-gond, third?"
several pupilaxand ask, '"WhOls.first in-line?". "Who': second, in754-etc.

VARIATION: Repeat'activity above using odds and ends.

B. ORDINAL NUMBERS'

MATERIALS: Pictures, either rows of pictures on paper or rows o
ted and placed where, the- entire can see.

A'

pictures moue-

DIRECTIONS: As a group project, use large pfctures in rows where elieryone4
see. Let children take turns pointing out the first, second, fifth... p;c-
ture, or pick a picture and tell whether it is first, second, etc.

an individual project, give each child a worksheet --Lth rowslof pictures.
The teacher may name a row and a picture and have the aItildren point to or
put a mark on that picture. For example: In the secondrow, point to the 1'
fourth picture.

6
53



NOTICE

SINCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLICE-VALUE IS ABOUT THE
4-

MOST IMPORTANT' CONCEPT IN ELEMENTARYD'SCHOOL ARITHMETIC,

THE NMrTHREE OBJECTIVES ARE AMONG THECMDST IMPORTANT

IN THE.GUIDELINES. BE SURE TO SPEND PLENTY OFD TIME ON''

THESE OBJECTIVES: '

IF A PUPIL HAS DIFFICULTY WITH ADDITION, SUBTRAC-

T

TIO.NMULTIPiICATION; OR DIVISION,'IT.IS-USUALLY BECAUSE_

OF A LACK:OF UNDERSTANDING OF PLACE - VALUE. OBJECTIVES

26, 27, AND 28' MODEL THE PLACE -VALUE PROCESS AND IT IS

-IMPERATIVE THAT THE PUPIL UNDERSTAND THESE OBJECTIVES..

- .55'1

?ez5.e O/d,,

11.



GENERAL REMARKS During the mext three objectives, the teacher willbe devel-
oping models that will be extended to units,. tensi and hundreds. . In these,
early objeCtiVeS the models wi4J- he 'Called groups,-and groups of'
groups.- The teacher should stay.these 'objectives and chooSe a model he

:and. tis pupils can use easily. Be-sure:to spend pleAlk of_time.on these.
objectives. .

IIDDELS FOR GROUPS

MATERIALS: Drinking straws, popsicleisticks, poker chips, cuttes, buttons?
safety pins, tongue depresscirs, rubber bands, toilet'tissue tubes.

A group depends on size of grouping. .Example.: -Grouping by size 3.

A. straws or
popsicle sticks
or tongue depressors,'
rubber bands

1111111,Lstr.

.poker. chips,
toilet tissue tubes--

'cut to hold chips

)000000000
chips
1

moon
H

411mI no
. Safety pins, buttons

:000o o i°
lo c, o

buttons

P't 54 -4/44/c

4

Groups. Units

-4. .

GROUPS

Tubes .to hold chips

GROUPS

MIMEO
UNITS '

00

GROUPS. UNITS

7-

buttons & safety pins

no units.
here



NObtl.S FOR GROUPS b-F;GROUPS'::

MATERIALS : -' Same as- for groUps.
-

.7 Groups of -groups- depend on: gramiiing size; (Use a different
the-- gimps- of, groups, that th5t ;used for groups.)-'

ME.AktPLE:.:.. .Gouping' by size 3

-drinking straws or,'
popsicle sticks or;
tongue depressors,
rubber bands, piastic
bags or boxes-.

//

-straws7

Poker Chips, toilet tissue tubes
cUt to hold chips, rubber bands

0. 0
CP 00 e0 o0 0

chips

El-fai

tubes to hold.
chips

..°

method for modeling

tat4>-Ag'

rubberband
41+

Gracips

Plastic bag,box,
convenient contain
holding three groujis.

Groups of Groups_, Groups Units

00

,:r.)

Rubber band around three tubes.



..

4, Cubes

C]0
0 1=1 CI-

O 0.
D

ree- rows stacked to form iquare.

D. Buttons, safety-pins,
hanger wiise.

a. 0
.

oft

DO

/ buttons

Grouos of. Groups Groups Units

(no units
here).

-4;

Hanger wire., holding three groups.



'26 -C: -.ReferenCe
-

Number-Relations

OBJECTIVE Ltode l -in groups and units

COMMENTS Eaih child will need .a large set, of 20 or more objects:When grouPing,
thep4ils do not count the entire set of objects;- they count-the ,grOtips and
ttfiits. Be. certain you never start with a-set so large -that. the pupil._has
more than 9 groups and_9 units: Take your time-with this objective.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

-PRE-ACTIVITY: TEACHER DEMONSTRATION

Ask seven students td come to the front-of the room. Name three students
to make a group in one -cdrner of the room. Say, "We have one group of size
3. How many. groups do we.have? - (1) Do we have enough students to make
another group of size 3?" (yes)

Name three more students to form a. group, in the vicinity of the first
group. Ask, "How,many groups of size 3 do we have now? (2) Do we have
enough to make another group of size 3? . (no) When we do saps .have enough
to make a group, these left avers are called Units. How many units are
left over? (1) We have: how many 'groups? (2) how many units? (1)."

Repeat- this activity several times =using 4,8; and 10 or 11. students,
but keep -the set size constant. Because of the difficulty, .p units, should
be saved for last. Use 6 or 9 students to show 0 units:

. :GROUPING

MATERIALS: Counters -

-- DIRECTIONS Establish a set size to be used for grouping (start with- groupS
. Of. -Size- 3 or 4; later use groups of "siZe.5 through 9.) Place a of

countersue ±n front of the pupils. Ask them to group in- the set: - size.
-

EXAMPLE: Make groups 'of size 3 from a

0 0

Ask, "How many groups of 3
with a pew set size.

-0 00
do we have?" "How many units are left?" Repeat:



B. SHOE BOX GROUPING
/-

MATERIALS: counters, shoe boxes

DIRECTIONS: Put sets of counters in boxes On a table or a-round- -the roo

Label the boxes- A,B,C,D,E,- etc. Give.the pupils .,an answer, sheet la led

to 'match the boxes. Have papils group in a set size and record the ttmber

of groups and units. ;

VARIATION: Change -the set size and repeat. This variation should be done.



27-C: Reference.
.

Number ; RelatIons

4

OBJWCTIVE Model ixotxps" ttroups groups, and u.nits;/ record.

COMMENTS. Sde general 'remarks and models. page 57. - Be sure to spend Cadequate-
time on this objective. Lots of modeling should be. done. Dorn.ot`-&Ove to
Objective 28-C _too soon.

P
PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 26-C,.PRE - REQUISITE

ACTIVITIES`

A. GROUPS-- OF :GROUPS.

MATERIALS:

DIRECTIONS:
_ group of

Zfodels from general remarks - page 57..

Have children group by -a set size and
groups. After- several exampiles, begin

Groups of Groi.ips Groups .

regroup the groups to make a
recording -the information as:

Units

Be certain to include examples where pupils will need zeroes
columns.

in one or two'

B. PICTURES O, M)DELS

MATERIALS: -Activity cards
activity A.

DIRECTIONS: Have children fook
of .gro,ups, groups and 'Units.

EXAMPLE: a. _STRAW MODEL
(using group size five)

or dittos with drawings of. 'grouping models; used in -

at thedrawing#:of a modl-,-and record the groups
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OBJECTIVE Replace a group with a..con.drete repTesen.tative -for a group. (This re-

.
fines the miyilel for;grodpS and. makes it somewhat, more abstract. )-

COMMENTS This objeciive -proVides the pupil .with experiences which are necessary,
for the understanding of place value notation. 'Again, be sure to allow plenty
of time for these aetVrities.

PRE-REQUISITE''OBJECTIVES-

,TRADING; `-t CASHING- IN

MATERIALS: -' Poker chips, recording:c.harts

DIRECTIONS: Begin with -several -chip's of the same color,_ (white.) Choose a
.

grouping size and have the children ,model into unis,. groups and grouris of
groups as before: Choose Another color, (red) and have the children-"trade"
lor "cash in" each groUp of white 'chips for a_ red chip. Choose another colcr
(blue y and have the children "trade" or "cash in" each group.of-,red chipS. 0

ldr
_

(group groups)`roups)" fdr_a blue chip. Have the chien _record the information.

EXAMPLE: Group size 3'

000 oo o
0 o 0 0

0 o

BLUE
1

cash in cash in
for blue for ,red

RED WHITE
2.

i



28 ;-C -cont d.. ->)Reference Number Relat-i,ons

Do several. examples with' different group sizes.

VARIATION.:, 1. Use any Materials-that come in h_variety of colorS, .6.g. construc-
tion Paper, painted bot-fle colored popticie_ sticks,- etc--

VARIATION: 2. Instead- of doing 'all the grouping with White Chips before beginn-
,

ing the "cashing in" have the-,children cash in.a group of Whites lor:-a red, .`

every time a group of whites- is formed_ and cash 'ft a group of.arads -.for a blue.every td.ma a group of reds it formed. ,

VARIATION:, '3.' If more colors are available you can
whites are units' e ,

a red can be traded far a group. of whites
a blue can be traded for a group of reds
'a green can be traded for a group of blues
a yellow can be traded fOr a gr6up " of= greens.
etc.

do further grouping,

B. POSTERS AND DITTOS

MATERIALS: 'poster paper, mailers, dittos

O

DIRECTIONS: 14.ake posters' or dittos with ..dazawings of models of units, groups
and groups of groups. Where groups are represented by a single object and
groups of groups are represented by a different object. Have pupils record
answers on answer sheets..

E/WIPLE:' white are units, red is worth five whites, blue is worth five reds
B1 W
3 2 l 3



GENERAL REMARK The following are pre-fraction. activities t
-, with one-half,-one7fourth, and'one-third.

. -

familiarize pupi.ls

29 Reference. Types of Numbers. (Fractiotis)

.OBJECTIVE Identify and modeI. of a unit.

COMMENTS

. -

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES.

ACTIVITIES

A. ONE-HALF

TERILS: _Paper, .ctaibris; sciss.ors.

DIRECTIONS':-, , r
I: Model

..
o the pupils by folding, a sheet of -paper: into two equal parts,

Intro'dUee, t 6-name-lone-half... Discuss ,what 3/4 is 7Rave pupils copy model; You
might. Want the pupil to color 1/2 of the paper to make.the concept clearer;

z .

2. Model k to the pupils by folding and then cutting a square of paper
twos equal 'parts. Have the pupils cut squares _of paper in half :as many ways
11-8 they can. After doing this, they can use other shapes.

:MATERIALS: J Use pictures of iractions , -flannelboard-objects-showing fractions,
geoboards, or is dittoed-worksheet. All,o,f these should show the fraction, 1/2

several ways (rectangles, squares, circles,...large figures, small figures, _et-c).

DIRECTIONS: As a group activity usi-ng the flannel board, geoboard, or__pictures,, _

have different children .point out 1/2 or point to a fractional part and tell -

the name

As an individual aCt.i.vity 'Ove --each . child a .:c-jorksheet showing 111 . Have each
°ellen X on as many: halves as he :can' find On the"page. Go

over the page later":as a group to.. *ake sure everyone -mar-Iced halves



Reference Types of .Numbers (Fractions),

OBJECTIVE Identify and-mode/ of a unit.

COMMENTS

i PRE-REQUISITE OB CTIVE 29-C
/1.

:ACTIVITIES;

ONE-FOURTH

mATERIms See-activity A (Obi ectiAre 29-1C)

DMECTIONS Followr rections as in activity'; A -Objective 29- , except:' replace
% by "3/ and fold the sheet of paper into two e'qual..parts

MATERIALS: See activity B (Objective 29-C),

DIRECTIONS: Follow directions as in activity B (Objective 297C), except use

I
pictures flannel board objects, and- dittoed pictures off' instead of -1/2.



t"- . 31-C Reference ;Types of Numbers (Fractions)

OBJECTIVE Ident fy(and model 1/3 .of a unit.

COMMENTS Due to the diff a small child raig h.ave in flding- a paper "into
three equal parts, it his felt that activities hat involve coloring
dittoed papers- might be 'best... - :

PRE.-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 30-c
.

A. FRACTION DITTO

MATE11.1AIS: Teacl'ier

PaPr-"

ACTIVITIES--

made ititto,, crayons
.

paste, scissors, poster or constructs-on:
. . -

-DIRECTIONS:. -The -di to should con.tain only one ,.fr'acion. Etample: a "ditto,with objects se arated all-1-1/31s; Have pupil color and cut off and paste
:on paper. -

B. DITTO Stit.e.TS t.

MATERIALS: Teacher made dittos with objects 'separated in 1 3.&.s; crayons.

DIRECTIONS: Teacher gives directions on coloring different parts.
1



32 -J Fief nce Addition

OBJECTIVE Pattern,and repattern a set of given size as many ways_ 'possible.

COMMENTS This is a non-wSi'tten activity.

L

PRE- REQUISITE OB?EC VES ?21 -C

.B.EPATTERNING

ACTIVITIE
..".

MINTERIALS:-;: 9 objects for each pupil.

DIRECTIONS: Use, a set 'size.. of .2-9, and have puPil make as many patterns as
possible. Have the child talk abotit what he has done. Sample:

po-ssii)le pat.trns c:d 9:
. -

- ,..

MATERIALS :' Ditto; sheet .with.a. Se.t. of squar S patterned in a particular---set. size,
scissors, glue, construction' paper'. Ditt should have as manyTpaterrIV:(Of

:one size) as possible. 'Example:- . : .,..

.

of experience-with' one fnumber, before..-going n-with -another...
Sothe other_ patterns,- might incliade-: - '

0



. Refprence Addition

ACTTITITY coast'

DIRECTIONS: Have pupiL Cut
liim.repattern by another
them on the construction

outer: borders of patterti from "ditto. sheet. Then have.
et -size. by cutting sOme of the patterns andgluing

paper. , Repattern 41-se .into 3's. Sample:

Shapes from ditto-i\
a

,Construction paper:



Reference Addition

OBJECl_t_Vr.. Repattern a set of a given size (not to exceed 9) to see how many ways
it- Can be patterned into 2 subsets and tell what combinations have been
modeled.

compiEN'IS This is ,a .non - written activity.

PRE-REQUISI-TE OBJECTIVES

N

MODEI:ING1ADDITION

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Any set of 9 objects and set indicators.

DIRECTIONS: Model several' examples using`. the same sum and make>-the siatements-

" 5 plus 3 eqQls 8 "
G.

" 4Iplus 4 equals 8"

Then give-the* pupil materials to-see-how many.ways lie can model other sets
verbally 'make the statement about the sums.

Be.jsure to include zero, not the beginning dicample. When all combinations
of a given set size have been modeled, change the. set Size..

%

and

DROP THE STRING
r

MATERIALS: Set of large domino cards modeling 2-9,....and 2-large, circles of yarh.



'33-J cout'd. Reference Addition

DIRECTIONS: Instruct student to dropine circle of yarn aroillad some dots. 7hen
encircle the remaining dots with other yarn and verbal/y, give 'the equation. He .

should make as man combinations as possible. Exa4le:

Leavespace at bottom to indicate zero.



34-J Reference "Addition

OBJECTIVE Record models of _equations..

COMMENTS Discuss the "plus" ( +). and "equals"' ( =) symbols.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 33-J

ACTIVITIES

,

Use aAivity A from Objective 33-J. Record the equation`, Have the pupi.). write
the equation both ways, i.e. 5 + 3 = 8 or 8-= 5 + 3. Use severaldifferent
set sizes.

-DUMPDUMP XRUCK ADDITION

-MATERIALS : Two-Piles of blocks_ or other Objects, a toy truck.
.

DIRECTIONS; Instruct ,pupil to tell how many things are in_the first pile. He
r- . then-picks them up in the toy truck (or pick-up) and proceeds to the second

pile. He then -tells how many are in that pile-and picks them up. He then
tells how many there are in .the, truc The Pup1.1 makes the oral statement
""3 plus 4 equals 7", then is shown the itten format - =,3 +4 = 7.

:

;4,



)35-C Reference Addition (Basib'-Facts

OBJECTIVE Associate a set' of size 10ewith, its word na e of "ten".

CaMMENTS This is a non-written objective..

PRE -REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 22-C, _21-C, 20-C 19-C._

A. PATTERN ING TEN

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS; -Counters (Popsicle sftcicp, blocks, cips, buttons, etc.), oak tag.

'DIRECTIONS: Have class get introups of 4 or a. Give each pupil a pile of
counters. Ask each pupil to quick/y pattern the ritimber nine witla tli.c counters
on their desks Or a flat surface.- Tell them that ten is 1 more than nine. and
ask them to make a pattern for ten. Ask each group'to make as many patierng
of ten as they can.
Later, ask each, group to copy their patterns of ten on oak .tag posters.

Nr

1-inch cubes make better-,
patterns than little ones.

TO ACTIVITIES' USED WHEN -LEARNING TO COUNT TO NINE. FORIFURTFIER

ACTIVITIES SEE - PRE - REQUISITE



q.

36-C Reference Addition/ (Basic Facts)

OBJECTIVE Group sets of size 10-19 in groups of tens and units.

COMMENTS Take your time on this objective:.
is to recOrd tens :and Unitson a.. chart:.

groups ..1unitS
1 4 ., not as. 14.

Note; in.Activity A that the pupil
Reord fourteen as

-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 26-C

GROUPING BY 'TENS

DIRECTIONS:.
thesaMe

ACTIVITIES.

Use models' as shown with General Remarks on page. 57.

Repeat activities for grouping With groups smaller than ten. Use
recording form. (Objective 26-C). Limit size to 19.

groups units

. BEANSTICKS.

Beans,- -glue, tongue depressors._

DIRECTIONS: Give each child 2 tongue clepressors,r 'glue, and some beans ( at least
10 but not more than 19. Have the children group their beans in groups of-
10, with some units left over.- 'No more than 10 beans maY be glued on each
tongue-depressor, but every one has to have 10 beanS before ithe- child can start

(1 gluing beans on his second stick. When -everyone is finished, record the groups
and units in the same form as above.

k



I 37 -C ReferenCe Number Relations (Place Value) .

OBJECTIVE Learn the nameseof:the numbers. from 10-19.

¢OmmENTS Hereafter, ten is the. group size used to write our mambers. .

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES .36 -C

ACTIVITIES .`"

A.. COUNT 4.0-;.1.9

MATERIALS: Models, chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS: Tell the .pupils the numbers laiger than ten'have Spec#\ names.
. Model a group. of ten and one unit and' tell the puil that we call this .number

eleven. Continue to record eleven as:

- tens
1.

units
1

Model a gioup of ten and two units---call the number twelve and record it as:

tens units
1 2

Introduce the rest -of the numbers up to nineteen as fast as the pupils can
remember the names. There will be lots of natural review 'in future exercises.

B. Repeat activity A from Objective 36-C- and associate names of numbers with 'the
guantlties. Have the pupils .do the modeling.

- 83"



38 Reference Number Relations (Place Value)

OBJECTIVE Write the numerals from 10-19.

COMMENTS

ti

PRE - REQUISITE,,. OBJECTIVES 37 2C

ACTIVITIES'

A..WRITINd NUMERALS.FROM 10'TO:19:

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, ditto, and models.

DIRECTIONS: Show pupils that we usually write'.tens-and units without the chart.

tens

1

1

units
3 = 13
8 = 18
0 = 10

VARIATIONS:
A) Show thc.: pupils models for numbers from 10-19. Have the pupils write the
numerals without the chart. Have them_ read the numerals'.

B) Model-write-reid many time-S. Use .posters, answer sheets, dittos, and work
book pages.

.C) Reverse the ,rder: read a number and have the pupil write the _numerals and
build or draw a-model first.rat tale chalkboard and then at his seat. -

Pce W 6424



3.9-J Reference Addition

.OBJECTIVE Internalize basic fac ( 0- 18)

..

COMMENTS lee definitions of "internalize" and "basic facts" in glossary.

,

=REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 34.L.51

ACTIVITIES

A. BASIC PACTS-ADDITION

MATERIALS. Egg carton with, cups numbered 0, 2, 3, 4., 5 ; tw&Ismall objects
(beads; buttons).

DIRECTIONS: Teacher places objects into&egg cartons and the student adds the
combindtion.

-VARIATION: Havethe pupil toss the objects into thegg carton one at a time,
then add the two, numbers,

41101

NOTE: Use other egg cartons with larger numbers to continue through sums up to 18..

IF B. ADDITION-BASIC FADS

MATERIALS: Pair of dice -(can be' maAe from wood cubes or sponges cut into cubes)..

the pupils countDIRECTIONS: Roll both dice and add the two numbers shown. Have
the spots on the dice.

MATERIALS: One ten by fifteen inch playing board. of heavy cardboard, two sets off
13/4 by 11/2-inch cards to each set and each set of a different color tagboard,
answer card, '"

DIRECTIONS:. Draw a line dividing the, playing board in half (fig. 1) and then
divide each half into 25 sparzes .2 by 11/2 inches each (five vertical and five
horizontal rows).

Make a list Of at least 25 pairs of addends and their sums, 11 through 18.
Examples: 9 + 9 = 18,5 + 9 =.14; 6 5 = 11, 8 + 3 = 11, 7 -I- 11'= 18.



--

Write the sumS; in jumbled order,OOn each half of the playing board,
.ing the numerals sqthat the player'can read his half, of the board.
faca each other; numeralq should be right-side-up for each player.)
set of 25'cards write*the pairs5ofaddends, one pair per card.

position-
(Players
On each

-
Make an addition table and mount it on a card. This table may b stores with
the game or' put near the-Math Resource Center for continued refe nce.

Each, player is to place his addend cards face down in a stack adjacen to hisend'of the playing board. The turns alternate between the two players, Th
-first player will turn up a card in his stack and 'hold it so 'both he and his
opponent can see it.

The idea is-for the'player to place the card on its. correct sum on his side
of the board before his Opponent can name the sum.

The player loses the card if his opponent names the sum before the cadplayed. If the opponent wins the card, "he pus it in his bank off the board.
Either way....the player lays the card, or loses it....the play goesback to
his opponent, who repeats the procedure:. picks up a card from his stack,
shows it, and tries to place it correctly before it sum' is named.

. .

Thegamte;.continues until each player has_playedall his cards. The_one.urith
the greatest.number.of cards (those on his half of the board plus those inhis bank) 'ns the game.

'

.PlayerSns the addition table to cheek their responses.

D. ADDITION CONCENTRATION.

MATERIALS: twenty -f two inch cards.
V

DIRECTIONS: List-12 pairs addends.and their corresponding sums. Write-apair of addends on, each of \I2 cards; -write their Sums-on the'other 12. Put.the addends and their sums on the answer, card.' Place the 24 card's 'in a'manila envelope. The answer card-is to be placed in a separate envelope and
attached.to the'back of the manila envelope:

The cards are td.b& spread, face. down., On 'tt table: The first player may turn

.

--88 -

J.



eference:. Addition
_

up any two cards If the two ,cards are'a atched pair-7a=pair of),eddend
(71+ 9) and its "sum (16)--the player .pla 'es thezpair\ in,'his c'arif ba =on.
the table. If the Cards are .not matche air, the,pliyer," turns t em fac
down in their original locations and it. is the next playeriS turn.

Play continues: until pairs and their 'sums have been 'matched,, at which
time the players. use the answer card to check ,their accuracy., The player
with the greatest number of correctly matched pairs win%the game._

,

COIF ONS

MATERIALS: Any set of 18 objects.

DIRECTIONS: Using a set size from 10-18, have the pupsil group the set in tens
and units and record it. He then regroups in 2 sets of size lesi than ten
and records those numbers. The pupil should not = aust all'-the combinations

.

of .a 'set size- during this first activity..

Repatterrt:'Example:

*
I If
f-

I
I

4-

.12 = 8+4.- ,

and 8 + 4 = 12Note: Give experience with sentences of both types., '12 8

VARIATION:

\--MATERIALS:
.06



Reference- Addition

4".
VARIATION, Coat d

. .

DIRECTION': Rave pupils now,record all the combinations; of 2- sets of.Size,less
1 than ten that give a given set size*between 10 and 18. aie Certain to'cinclude"

.
.

zero.

* _

r...liamp le: 'combinations of 12
12 = 2 + 3

12 = 6 + 6
12= 7 +
12r =- 9 + 3 .

(Are I
e.

8 1. S 11

/-1

1-1 1

E1

El

on

s
L I

-I

1I 1C9

1.8

1.3

1 Cr;

12

13 J .15

It 15

90 -

lo



2
Reference, _14umber Relations (Place Value

.ECTIVE' Learn to name the numbers and write\the numerals 20 -99.

CP.IIMONTS

N-gEOISITn OBJECTIVE'S- '38-C, 37.:C

C

ACTT TIES

A $ svo THE TENS

MA'ZtitIALS:. Chalkboard
*1/4

DIksCTIONgi Tell the pupils t t the groups of t*en_lhavve special names. Make a
olart of tens with no unit

units.

2
3' 0
4. o

, As
..:

the ten is written,- tell

.

the pupil - -"We calione ten ;', ten',

'.two..tens, twenty';' ,three tens,
thirty,etc." . .

counting by tens, naming each decade correctly.

.T/=' OMEN"? ACTIVITIES-.USED IN OBJECTIVES 37-C and 38 -C TO INCLUDE)7MBERS 209

tt.



, Riference Addition--

OBJECTIVE_ To ttpaernan-;rectr-a:ddddition- equationsmsingtb Tfact-equations---
plus sets of te

Abl

COMMENTS This objective emphasizes place value-in addition:

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES' 9-3 e,.

-PATTERNING AND REPATTERNING

,..NAM1U.ALS: A set of 30 objecte.per pupil.

ACTIVITIES

DIRECTIONS; ..Hae.the,pupil_begi
-two sets of size-legs thari_te
.orie, of "the two sett. -Revco

EXAMPLE.;

tha:set of '.size 18 or less.- Pattern. into
Record, ":Addan:Additional:.set,.ofsize. ten to-

-Repattern.and-eeord the !um.'

The follow-1_
is done At
chart at-st

kb'
sl-ows.' how the _reco ding

sal. step, resirlt
4.

Step



Cont' d.
,

Reference Additicir,k

. .

s- .(4

.

Step 3.

7%.

00
OOP 0000 J

OO
-C): .7.0 000 0 0

A 1 8-+ 4'= .12
B 18. +, 4 =

0 0.0 C.
.0 0Step 4: C,

0 0 0-0
C3, 0 0

0 A 8'+ 4 =I 12
B 18..+ 4 = 22

-4,34'e''

r
Re t steps. 1-4, this time adding
-t ten to 'the four in step -3;-- and
record. A_ + 4 = 12

+ 14 = 22.

B. CONTINUATION

A= set of 40 ob j ect4 per 'pupil..

DIRECTIONS: Same as A 'excelit.,t a et of size twenty is. added, -either to
one /of tlfe two sets or ten to each .set..- ,See -thcample on next page.

..z..4,
..'-

., Is
IP ..

ID
-

d

q
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II 141-J cont'd. Reference Addition

.

Step 1. 0 0o 0 0
00 0 o

RECORDING.
4

"Step 2.

7,

op ,00
00 00
00 00

0

Step. 00
0 000- 00

0
00 -0 00 _0 0 00. A.- 0 C>

6 + 7 = 13

6 + 7 = 13
16 + 17 =

00 ,0_0000er

!.1

00 00 0 0 - 00j00000 - 4001100, .

o

6'4-- 7 = 13
.t6 + 17 =_33

.0?

'Repeat steps. 1 -4 .twArtf,. adding
twenty to .one .set and then. gen.

'the other -set= in step, three, and..
.record,

7-T--Ag

.k
I

6-+ 7 = 13
13 26 + 7 = 33

;.A 6 + 13:
-' 6 .+ 27 =- 33:

!.

r.

a



42-J- Reference Addition

OBJECTIVE Model and record the 'addition of 2 place numbers whose sum is less

than 100 - _

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 39-J 36

: sr- ACTIVITIES

A. ADDITION MODELS
-

MATERIALS: The models an page 57, chalkboard, activity.cards or ditto.

laREtTIONS: Work with small groups: Each child should have a set of models for
tens and units. Review modeling a few numerals--56, 72, 20. Ask the_pupils
to make a-set of 42 and a set of 19. Ask them to join the sets. When they
have joined the sets,.ask, "What is the sum of 42 plus 19?" Their model
'indicates the answer.

SAMPLE MODEL: Straws and rubber.bands.

42 ----L>d-21-i-*it(k)

19

(JOIN SETS)-

, 1

111{1 ill I

-r,

42\ 19-4 c:tt)
(W14-144-144.7 &-4-11-4444

Tens

§-

oldAk

/ .

Units
1 = 61

1.



42 -J 'Coned. Reference. Addition

,Example: -42

+ 19

NOTE: Encourage working from right to left. Ask the pupils, "How many do I
/have if I join the units?" The most likely answer. is "11". Then ask, "How
many tens is that?" Record the "1" in the tens column. Then a-sk, "How many
units are left?" Record the 1'1" in the units column. -

42 Now ask, "How many more tens do 'we have?"
+ 19 liecord 5 tens and ask, "How many

1 - altogether?" Record 1 unit and ,6 tens.
50
61

Some children will already be able to- remember the ten, because of the
modeling experience, Don't hold these pupils back. Continue with examples:

56 43
+ 28

11
70 '60

77. 71

Or..

56
+ 21

77

27

33
10
50
-60

-43 27
+28 +33

71 L 60

A

Provide practice dittos and workbook pages. Encourage pupils to use the'
models. -j

T.-
4=. -



43-3 111

,
Reference -A4aition:-. .

OBJECTIVE Join 3 or more sets and.repattern the final sum tb show tens and
units (if the sum.is greater than-10.

. I I

d .COMMENaS Include the4emp-ty.set after the pupils are comfortable with the
. activity.

--PRE-REQUISI*OBJECTIVES '39-J

ACTIVITIES

A. -3- AND 4 ADDENDS

MATERIALS: Objects, blocks, cubes, dominoes, bottl-d=capsi--etc.;_ yar4drawing
.

'paper.
,

..

.
l 11,....

'
.

': 'DIRECTIONS": Ask the- pupil to place a set (not more than 6) of olijeces: in-each
3 dr four sets. Have him make a drawing of the sets and-record the addition
sentence under each, set as he moves the' objects from one set to the next
(mOvinefrom left to right). At the last set, have him repattern the-objects-

_

to show the 10's and units. . ,

SAMPLE:- Pupil might fill the sets .and make a drawing.orit likesthis.

t

.e1 gc5
cf,*

,

.00
0 6

8t5
00 C'C'- ciD0 Cc) °(5.c

11
oq000 rp

.11

Using ,the actualset, he should:move the objects from Set kand B to E and record:
3 4-4 = 7. ''Then he moves the Objects frbm_E and C. to set F and records: I+ 1 = 8...
He,continues until ,he joins set D and records them. Repattern tkle objects into
tens- and units. .

7-



43 -J cont'd. ReferenCe Addition

VARIATION: _Use a vertical kormat.

3 3-
-A- .

-1 +5_ v .

g-
+2 .(:31/record this way:. _ +2

. -

'_ :

44....

14'.- 14

,
1

Lead pupils to think the sums like this: 3
+5 think 8

B. .PRACTICE-ADDING 3 AND 4 iDDENDS.

.MATERIALS:- Dittos and workbook pages

a

a

- 100-1

-

+2 think 10

. 44 think 14
14

t-

.11

rb



4
NOTICE

THE NEXT SEQUENCE OF OBJECTIVES

DEVELOPSITHE 3!DEA-OF PLACE VALUE

IN BASE TEN. IT SHOULD BE NOTED
r,

THAT THE FULL IMPACT OF PLACE

VAL.,: DOES NOT COME ACROSS UNTIL

THE NUMERAL HAS THREE.DIGITS.

WAN. THE PUPIL UNDERSTANDS THE

PROCESSOF FORMING GROUPS OF'

GROUPS (TO FORM HUNDREDS IN BASE (
. 4

TEN) HE IS WELL 011 HIS WAY TO

OGY1=REHENDING THE PLACE VALUE

SYSTEM.

-

a
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/ 44-C

.

Reference Number Relations (Place Value)

OBJECTIVE Rename group of coups as hundreds ar:1;learn to name, the numbers and
record the numerals 100 to 900 by hundreds.

e COMMENTS No groups or units should be. recorded in this activity.

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES. 28-C, 27-C; 26-C

A. HUNDREDS

MATERIALS: Multibase
-recording_

c-;

ACTIV4TIES

rods and squares (teris only), paper and pencil for

DIRECTIONS: On paper, pupils may make a grid as follows:

Ten sets of ten Tens Units
(Groups of groups). (Groups)

Pupils will have_a square and ten rods.
square until it is.co4ered." The seare
ten sets often, recorded:

Ten sets of ten
(Groups of groups)

.
-.

They will'arrange'the'rOds on the
will represent One group of-groups, .

.*.

Tens Units
. (Groups')

1

,2'
Two squares would

r
3

be recorded as--
Three squares. would be, -

4 '

r O

0
*0

e-

0
a

At.this point, the term hundred would be sub'stitututed and the-above process
repeated "Hundrd is a name for ten sets of't'en."

:Hundreds I Tens

'1 0
.2

.

0
- )

If there is one huridred, no tens
(one hundred). antinu the recordi

Units

o'

0

no units, the nameof the numeral is Igo,
and naming proCess to 900.

to 72. 4/444--

sz,

ro
` ) "
an



44-C 'Cont' d. Reference Nuthber Relations (Pla6.e

If Multibase materials are not available, the teacher can cut strips and
squares 'from construction paper and use the paper in the same way.

tO"

5 tu.ase.

B. REPLACEMENT

Sanecolo

r
--->

Red

to 1'

MATERIALS: Toilet tissue tubes- cut to be no taller than 10' poker chips, colored
blue with "tens" printed on the outside; colored red, with "hundreds" printed
on the outside; 'an assortment of poker chips (red, blue, white); paper and
pencil for recording.

El...., 14 t.A. n a reas

DIRECTIONS: White p er chips would bb used to represent the units. e pupil
would fill ue tube with white poker chips. The .teacher -au d then ex-
plain-that one. blue poker chip could be used to represent the tube full of

' white chips (the tube should be kept for reference). If the pupil isn't sure,
repeat the process until he can see that the blue chip can be a simpler way
of showing ten (i.e. 1 tens represent 10 units). Next, have the pupil place
10 blue chips in a red tube and replace the red tube with a red chip.. This
can be recorded as:

lo

Hundreds [ T-eris Units
. 1. ", 0 0

O

-'104



'45-C

a

Reference Number Relations (Place Value}

OBJECTIVE Name and record hundreds with tens.

COMMENTS No units should be recorded in this activity. Pupils need.to learn' t6
write and say the numbers from 110 to 990by

PRE- REQUISITE.OBJECTIVES 44-C 0.`

ACTIVITIES

A. HUNDREDS AND TENS 44"

MATERIALS: Cuisenaiie rods' and squargs, (or multibase bloCks); paper and pencil.

DIRECTIONS: On paper, have pupils make a grid as follow:

Ten Sets of Ten
(groups of grOups)

Tens
(Groups) Units

. Pupils will have a square and more than ten rods. Pupils will arrange rods
on the square until it is covered (there will be rods remaining which cannot
be, placed on the square).

For example, this might occur.
Ten Sets of Ten Tens
(Groups of Groups) (Groups) Units

. i 0

After the pupil has done this activity and understands the recording Erq:
cedure, alter the recording, model as follows:-

Hundreds. Tens Units .

- 105 -



45-C Cont'd. Reference Number Relations. (Place Value)

Name and Record as follows:

Name

"one hundred ten"

"one hundred twenty"

"nine hundred ninety"

Hundreds

...=mme

Tens Units

9

B. ,Modify poker chip activity B from Objective 44-C.

1

2

9

a

4 7

- 106
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46-C Reference Number Relations (Place Value)

OBJECTIVE Name and record hundreds, tens, and units:

COMMENTS Pupils will name numbers from 101-999 and record the numerals.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 4 -C

ACTIVITIES

A. HUNDREDS,2TENS, ANDUNITS..

MATERIALS: CUisenaire rods (or multibase blocks), squgres and units, paper and
pencil. 1

NOTE: Poker chip activity can be used if multibase rods are not available;
construction. paper maybe used to replace square rods -and units.

DIRECTIONS: On paper; have pupils make a grid as follows:-/

Hundreds Tens Units

Pupils will have had previpus eNperience modeling and recording Hundreds
and Tens and should have little difficulty modeling and recording units.

EkAMPLE: Record and name as follows:

NAEE'>'

(a.:ne' hundred eleven.
Continue-the procedure Until the student is able to" identify and ..record,

numerals to:999 tnine-hundredninety=nine,

Tens Units



1 47 -c Reference 'Categories (Odd arid Even)
i

OBJECTIVE. Name the even and odd numbers from 1 to 90.

COMMENTS Definitions of even and odd. are given
7

activity A.

o

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

A. IS THIS NUMBER EVEN?

MATERIALS Any set-of 20

DIRECTIONS:' Step. l.
particular size,
left overs, Record on
necessary to take them

Number
1

2

-3

4-

5

6

7

8

9

la

ACTIVITIES

objects.

the pupil a chart end some objects. Starting with a
heobjects can be repatterned into 2's with no

the chart, yes or to. Use numbers 1 to 10. It is-nat.
in order. r

=

)

Even

Step 2. Explain that even merns
two...Those numbers listed on
even numbers. Have the pupil
column:

n left overs when patterning by sets of size
the chrrt that have no left overs are cal -led
inset the word "yes" or "no" under the even

Step 3. Lead the pupil to understand that-when naming the_eVen numbers in
order, he is countifieby two's.

Step 4. Explain that those numbers tat have a left-over, are called odd.
Have the pupil make another chart like one below. -Have,hlm name the odd
numbers orally.

vf

g6T0

1.1J7
- 109 -



. 47-C Contld. Referen .Categories (Odd and Even)

Step 4 coned CHA.V., Odd Numbers
1

"-3

-7

9

Even Numbers
2

4
6

8

10

Step Have the pupils.continue listing numbers on th'e chart in Step 4 with Qr
without the patterning of Step'1, as needed. Have them stop at about 30.

.

Step 6. Spot check each pupil for recognition of eiteri and bdd ih numbers up /to

99. An example isto give him a list of numbersand have him .place them under
the-correct heading as in the example below.

,L
X-

Even
41, 64, 73, 89, 9b. 9

64

B. ODD OR EVEN

MATERIALS: none,

DIRECTIONS: Step.l. Divide the class into 2 evenly matched teams.
called "odd" and the other "even".

t

Odd

73
41

1

One t

Step 2. To .play' the game, one member from each team will dome to the
the room. The two children will stand back to back. Each child wi
up any number of fingers on one' hand. Each plver must not peek to
many :'fingers his opponent It.araised,

Step 3. -The 'rest of the class quickly counts how many fingers the two together
have held up. If the total is an odd number, the Odd Team scores one, point;
If it is an even number, the Even'Teqm scores. Instruct the pupil to 'raise
hi4 Wand if he sees his team has just won a poll-rt. The score,is recorded:on
the board.

fron
11 hold
see -liow

is

. .

"Step 4. The next player from each team will come to the front of the room
so on., At the end.of the playing time, the team with the highest score

r

and
wins.
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Reference Categories (Odd and Even)

" OBJECTIVE Ideritify oddness and eveness Jai relation to additiop.

'COMMENTS This' is pre- activity work in preparation for' .later work with integers.

°

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 47-C

. ^1,.

-

ACTIVITIES -

A. -.EVEN + ODD;. ODD + .EVEN
. .

MATERIALS: Ditt:p sheet and ADencil - (see ,example he.low)

DIRECTIONS: Pupils will complete grids:

`2 4 6 :'8 3
2 1

4 3

_6 5
8 7

5 7

.g

Compare the answers in each grid.. Ask the pupils, "When we add even numbers
to even numbers, are the sums even Sr odd?"
"When we add odd numbers to odd' numbers, are the surds even or odd?"
"When we add odd number's to even numbers, are the sums even or odd?"

-pre +Inc. 1 crEekr: CZA:a 0" Ca. 601-112,

tt'SQa*hs

"E",

means even.

:

4

la
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rr

.

a

Referen#e Categories (Odd. and ven)

OBJECTIVE To show--that-fm the ptace-value notetion, the unit 'digit determifies

whether the bumblir_ is qdcl gad even. -

cdgkENTA
4

.PRE-REQVISiTE OBJECTIVES -47C, -:4.-

4

=

ACTIVITIES

A.A 'DIVIDING -LARGE SETS INTO TWO,SEtS, THE SAME" SIZE
.

MATERIALS:. Cuiseneire rods (or multibase blocks); or construction paper cut to
represent squares (100's), rods (10's), and units-.

DIRECTIONS: Model 327.

O

Step 1, gepirate the hundreds into 2 groups.

44.
trade

oil ti
a*to

for rods and separate.

DD PO

Ask, "Are the hundreds even ?" .(Yes)

Record the answer on ithe_chart
- 113. 7,

4pale az hicza Ii
.7 .



45-C d °Rtfesence Categories (Odd and Even)

Step 2.. ''eparate the.tens into 2 groups

2

Ask, "Are- the tens even?" (Yes)
Record the answer on the chart. .

Step 3. Separate thca units into 2 grouPs.

cata

Ask,- "Are the-units even ?" (No)
Record the ansWerc... on the chart.,

.



49 -C .1cOnt'cL,

A-

"Are.th
. hundreds

even?'

Are th-e--

'tens

even?

k

Reference Categoiles (Odd and. tveT0-
'

Are the .Is

udits whole number
even? '' even?,,

327

232_

Use many eXamples so that the pupil can realize that the hundreds and tens,
are always even, and that if the units are even the whole number is even.

,

.

This is, of course, not,the only way. Experiment with several ways.of
this and use the one you-feel most comfortable with. "YoU want to 4ead the
childrento the realization that hundreds and tens are even. This may take
many examples and quite a bit -of time. Don't be afraid to take the necessary
time and expend the needed, effort; as this is goad experience for the
children in working with.blace-value.

P

.c

B. PLACE VALUE DECIDES EVEN AND QDD

MATERIALS: Clear plastic cookie containers, numbers:_6ut from old
masking tape.

J
..

calendar,

DIRECTIONS:' Use masking tape to label each compartment in the cookie tray.
5

EX AMP LE : .1.

(-Hundreds Tens Units

Get an old-calendarthat has large numerals ,on 'Cut all the numerals out .

and place them in piles in a shoe boxl.. (All the numbers together.) Write
a number on the chalkboard. or overhead projector and place them in the' correct
slots in the_labeled cookie holders . Now, read a,pumber to the pupils and
have them select ithe numerals to put in the,cookie holders.



RSerences. Categories (Odd and Even)
S.

.

.- a

NOTE TO TEACHER: Drill pupils oia. this activity until they understand the
operation Ha'47e" the pupils read the number 'aloud frora..the Then
place- theria:;in the slots. Ask,""Wfaat number. is in the 3.m.it's place?" When the
answer is giiien, ask, "Is it odd or even?" Then ask, -"Is the number odd or
eve-1:q7

VARIATION,: Use a chart like 'this:
r- , -

. .
'Hundreds Tens Units.

Follow the same procedure as above. .

,

G

No

- '116

-7
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Reference Number Rc1ations
4

OBJEC4IVE Name the numbers-and record the numerals 1, -to 9,000 by thousands.

COMMENTS
.

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 44-C
. a

.
ACTIVITIES. sr

A. THOUSANDS ii,.,-- _,,

-. L5.2

MATERIALS: ,. Cuisenaire cubes, squares (or multibase cubes and squaresa'- or*.
6 5;poker chips, tubes, paper and pencil.

D
_ IIRECTIO_FS: Repeat activities described 'in Objective 44-C using 10 models of

100 to build model for 1,000. (Teb. .multibase flats form a thousand cube.) -

Name and-record as follows:

thousands
1

2

3

hundreds
0
0

0

tens
0
0

0

Name: one thousand, two thousand, three thousand
'` Introduce and stress. at ,this point the correct punctuation.
Example: ,-anstead of the recording- abp.ve, we write 1,000; 2,000; 3,000; etc.

a.

"5.
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5.e.ir:
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. ....K j ; Referenc-e .. Number'Relations'

OBJECTIVE Name, the numbers,and_record the numerals-1,001 to 9,999 .

1-
COMkENTS Stress at this pOint that the punctuation begins the:n.iming,procesi.-

Ex.:- 1,268 .i.."orie .thousand .two hundred sixty- eight. r ,

2,00l ...;"two-thousand ore"
1.

.

.
PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES -44 -C

9
7

ACTIVITIES

A. THOUSANDS, HUNDREDS, TENS; AND UNITS

MMERIALS: Models developed for 44-:C

DIRECTIONS: Modify the Activities using thousands.

Thousands Hundreds Tens Units

F



Reference Addition

OBJECTIVE Solve 2-Place addition problems withoutthadels.

, ,-
1,

,COMMENTS Activity A.,will be .using models for sums over 100 but the end objective
.

is to do these problems without models. Drill,is important.}-".

.

r'S
PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES. -Li-z-J

ACTIVITIES --

A. FROM TENS TO HUNDRED .

MATERIALS: Models for hundreds, tens, and units.;

0 4

.
DIit'ECTIONS: Each pupil should have-a set of modeis.'vAgain he models two sets

'and jctins them. This time, he will need to regrogg tens into hundred's:-

- -' /i 65 (.. a.- + 71 + 94 \ k

.

'''' , '7-.

Agiln some pupils may automatically exchange 10 tens far a hundred. If not, ask,-'
if there aer-gnough ten's to make a hundred.- Immediately, follow the modeling
with recording.

47 47
+ 68 47)-r +-68
171757-: 15

100
115'

Contilue providing praettce with Lie models readily available.
A

-

B'. PRACTICE

MATERIALS: ,Dittos,Arill sheets, workbook pages.

CC

-7
.

DIRECTIONS:'=-Provid practice in _every way possible. The more -ways you' can'give,
the,chiDd 'kperience with adding the better. .This -is a good place toe-rintro-
duce simple word problems. ,

. .

If you decide to do this, make, it a par of your language-arts class, having
the pupils te%1 and write about experiences they had,had working simple add-
itiosn: Then introduce problems you I-lave-made or folnid:

.

,

P.

1.1

- 121 -
.
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6

Reference Addition

OBJECTIVE Model and record :the Addition of ,3 place numbers.

. , .
4 _

COMMENTS To ma7-examples. Sums sfiould involve,,both three and four place num-
bers

.

bers. -

'PRE-REQUISITEdBJECTIVES
. -

/°.;.: a

A.. ADDITION MODELS

ACTIVITIES
-

,

MATERIALS: Models for hundreds, tens, and units,

DIRECTIONS: Modify the modeling just' done for adding 2 digit numerals to include_
hundreds. Have pupil first model an addition pr6bldm using flats, rods, and'
units.

For( example: 48.9 3

P
e

±-23

Regroup the models and replace 10 rads with one f lat,:10 units with one rod
and record the sum.

pat /2;a.. 6/0.7.k1
u

- 123
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-J. Reference, Additi6n

-

OBJECTIVE Solve three place addition problemkwithout modela.

y

> COMMENTS Drill is important.- -Use ditto and Workbook pages for drill.-

pRE,..REQUISITE.OBJECTIVES 53 -J -

:Sr

ACTIVITIES'

A. .:RECORDING
- '

- 'MATERIALS:. Dittos workbooks. .

4

DIRECTIONS: Repeat activityrA, objectivA 537.4 without I.sing models: Encourage
adding right to left by 'recording from rig at to left.

.647
-4-327

14
60
900
974

!.

641P-*

+327
974

Encourage the shorter process with pupils who are ready foi it. Where a "carry"
is,involved, let them decide how to keep .track of it.

[3 . ta-/. 642 k:

;)-

125
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GENERAL REMARKS This next.equencesof objectives _gives thechild experience with,
_ . and develops, the idea of linear measure,,]

:-

.. ',.

55-GA Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Measure lengths of objects using non-standard units - to recognize
a need for a standard unit of measurement.

A.

COMMENTS Use the fatt that the pupils arrive at a variety of answers in the ac-
,

tivities,to establish a need for a standard unit of measurement.

PRE- REQUISITE OBJE TIVE8

ACTIVITIES
I

A. MEASURING LENGTHS

MATERIAIS( class oom items

DIRECTIONS: Meas e the length of a 'blacboard, desk, bulletin board, etc.
Use pe cils, p eces of string, yarn, etc., to show how many pencil lengths
it tak s to m e a length chosen.

F-

/ 4
MEASURING ENGTHS

MATERIALS: arts of body

DIRECTIONS: :v- c ildren measure a given object.using feet, hands, fingers,
arms, etc. uggestion for objects are4Windows, doois, desks, tables, halls,
rooms, buildings.

C. MEASUREMENT'

MATERIALS: see directions
\

.
DIRECTIONS: The following are given as suggestions, of what one -might do to sham.-

pen the idea of measure, but are suggestions only. Some will be used)in suc-
ceeding. activities as we move the pupil toward standard units of measure.

(1) Have the child fill a small cup with beans (anything small, uniform in shape
will da) and then ask, "How many beans does it take to fill the cups?"' The:
child has measured the cafacity of the cup in beans. -

- 127 =



55 -G cont td.

°

(2) Have the child count the number of tiles in the room, across the room, the
-length of the room. He has then measured the area; width, and length in
tiles.

(3) Have the child count the numbers of his hand widths it takes to go across c.

the chalkboard. He has th9Lmeasured the chalkboard in- rands. Do the same
thing with an eraser.

(4) Have the child count the number of dribbles it takes to get from one end
of-the gym to the other. He,has then measured the gym in dribbles.

r

D, "WHAT'S MY MEASURE ?"

MATERIALS: Various objects

DIRECTIONS: Have ,the children use their hands to measure their-desks or tables:,
Be sure they understand that they begin at one edge and measure how. many' .

hands it takes to get to the other edge, rounding off at the end; -Children
next measure their desks using a book, then a shoe, a pencil, an arm, other
objects, and then a ruler. . - .

Let the children compare their measurements and discover the variety of ans.,.
wers when all measure the Osme desk. .Lead the group into disccvering thatl /
the ruler gives the same Measurement for everyone. The purpose is to under-
stand the need'for a standard unit of measume.

E. STRING MEASURE

MATERIALS String, answer box

Wl

DIRECTIONS: Display a piece of string that measures some object in the room
such as the width of a chair, length of the chalkboard eraser, height of the
vase-on teacher's desk, eta. Children take a paper and either write the
name, or make-a:drawing of the object they think the string measures. They
drop their-gueises in-the answer box. At the end of the day, take the string
down and have: children. prove which object was the measurement of the day,. .

F. _ LINEAR MEASURE

.

MATERIALS: See next page.

DIRECTIONS: See next page.,
123

- 128 -



55 --G cant id. Reference .Geometry

-2'
A long time ago, before there were no schools or bsloks or teachers, it was very

4011rd 'to'measuxe-the length of alMost anything. Inches, feet, deters,
all of these had not been nvented yet. Distances were only roughly described.
The Indians' said that one village wasNso many "sleeps" distant from another
villages_ -or that the length. of the summer was so many, "moons". Some of the
oldfashioned terms for measuring-length have survived until today:, For, in-.

. stance., we-measure the height of a horsevin "hands ", like this:

How many hands wide

How many hands high is the tip') of the desk from the floor?

is your desk? hands

The, end of your thumb also makes a gobd measuring tool.

How many "thumbs" long is, your math book? 1 n thumbs

How many "thumbs" wide? thumbs

How many "thumbs" wide is your desk? thumbi

Is a "thumb" longer or shorter than a "hand"?.

Compare your answers -with someone else.

Here is a:line called AB

Take a strip of paper and mark

Able

hands

f

length of it like this:..,

-

Is AB longer or shorter than a "thumb"?

Is .AB. longer or shorter than a "hand"?

129 2 1
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55 G cont'd. Reference Geometry

Lf

Ho*" many AB's is this piece-of paper from top to bottom?

Which is longer, AB or FD?

e
F D

Which is stiorter,.AB or HO?

H

HarLdo AB :and MY compare?

M

Which is longer, or SK?

°

You might have wondered what else AB can b e called: Its full name is "AB Line
Segment. It is abbreviated like' this, 7Mr.

How would FD Line Segment be abbreviated?

Abbreviate BD; MY; and' SK Line Segment.

A line segmeRt used on rulers is called an inch.

This is Whai an inch looks like.

Inch

sz,



55-G cont'. d.
.

Reference Gepmetry

c,

Here is an inch ruler. How many inches, are shown on it? inches.

9



Refeienc Geometry

OBJECTIVE Use units to measure length of a line.

COMMENTS Pupils sled use both.English and metric system. Do not convert,
but use both at same time.

?

-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES
ap.

A. MEASURING LINE SEGMENTS

MATERIEIES: Dittos, centiMenter and inch -rulers.

DIRECTIONS: Prepare a ditto somewhat like the following. Be sure measurements
aie exact and not fractional.

1

How many inches long is each ?.

(1) L1C= inches

(2) VR= inches

(3) inchesST=

(4) .171-= inches

(5) GO= inches

133 -



SEt'd cone d.
.\

lir

Reference Geometry.

40,

A centimeter is this long: ,

Is centimeter longer or__ shorter.than an_ inch'

Measure these line segments taith your centimeter ruler:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

ANSWERS: (I) centimeters

(2), centIm6ters;-

(3)

. (4) 0

viztts

. I-
(5)

(6)

(7)
;.

DID YOU REMEMBEit TO WRITE niE WORD CENTIMETER IN BLANKS (3) TO (7)?



. 5 7-G Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Use units to measure perimeter of various geometric shapes.

COMMENTS Make=shapes in activity.B exact measurement, not fractional.
Activfty B is a pre-multiplic-ation activity.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES. 56-G

ACTIVITIES

A. MEASURING -:CQMON THINGS

'MATERIALS: Sufficient rulers, yardsticks, and meter sticks for the class.

416

DIRECTIONS Have pupils measure those common things about them.,
t.

-B. PERIMETER CENTS

MATERIALS- Ditt6s, rulers, pencils. , .4

DIRECTIONS: Pupils should measure perimeter of each figure to determine its
cost 9r-find the sum of the lengths of all the sides to find the cost in-
terms of price list. Teacher fixes the cost, for example, 5c an inch.
How much is each shape'worth? Put your'answer on the price tag.



cl 1

. . .

.

GENERAL REMARKS The following three objectives have the purpose.of:eXtending the
idea of line and defining some relations between lines..

.

58 -d
Q

Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE -Distinguish between line and line segment.

COMMENTS
far in
.points

Given two pointsa line passes through them and extends infinitely
both directions. A segment consists o,f the two points and all the
of- e line between them.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 7-G, 5-G

A. 1.1NES

MATERIALS:

'ACTIVITIES

You may duplgtcate sheets like this.

f

DIRECTIONS: Two points on each have been given nimesso that we have different
names to use in talking about .the _five different lines. 'Ask,"(a) Which

"drawing shows line AB? (b) What name will you use for the line in the, next
drawing? (c) Which drawing (%f a line is in a vertical position on 'the page?
(d) The drawing ofline CH is shorter than the drawing of line iJ, but what
shows that 'both of these lines go pn andon and .never end?"., s

Note to the Teacher: Stress
that two points on a line

G

that capital letters are used to name points-and
are used to identify the'line.

NOTE: The drawing below shows a part ofa line called a line Jgment. A
line segment contains the two points at its'ends and.alr the points in be
tween.' A

. -
We call _the part of a line Shpwn in the drawing above "line segment:AB.q
PointS A.and13 are called, the "end-Points". Since a line-segment-does not go
on and an, w.e dd nOtdraw.arrOwheads,

p5e 6/v



58 -G. cont d. Reference Geometry

B. EXERCISES; ON LINES

FIATIMIAIS: Ditto sheets with various lines, line segments.

DIRECTIONS: Ask the students to tel-1whic,b_ drawings represent lines and which
represent line segments. (Note: Duplicate the drawings or draw on 'the
chalkboard.)



-G Reference Geometry
OBJECTIVE .

Learn and-use-the standard labeling technique to label points,
ices, lines, and linesegmants.

COMMENTS Thii method of labeling is a convention adoptedJi..Y. mathematicians_.

ARE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES
\":'j

:ACTIVITIES

A.

--MATERIALS: .Chalkboard, geometric figures
practice dittiSi..

DIRECTIONS

(a) Put several figures on the board.
Teach students to label the vertices,

points, and endpoints first. -Use
capital letters, always.

0
Let students label several figures.

(b) Teach students to alabel line
-egmants (lines) with small letters or bynaming the two endpoints (points)

14rtb. a bar (arrow) above tie. lette.rs.

The line _fthrough Pand Q will be -.11oted W. The nsegment. ring A and Bbe denoted ABor r37. Flow would
yau'label sements $, x, u,

p
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59 -G cont'd. Reference Geometry

(c) Have students label vertices and segments on dittos.

Use X, and Z

Use a,b, c Which segment is ar?
.

Which segment is YZ?

Which segemnt is In

(d). For tzlangles it is customary that the side opposite angle A gets {the let-
ter a, B gets b, and so on. 4t,

no,



60 -G Reference Geometry .

OBJECTIVE ,,Recognize. perpendicular) an rallal lines .

COMMENT This is an ..experieritiapilo
_ Measuring and constructing 90 ._44,

VOcabiliary is being developed.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES .

MATERIALS: _chalkboard, ruler, _geometric figures.

DIRECTIONS:

(a) Find examples, of perpendicular lines atound the room._

(b) Draw several intersecting lines on the blackboard. Have students point out
- the perpendicular lines.

(c) Examine geome ric figures. Make a set of those figures with perpendic-
'ular: lines.

Modify the above 'te find parallel lines.

E IS : - Teacher-made ditto or. activity -cards.
e ,

DfRECTI :., Find the perp4ndiculai lilies:, put 'azr x oLthem. - Find parallel lines
and .pu o on them.. -,

4
16.



60-G coned Reference Geometry

_
.

, i
Name the perpendicular add the parallel line segments. Introduce

,
the symbols...I...for perpendicular and li for parallel.

____

r

c,.La,

S

W

z

and

__y_ and

x 11 z

If

13

- 142 -_

y

C.

x

w+Y

(z.l_w+y)

z



61-G

OBJECTIVE Idnntify and label rays and angles.

Reference .Geometry

COMMENTS A nasis the part .of a line that includes one point (the. endpoint) and
all-points-that-lie in one direction on the line from that-point. -An angle--

. is formed by two rays that have a common endpoint (vertex).

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. RAYS AND ANGLES

MATERIALS: Paper, rulers, and pencils.

DIRECTIONS: Mark three points D, E, and F.
Example:

.E

.D

F.

'. ....4 ,
With D as an endpoint, drawray DE. With D,as an endpoint,
Mark arrowheads to show-the directions in which the rays go
Label the angle determined by the two rays.
NOTE: To indicate a ray, list the endpoint first aid draw
above the letters.

----7
.

EXAMPLE: . l
.

P 8 . is indicated by AB.
4.-----0---7

lea

draw ray.BE.'
on, and on.

a-single arrow

To indicate an angle, three letters are required.

second. Example:

List the vertex

is denoted < QPR or
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B. RIGHT ANGLES

MATERIALS :---- Same as -abovei- cardboatd.

DIRECTIONS: Cut a "square corner" from a sheet of stiff paper or cardboard. Lay
the square corner on a piece of paper and use the two straight edges to draw
a -figure. Draw and label the points A, B, and C.. Then mark' arrowheads to
show that BA and BC are rays.

Label the angle.

Ask; "Does your drawing show an angle? This
and is called' a right angle." Conclude that
the angle is a right angle..

I -'

C

angle is like a sqiiare corner
when the rays are perpendicular

a



> .

GENERAL REMARKS The multiplicative process will be modeled as repeated addition
in the following objectives '

.

6?--J Reference Multiplication

OBJECTIVE Build models for the multiplication process.

3

COMMENTS

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. MODELi-NG

MATERIALS: Bokes, cans, and counters.

DIRECTIONS: Teacher models first .problem..Ifor pupils,

-EXAMPLE: Place 3 cans on the table. each can place 2 bottle caps. vAsk
pupils how many caps there are totally. Then Elive pupils a problem and let-
them model and explain the prqblem. Later mod41-and explainA. and 0 (zero
would-be an empty can). Due_to difficulty, 1 And 0 should not be in the
initial lessons.

VARIATIONS: Make activity (cards with instruct ifor making differet type
models. Let gr ups of pupils build the models.

EXAMPLE:-

MATERIALS:, Cans and bottle caps.

Card 1: Take 6 cans. Place 3 caps in each can. How many caps do you have?

Card 2:. Take 4 'cans- Place7 caps in each can. How many caps do you have?'

EXAMPLE:

MATERIALS- Flannel board.figures, flannel board.

'Card 1: Put up 3 trees with 2 blue birds in each tree. How many birds?

Card 2: Give 4rabbifs 3 carrots each.. How many carrots?
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)EXAMPLE:

MATERIALS: Cups and beans.

Card 1: Take 7 cups. Place 4 beans in each cup. How'many

Card 2: Take 4 cups. 'Place 2 beans in each cup.. How many

-B. PICTURE PERFECT

MATERIALS: Counters (bottle caps,.poker chiPs, etc.)

DIRECTIONS:,

1) Pass out 8 counters to each pupil.
2) Thrivd pupils arrange their counters, in
3) Ask the following questions..

a. How many objects in eachsrow?
b. Hoyt. many rowS? r
c. HoW many total?

4) -H ve them rearrange. the counters into
5). Re eat 1) with 12 counters:`

VARIATION Arrange objectsinlarrays on:anfolierhead:

.

a rectangular

Or

a 'different'

C. STORY P

DIRECTIONS:

BLEM POSTERS

rge sheets of oak tag'and colored markers.

n-the followig example to design -pour own posters.
.

beans do you have?
. ,

beans do you have?

array.
?. .

Array and repeat 3).

questions.As

14

7 46 -
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011ie Octopus has 8 legs

He has 3 socks for each foot.- How many socks?
He has 5 toes on every foot. -How many toes? .

He has 2 cowboy boots for -every foot. How many boots?
He has 4 tennis shoes for every foot. How many tennis shoes?
He has 1 knee above each foot. How many. knees?

a-:
- 147
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OBJECTIVE Use the times sign and record multiplic on problems.

COMMENTS In a multiplication- equation alich as 6 x4 = 24, the multiplier is 6,
the multiplicand is 4 and the product is 24. Do not use zero groups. Use

zero as a st size only. . Be consistent in using the number of groups as the
multiplier, and the size of the groups' as the multiplicand. Multiplier timeS °
multiplicand--6 x 4. Read. 6_ sets of 4 objects.

EYRE-REQUIS'ITE OBJECTIVES 62-3

.

ACTIVITIES

A. RECORDING MODELS WITH ADDITION EQUATIONS

MATERIALS: Same as Activity .A objective" 62-J.

DIRECTIONS: Have the pupils i,uild a model of a
Example:

:6 cans of 2 caps in each.
Ask: How many? 12
How did you get 12? Counted
How did you count? 1, 2, 3, or 2,4, 6
How many counted by 2's? _

When we count by 2s can we write an addition
Rec6rd: 2+ 2+ 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 12

Do more examples.
Variation: Divide the class into .roups.

made for Activity A objective 62-3. Ask
addition equation for each card .on, tablet

*t"

multiplication- equation..

equation?

Give the groups the activity cards
'them to build the model and write the-
paper.

B. .INTR.ODUCE THE TIMES SIGN (x)

MATERIALS: Same.-as .. activ(ty above.

DIRECTIONS: Hale the pupil ui1d the model for 6 cans of 2-caps again..
6 cans of .2 caps is 12 caps an.d 2 2 +1' 4- 2 + 2 2 = 12.

Explain to the pupils there, is a
6 cans x 2 caps = 1. "We, read

12 caps. It still means 6 cans.

Continue: Write the equation.

V 1}

/2ele 45/ Alt2.?1-.

shorter way to write this problem. Write:
this equa.tion as -0 cans times 2 caps equals
of 2 !caps.

1. 3
- 149 -
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Contld.

, I.the "equation.
Write the additicin equation.
Write -the multiplication equation. .a

Variation: Divide the class into the same groups which, did the variation .in
Activity isc above and return their papers and activity cards.

- ,.
,

c"

Have them write the multiplication equation that goes With each addition
equation.

C.. _MULTIPLICATION

MATERIALS: Dittos.

DIRECTIONS: Do each problem first by adding, then by multiplying.

M.ATFRIAT-S: Form for ditto master on next page,
cation from workbooks when they apply.

.13IRECTIONS:

earliest pages on multipli-



.NAME 'DATE

MULTIPLYING SETS

the -blanks,'

sets of 2 are

0 000 Oo-
0.0

4 sets of.4 are

Fill is the blanks.

2_ +. 2 =
2.+ 2+ 2 =
2 + 4- 2 + 2 = -
2+ 2+ 2+ 2 +. 2

4 seta . of. 3 are

Two 2's -are
Three 2:'.§ are
Four 2' s are
Five 2's are

-4

3.. :Find the product. (Make sets--.ff :you- -dead help.)
:...

:. -,

2: c....41. _1-- ...5c 4....

2. 2.c-' 2_ = :4ic 4 ..
, -. * 4-2i 3.- ...". : -5 2c 5

Two-3 s are
Three 3's are
:Four 3's are
Five 3's are:

r

Fill in the answers. Then match the equations,

5- x 3 =

3 x 5.=

4 x 4 =

1-..

2+ 2 +

4 + 4 =

5 + 5 + 5-=

1 +.1 =

4 +4 +

3 41 3-+ 3 +.3 -+ 3
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OBJECTIVE Internalize the multiplication facts.

COMMENTS -See.glossary-for definition of basic facts.,

C

:PRE-RE.WISITE OBJECTIVES.

A. PRESENT THE TABLES

MATERIALS: Models for
ters.

DIRECTIONS:

ACTIVITIES

multiplication, each pupil needs set indicators and COU11-

(1) Have, each pupil take 2 set. indicators. Put
have 2 sets of 1.. Record on the chalkboard.

Make- 2 sets of 2.
2 sets of 3.

etc. to
sets, of 9.

1 counter in each set so you
2 X 1 = 2
2 X 2 = 4
2 X3 = 6

2
.

9c=

(2) Drill - practice dittos, workbook pages, Tgames
drills,. if you hajve them or make your own.

(3) Repeat (1) and (2) with a different number of groups.

flash cards, tape.. recorded-.

The rest of theseactivities tare designed to provide drill once the facts are
presented.

B. STORY PROBLEM ,POSTERS

MATERIALS: Story. P,roblem Posters from

DIRECTIONS: Have pupils write the equations and solve the problems: on each
poster.

Objective 62-J,'Activity p.

.

C. "TROUBLED TRIANGLES".

MATERIALS: Poster board, scissors

- 1 5 3 -

I .p9E E 5 2-



Reference Multiplication.

DIRECTIONS:
(1) Work out equations and answers before putting them on' the puzzle. One
side of each line will have an equation and the. apposite side will have the
answer to the equation. Pupil matches answers to equations to complete the
puzzle:

(2) Ccipy puzzle on poster board and cut on dark limes.
(3) Mix pieces up. -

(4) Fit the triangles together so that, ai1 touching edges name the same num-
ber.

D. SECRET MESSAGES

MATER.tALS: Prepared ditto, see examp e below.

DIRECTIONS: Have pupils -
(1) Do all the problems given below.
(2). Match their answers to the problems given below with the letters
solve secret messages.

EXAMPLE: The p*oduct for number 1 is 16. Looking below the letter M has the
value of 16, so put M in the blank above the number 1.

1. 4X4
2. .7X2
3. 5X7
4. 4X5
5. 3X8
6. 7X3
7. 2X9
8.' 8X4
9. 3X4

10. 0X8

11. 3X5 A. 14
12. 4X7, B.
13. 5X6, C. 8
14. . D. 8
15. 3X3 E. 0
16. 5X8 ,F. 18
17. 3X3X3 G. '27
18. H. 20
19. 3X3X.5
20. 2X5 L. 30

\

M. 16
N.' 3.2
O. 15
P. 42
R. 45
S. 21
T. 35
II. 32
V. 10

:W. 40

15 10 7

(NOTE:
a

10

Teacher can complete this sentence.)
x.1.54 --I- -7.-1

4- 1

12 6..
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MATERIALS: Ditto shown. below.

Reference Multiplication

, .

'DIRECTIONS: Use the chart below to solve
the number sentences -to see how wellpupils know the multiplication facts
Fill the blanks with the Letters in-stead of the products or quotients. gave

pupils read completed sentence ver-tically (top to thbottom).] 'Have
5"111 tz7 making a similar coded message for'a friend to solve. /

a
10

uv
49

b-c'd
12

54

6x5 =
8X3
9X5
4X41=
7X6
9X8

14 15

w
56 64

e-
16

y
72

f. g h i
18 20 21 24

z
81

7X2
5X7 =
7X7 =
8X4 =
6X8 =
8X3 =

6X4
5X9_=

.4X8 ="
5X4 =

j.k. 1 m n o p q r s t25 27 28. 30 32 35 36 40 42 45 48-

7X5
8X4

8X9
7E5
7X7
sri

4

3X6 =
4X6 =.
8X4
4X5 =
8X2 =
7X6
5X9

0



65 -.I Reference Multiplication

OBJECTIVE- Model and record-multiplication of 1. place numbers times 2 place

numbers-and 2 place numbers times.' place numbers.

COMMENTS This.:is second cycle multiplication. Include zero' in.this The
.puOil.will;be using the...distributive property and-the commutative property

:

without naming. them...

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES .

ACTIVITIFS

A. MODEL UNITS X TENS.

MATERIALS: ModelS for-hundreds tens; and units used in your class.
. . , .

:DIRECTIONS: Each. pupil needs a group of models .(lots of tens). Have pupils
build models of problems.like 2. x.30, 4 x x 50,,and then record' their

answers..

B. MODELS

MATERIALS: Counters to represent tens _and units (rods and units, poker chips:,\

of two different colors, bottle caps, popsicle sticks, etc.)

X60

Count the tens.

Remind pupilS.to regroups ten tens as
a hundred.

160

-:

DIRECTIONS: Give. the pupil a problem,Such as 4 x:36, ibid'ask mOdel'It.
Example: (0 representsunits; X represents ten units.)



1.65J' toned.
(7

Reference 14ultiplicatian

Example Cant 'd.

Tens Units
.0xxx. 0 0 0 0 0

x -000000
x x x- 0 0 0 0 0.0
x x x 0 0 0/0 0 0

Student
6

x 4-
24

(unita

then records

x /4'
120 24

120

Repeat 9:th .other problems.

144

Variation: Give students activity cards with problems, have them model to
find the' answers, and record.,

C. 2 DIGITS TIMES .DIGIT

A sUpply of oral problems, models such as rods, chips bottle:capS;..
. .

DIRECTIONS: Have pupils.Model-a. couple of oral problems whiCh requite a 2 digit
numeral times. a 1 digit numeral.
Example: There ar%. 24 boys, each 'has -3 shirts. How marrk shirts .are there
altogether9

The equation is 24 x-3 or 3
' x 24

Model: Use white chips for shirts.
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MODEL cont d

O 0 0
0 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
0 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O .0 0
0 0.0
O Of 0

O 0 0
O 0 0
O .0 0
O 0 0
o-0 0
0 -0 0

O 0 0
O 00 1.

o o o
o o o
O 0 -0

o o

O

The'.pupils will soon discover that thisI a:s tiMeconsumingta*. (And that
Isreally the point!) Now them, column by column, rep4Oe ten.white chips

'. 'for a zed chip so that.the-model

Point out that this model now looks very much. like a model for -3 x 24 (just
interchange the rows and columns in this array) so 'that they can reverse the
order of the numerals and refilace.
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dont' d..

24 x 3 or 3 by 3' x.24 or 24-,

x24 x 3
The 'pupi1S- can then _record the answer.

thal way they did in B.
NOTE: This will lead to the general rule Of always placing the larger
numeral on top.

D.- MULTIPLICATION

HOw much money would you have ;if you had three times each. of the' amounts'
below?

-'

DIRECTIONS: -1. Multiply the pennies first.
2. Then 'multiply the dimes.

How many cents would yoU have?

Example:

1 dime and13 pennies A
x 3

3 dimes and 9 pennies = 39 pennies

1. '2 dimes and 3 pennies

2. 2 dimes and 2 pennies

3. 3 dimes and 1 penny

MULTIPLICATION

NATERIALS: See:next page,;--

. 3 dimes and 3 pennies ,

3 dimes and 2 pennies

p;

DIRECTIONS: 'fill out the bill for Mrs. Green's groceries:,

1.

.
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66 -G Reference Geometry'

.OBJECTIVE Identify weight differences by comparison.

COMMENTS This would be a good place
heavy, heavier, heaviest.

to integrate language arts using terms:

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

L_ ,

A. tEIGHING

AERIALS:
weight.

ACTIVITIES_

Balance, weighing objects7-any t o objects...which are not close in
Exam04.7e: Pencil and a. large lead sinker

DIRECTIONS: Have children weigh at/ d compare aicxy..two objects which are npt close
in weight..

B. WEIGHING

RIALS: Same as Activity ,A, ditto.

PENCIL
Heavier

lead weight
teacher

DIRECTIONS: Have Pupils compareen object with'several other objects by weighing.
Record results on ditto answer' sheet.

C. WEIGHING -

Lighter
Piece of Paper
Staple

.4

'Feel box, several objects,with.different weights.

DIRECTIONS: glace one object in pupil's hand. Tell-the pupil to reach in the feel
box and pick an object which is either lighter, or heavier than the object in
his hand.

D. WEIGHING

MATERIALS: Blindfolds, several objects which are not close in weight.

DIRECTIONS: One child is blindfoldea. The teacher pAce two objects in his hands-

one object per-hand. The pupil then tells which is heavier.



67 -G
. .

_L.. .

Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Approximate 'the area -of.a given surface with non-standard ,units of.
area. .

,
COMMENTS Use non- standard measures of area toaiscover a` need for a standard

-unitof. measurement.
I

PREREQUISITE OBJECILvES 55..G

,ACIlyITIES

A. HAND - ,MEASUREMENT

MATERIALS: Table top, two hands for each pupil.

(

DIRECTIONS: Have the pupils meaopre a small table or des top tiding their flat
hand as the unit' of .ineasurement. Again, as in Objective- 55-G, have them
compare their answers and discuss Why.their answers vary. Tliey should agaii-t.
see that -a 'Common unit of measurement iseaire61.-e.

_PAVING AND TILING

MATERIALS: Construction Paper; a supply of small geometric shapes (for example;
GI OP- 0 ,etc..) Sortie of these could be-Student

made; gfue.

`DIRECTIONS: Give each pupil 'a. large irregular shape made eft` of construction
paper. FOr example,

Continued on next page)

- 165



67-G coned.
ReferenCe Geometry

Have the children place the small geometric shapes inside the large shapesyou have given them, so that it is entirely covered. You may get over-lapping, but at this point that is al] ritht as we are leading to the needfor some kind of uniform shape to measure the region with. Have the childrenglue the small shapes. in place. Now have them count the number pf shapesthey used to cove* the large shapes. You should get a number of different"answers

5

166
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f.

Reference Geometry
-.:2:

OBJECTIVE Use square units to determine the areas of various shapes..----

COMMENTS Grids can-be used to determine areas of various shapes.
g

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 67-G.

A. AREA
*it

AGTIVITTES

MATERIALS: Ditto shapes such a the one below; construction paper squares or
multibase flats.

DIRECTIONS: Pupil fits construction paper squar s in geometric'ehape on the
on the ditto and records the number of squares used as a mesurement of its
area.

Substitute other geometric shaPes in the classroom whiglithestudent can plade
on his desk, "floor or table and measure with flats- to find the area

.
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B. GEOBOARD ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Geoboards or dot paper.

DIRECTIONS: Let the smallest square ( Fr be the unit of measurement Have the

pupils construct various figures (ex. ) with horizontal and vertical

sides and compute their areas. They may also construct figures which do not.
.have all horizontal and vertical sides and try to guess what their areas

a are. (ex. . )

;11.4.

MATERIALS.: :Grid. paper, construction-. paper;' squares':',.

Note: Pegboards can be adapted-to this activity using yarn or rubbei bands.

AREA OF IRREGULAR SHAPES ENRICI3MENT):

71`

DIRECTIONS: Using grids-or squares approximate the area of irregular figures.
See example followigjuige.

1

- 168-
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1.6.3



.

111ENERAL.REMARKS
In the next three objectives, pupils move from filfding areas

of general shapes to finding areas of rectangles, squares, and triangles
and developing formulas for these areas. .

69 Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Learn the formula for the area of a square.

COZOIENTS Emphasize the fact that length is measured in units and area is
measured in square units.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 68 =G

ACTIVITIES.

A. GEOBOARD

MATERIALS: Geoboard, rubber bands .

DIRECTIONS': Rave the pupils construct squares of various size and. using the
. smallest square on the board,- find. the .number of these squares -.in the
constructed square. 'Make a chart listing the length of the- side and the area..
For exsmple..
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B. TAGBOARD SQUARES

EMERIAIS.: A supply of -small tagboard squares.

DIRECTIONS : Have the pupils construct large squares of various size: using the:.
. small tagboard squares. Find the number of 'small sqUares. in the large sqUare.
-14:ak.6.- a, chart listing the length of the side and. the area .

N._

V



111170G Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Learn the formula for the area of a rectangle.

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 69-G

ACTIVITIES

A. GEOBOARD

MATERIALS: See Previous Objecti - activities A and B; tagboard.
. .

DIRECTIONS: Replace square with ctangle. Using chart, help the student dis-
cover that length times width i area.

B. AREA USING GRID

MATERIALS: Square centimeter grid (copy attached), dittos of ,various rectang-

11
ular shapes made to be compatible with grid.

DIRECTIONS: You will need a grid for each student and several dittos (2 or35
of various size rectangles.' Have the child place the ditto over the grid.
(the grid lines will show through ditto paper) and indicate the length,
width, and,area;of each rectangles Have him make a chart of his findings
and verify, that - length x width - area.



70 1-G cont.' d.
'er

Reference Geometry

length width area

Be sure your,figures are of even centimeters n length and width.

20

4
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71-J Reference Multiplication

OBJECTIVE Model and record multiplication of two place numbers times two place
numbers,-

COMMENTS Continue touse,the distributive property withoxitnaming it. Do all
of the activities for this objective! The distributive property is.
especially in activities B, and E.

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVE 65-G
a "

ACTIVITIES.

A. MODEL TENS X TENS

14ATERIALS: iiodels for groups of ten: cuisenaire rodI and squares, multibase
blocks, poker chips; dittos.

DIRECTIONS: First review the modeling of 10:x 10 as in objective 44-,C

or

Ten rods can be
replaced by a

,square.

;Ten red chips can
be replaced by a
blue chip.

Then build models of 2.0 x 20, 30 x 10, 30 x 20, 40 x 20, etc. Substitute
a hundred model for ten tens.

e_ 174 6lei

1 Cr ;
177 - 1



71-J cont.td.. Reference Multiplication-

--Multi 1;a-se -Model

Modelwitli 30 rows of
2. orange' rods each.

EXAMPLE: 30 X 20

Chip Model

Model 30.stacks of red chips
with 2 in each stack.

Replace each .set of 10
.-rods with a--square and
get

Replace each group of ten
stacks of .2 reds with one
stack of two blues and get

4 1.61.
- 178 -
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0:mode's-with-larger numerals, 30 x 40 = 12 hundreds or 1 thouSand 2 hundredS.

NOTE: Ten hundreds-ca 'be-regrouped to 'make a thoussnd.
.

.Provide a practk, e ditto with problems like: . 6 x .10 . 40 x 3.=
6x-1 = 3.x 4 =

_.60'.x 10 ;-- 40 x 30 =-,..You can mix the order in which these occur.a,

B. MODEL 2 DIGITS X 2DIGITS WITH CUISENAIRE RODS OR MULTIBASE BLOCKSr.3

MATERIALS: Orazkge rods and squares, and the units (or. multibase'' block
example diagram attached for ,use.

5

a

DIRECTIONS: Teacher: It is important to understand his model before pre-
-senting it. Study the diagram carefully.

EXAMPLE 1) 17 'x 14 = 17 -sets of 14. Build model with 17 rows' of 6'ne
rod and four cubes each. (See figure 1)
a) Use a square to replace ten of the rods.
b) Use 4 rods_to replace the 10 - rows of 4 units.
c) Rearrange the 2R-cUbes so they make 2 rows of ten and 8 units arrd--
replace- the'rows of.tn-Twith rods. L.9
d) Rarrange the rods so ey are all rogether (there will be 13).
R-epl-aCe .ten .rods with a sq are.

`You 'will then have 2 squares, 3 rods, and 8 units.
The gnswer. 238 is,read like place value models.

- 179 -
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Q r
. J

After-replacements indicated above you now have: One square, 13 i-ds,
and 8 cubes. Replace the 13 rods by one square and .3 rods and windup
with 2 squares, 3-rods, and 8 cubes, i.e.

. - t-

.

'Squares Rods" Cubes
(hundreds) (tens) (units)

2 3 . 8

,

...--,----
or 238.

- 180 "kJ tJ
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EXAMPLE 2) 22 x 16. Build model with 22 rows °Alone rod and six cubes,each.'
(See figure 2)
a) Use two squares to replaCe the two setsof ten rods,
b) Use 12 rods to replace the 20 rows.of'6 units.
0 Rearrange the twelve cubes so,they make 1 row'of ten.and 2 units an
repaace.the row of ten with a rod*
d) Rearrange the rods so they .are all together (there will be 15),.
Replace ten' rods-,with a-squarel'.

You will then have 3 squares, 5 rods, and 2 units: The answer 352 is read
'like place value models.

NOTE: Also model some products where no units are involved, e.g. 40 x 26
or 37-x 20,

Note (Fig. 2) After the replacement indicated above
15 rods, and 2 cubes: Replace 10of4thd'fiftedn r 6-with a squar
up with 3 squares, 5 rods, and Z Cubes... '

'N
.../ Squares Rods

'(ilundreds) (Tens)

u.now:have;

MODELING WITH POKER CHIPS.

MATERIALS: Colored poker chips'.

DIRECTIONS: Model with chips

blue = hundreds ®
red = tens ,:(p)
white = units'=e

12 x 24,- 12 sets of 24

2 g stacked 20

V4

4 s tacked ) 4

See illustration on next page..

. - 181 -
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scplares,.

and Wind_

Cubes
(Units) v.

2 =



71A contl.d.

Sets of .24

, - °:R . S.
Replace ten of the re& stacks El by a stack of -two blues la

v., .
Replace ten of the white .s.tacks .§ by a stack of four red

You will then have:

two blues:. g
eight reds?' e ba

eight whites:- gi

(utstackAhem if necessary to see this)

So- the -product is

Red White
(Hundreds) (Tens)' (Units)

2 8 g or 288,
4 4



D. . FINDING PRODUCTS FROM MODELS

MATERIALS : Models and activity cards,

:DIRECTIONS: Make activity cards-of 2,digit multiplication p5oblemat Use fairly
small ilumbersjeg.:.;26,x.32, 20:x-13,-45 x 16, ,55 x 20):::Putthe answers on
the back. of the Carda. v:Have_pupils:build models to solve'the multiplication

''':problema-and:check. theii. own answerS'.-
.

:E. RECORDING A MODEL
(This activity prepares the pupil for long multiplication withiit-iiM-edeis)

MATERIALS: Unlihed paper.

DIRECTIONS: .-(The pupils will use a drawn, not a concrete, mcl in this activity
To draw a model for 23'x '37,-sketch a rectangle to represent it

3-7 /

,
(The product will be interpreted as the area of a rectangle - -- see Objective O-Q.)

.

. _

Subdivide, the rectangle,to.indicate units and ten7s.
- !



.

4432ro, ,ro:.14.! -4.N,: is .4-4 -MI=P`f.

T
i



. 71-1T- - cant_ d. Reference Multipli4ation.

.Cont`! d.

The product 23 x 37 is then the sum of these four numbers.

23 x 37 21 + 50 + 140 + 600 = 851.
tte standard long multiplication form ,`,37.

x 23

and record the partialproducts: 37
- x 23

21
90

140
600

Indicate tiae- connection between the partial products and the-areas of the
small :rectangles; possibly as

Have the pupils7do 'several examples like this.
--NOTE: Later on:when.you' r'd doing die fshoreened algorithm 37

x:23
111
740

851'
can indicate the .11i an

as: ,follc7ws:



72-J ;/RefeTence MultipliCation

-aJECTIVE 'Multiply 2- p4ace--ntmlbera z 2"pliice numbers without models.

OMMENTS'

Jo '1
-REQUISITE' OBJECTIVES 71-J_

ACTIVITIES .i

A. PRACTICE.

M4TERIALS: bittes, workbool pages chslir.boq,rd drill.

DIRECTIONS: "Move ,the students at their spied frommodeling to
problem vith_a, long algorithm.

Shoten the a

24::

:(6 x-4)
120 4 x 20)
-40 (>10 x 4)
200 (10,x 20):
384 -

t.

a .

--:..'Encourage working from right to
f t as ..a :convenient method Df

knowing which partial products
have. been recorded:

ri thin .leaving.: off -the- pa.rentliesies .

24
X'16

40 '

.200

384

owe students.lagy further shorten..the algorithni to

'24
I 16 x
144 (6 x 24) 144
240 ,(10 x 24) 240
384

sa,



:72-J co ttld Reference MuItipliCation

MULTIPLY. ADD.'

MATERIALS: Regular playing cards.with face cards removed.
.

DIREbTIONS: Lar three cards face up on the table: multiply,the first
add the third to the product.

Do, the problems orally *-

VARIATION:-Race I pekrson from each team watches as- the teacher displays; the. A
3` cards. First 1;er-son with the correct' answer vrins a point, for his team.

This is a good place' for word problems.
Sel,ect those-suitable at this point. Work them.-to be sure Prey- can be -done
with that the pupil knows,.



73 Referenc.e 'Multiplication

OBJECTIVE Multiply- 2 and 3_ place numbers. tithes -3 place numbers::

ICOMMENTS Model the tens times the hundreds since this is the only new process.
in, this problem. ._

-*

ACTIVITIES,

A. , TENS X HUNDREDS..:
-,.

"MkTERItilS: --1,18dels .f-Crr tens, hundreds
_

DIRECTIONS: -T4p.del-problem like 300 (cuisenaire materials or- inultibasi blocks..-

x 10

and thoUsands.



73 Reference Multiplication

Blue = hundreds =
Red = thousands

Generalize tens x hundreds =. thousands.
Note: UStially the thOUlaiS:34't-O beregrOuPed as ten th.OUSaii4s and thOuSands
Expinple: .-.400 1.

x 60.
.24,900

B. EXTEND ME ALGORIIIIM

MATERIALS:

DIRECTIONS:

Models when needed, practice dittos.

.426"

x 34
24
80

I{ 00

180
600

124100

141484
Some pupils. will want ,t

426
X '34

3,704

'.1Z780.
14484

(4 x 6)
. (4 x 20)
(4 x 400)
(30 x 6)
(30 x 20)
(30 x400)

o- learn the

9

short cut and should be encouraged.



73r,1: .---conti. _Reference _Multiplication'

r. ZEROES

MATERIALS.,.- Dittosc;

DIRECTIONS: Provicle practice and heft) with zero problems.--like:-
. 426 406 420 406
x 34 x- 34 x 30 . x. 34

-

GALLEY METHOD- OF -MU4T1PLTCATION
- .

Tit s is . efirichment

D IRE C TI 0 N § :- Place the multiplicand' alOng the top :of :the gall and the. mul-tiPei-down: the right-_side.- Enter the products the bokes. If there- It only one -digit record 0-in the top galley-. Add along the diagonal- -read answer_counter- clockwise.

1 digit by 2 digit
-

by 2 digit



Reference Multilgidatiott

2 digit by 3 digit

ATM"
lEIVArd

3 digit by .3 digit



...Reference Place Value and Multiplication

OBJECTIVE Learn ton-ame the numbers. and write the numerals 'from 10,000 -to the- ."'

4-43 ,
.COMMENTS Expand pla'ce Value notation through millions'.

separate thousands and hundreds.
"--.'

Use the 'Comma

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

-

ACTIVITIES

A. NAMING AND WRITING 10,000-- to 90;000.

MATERIALS: Models if nsed,. chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS; COUnt by thousand, write the numerals by thousands. Lead-pupils, to
-name .10 thouSands and write: note -the new ;palace and add it to. the

ten thousand's ' thou-s.ands.I. hundreds ' tens units

B. NAMING 7ND WRITING 100,000 to 999,999.
.

MATERIALS: , Same as for previous activity.

DIRECTIONS: Extend previous activity to add hundred thousands

USE TEE COMMA

MATERIALS:

DIRECTIONS:

11.

to the.il.id.

Place value 'grid, chalkboard;

Write t 'place value grid on' the 'chalkboard.
-: . hundred ten -

.

Milli-aris thousands/. thousands

...

thousands I hundreds -tens
t

units-

-.' 193

ti



74 cont T, a . Reference :Place Value and Multiplication

.

Ask the pupils what they would add

,12un-dred ten-

'million,.
-91

Emphasize the-pattern reading right. to left. (Ones,_ tens, hundi'eds, etc:)
Ask pupils where they have, earned to use thefirst comma. Ask where-they
Would put .a seEond comma::

-- ----".f. . .

Have pupil's read. long numbers- iress the -ease that
102 - dile hundred ,two Iv ., ...,.. -,..

-102 ,00Ci - one hundred ".--two:.thdus
L. q... .-

Ica ,000 ; 000 r7 ona h dred twd-: mill ori. -.-

Some pupils. may kn
about .bil lioni :and' t

commas add to reading.

omes nex . It is interesting to talk,

---

_MATERIALS: Paper -and -pencil,' aittos . a

DIRECTIONS.: Dictate _loni numerals to pupils. Ask them to ite the nuinerals
-with commas.-

NOTE : -.-tincit to -



s-r.1 Reference MulitipacatiOn

1
OBJE TIVE, Deye a ,model for repeated multiplication.

r
oRmErns

s.

PRE-,.REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

:A. -BUILDING CUBES

MATERIALS: -ceubes

;

ACTIVIT ES

CTIONS: Have pupils build a large cube -- 2 cub-es long, 2,, vicie;,-'--2 high. Then
cubes long; 3 wide, 3 high, and so, on, with_ 4, -5," ...

I-number of small cubes in each large cube.

B. REPEATED MULTIPLICATION

MATERIALS: Poker :chips

. liave pupils count tlip

DIRECTIONS: Have-'pokers chips (or counting blocks) 'in a pile (no order). Teacher
says, "Make 3". Pupil groups 3 chips -- 000

.

Teacher says, "Ma sets of 3". Children group 3 chips 3 times. 000
000
000-

is

NOTE: The word "of" means multiply (x).
41

Teacher says,' "Make 3 sets -.of 3 sets of 3." Children "group 3 grodps with 3
groups of 3. . .

.000
000 000 000
000 "000 "---000 ,

Teacher- asks, "What did you do?" Children_ respond, "We made 3.sets of .,3 sets of
3 and, poin'is .to- the, different 3 7s. ri , `3

000. V000 000.-
GOO :0,00
000 000.. /000

L.

:.3 of-.3 °

3 x 3 3 -= How many (27) count. ,chips-.

Repeat with'groups-. 4 and 5.1 Compare the answers -.with theise- i

-.-. 1.

- - ';



Refe rice Number Rations

OBJECTIVE Develop use of exponential notation.

COMMENTS: Exponential notation is -&-convenience, not a necessity. If your pupirs
have problems in this area, it can be delayed until. a later. date.

'PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES '75 -C

ACTIVITIES

WRITING EXPONENTS

MATERIALS: See Directions

DIRECTIONS: Repeat Activities from Objective 75-C recording- what is done and-
introducing exponential notation:

EXAMPLE: 3 of 3-of 3 -=-27
'3 x 3 3-= 27-

= 27.

The expOnent is essentially ,a counter that tells the numberof times a number
is used as a factor in a p'rcsduct. It is written to the upperright of the
number.

a.-

B. T.T24S1 TO EXPONENTS. .

MATERIALS:. See DireCtiong7-

-`

DIRECTIONS : Teachdr-mede*--urorksheets c:Irilling on the following:
.

'24

2. 4- 4 4 , 4

3. 3 7 3 - 3 3- =

44.s 6 =-



ie

77 Reference Number Relations and Place Value

OBJECTIVE -Relate exponents to place value.

COMMENTS

O

PRE -REQUISITE. OBJECTIVES.x.

.ACTIVITIES

A. MODELING 10, 1021, 103; etc.

MATERIALS: Use pl-ce value models.
1

-- DIRECTIONS): Model ten. This- is noted 1.0 -or lu.

EXAMPLE: 151111111111111

Building" on this mode build model_of 10..set's of -10.

- 1011111111111111111111111
MEINE11111111111
11111111MIIIIII
1111111111i1111111
111111111111111M

11111111111111111111111
111111111111111

11111111111M1Mn

10

This is '10 sets of 16- or 10 or 100. Continue
10 sets. of 10 sets -of 10 is :103 or 1000.

2 . 7

making 10 sets _Of. 10 sets of 10.
t

410 sees Of`10 sets of V) sets of 10 is 10 or .. Ask what 104
If children are _unsure, have them Work out. problem.

Eie..AMPLE:. 10 x-10 x---10...x 10 = N x 10 ) xIox 10
= 10,0,,x 10 ,) x 10
= '

= 10,000

.4;



C Reference Number Rel.ations and Place Value
. -

DISCUSSION: Lead .a discussion reviewing-what yOu have done 'showing (on chalk-
board, -Overhead Rrojector, etc.) that 101 .1. 104( ens, place); = 100 ,(hun.-:..

drsds place); 10 = 1000' (thousands place); 10 10,000 -(ten thousands place
10 100,000 _ (hundred thousands plaCe). .Note: The J ems: _ determines
_the number of zeros: .

A

B.- EXPONENTS TO PLACE VALUE

MATERIALS: - Teacher.:made ditto.

Example: 1. 101 =

2. 10 =

3... 105 =

2
,10 =

5_ 1.04
re R

DIRECkIONSi Children c,..:41: 0c out problems.

.a - a
VARIATION: Children tell place value cording to.. exponent..

Example: .a. 101 = -ti:is place.

. .103 .6,i-,'TthOuSands -place ,-;..2.,.
_ .

..

. USE EXPONENTS TO WRITE NUMERAJS

,
MATERIALS: Teacher-made ditto he s col

4
3 (10$ ) '4- 2 (7320- ) -I- ..,1--0_

th following:

(.02 )+ 4 ?-145:, + 2

DIRECTIONS: Pupils Write out numbea uSing-exponents- to determine place value.

Examplei..Probleiralove'is426-,:542.-

"EXTRA WORK FOR FUN: --H*ve en-11d work. ont..abe *problem_ (only if rbildren
.badkgrotmd in working ewmations, withropailizithests.) o

-

have had



cont'd. Reference__ _Number Relations

:

5.3 C10 ) + 2 ( 104. ) .6 ( .103 ) + 5 (102 ) + (10 + 2 .
.5-.(141, x:1(S)..x. (10 x -10) x + 2 (10 x 10) x (10 x-10) + 6 .(10 x 10

;I; 5, x 10) -17 4;.. (10) + :2

3 (100 x 100) x 10 + 2 (100- x -100) + 6 (100:, x- 10) +.5- (100) + 40 + 2 =
.

3 (10,000 x 10) + 21t(10,000) + 6(1000) + 500 +- 40 ± 2 =

30:6-6000.)-+ 20,000 + 6000 + '500 + 40 + =.-

(300,000 20,000) -P6.000 + 500 + 40 4: 2

(320,000'+ 6000) +.500 + 40 + 2

(326,000 + 500) + 40 + 2 =

.(320 00.+ 46) + 2 =

326,540 + 2

326,;542.



Reference SUbtradt.ion
-.

OBJECTIVE -Partition a set __into- two partd.:,-.; _

COMMENTS This is. a pre-subtraction activity.

. .

PRE-REQUISITE 'OBJECTIVES 33 -3, 32-3, -19LC, 14-C, 13.-C

ACTIVITIES.

A. REVIEW PRERE SITE ACTIVITIES ON-,PATTERNING AND REPATTERNING"

B. REVIEW' PARTITIONING ACTIVITIES,JDN PATTERNING AN]) REPATTERNING
4

MATERIALS:. String .; one piece per student, tied in( a loop, various manipula-
tives (bioeks , bottle caps , button. , popsicle st cks, etc . ) .

DIRECTIONS.: Students"will make a' set of any size he -wants. The student will
then partition the set into 2 parts and tell how many in each part and how
many all together.



Reference:. Subtraction

OBJECTIVE PartitiOn-A-S two- groups "when one group size -is give4.

'COMMENTS Use term: "What is left' for the unknown set size.

..PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

t

,°-
.

- . A.. -PARTITIONING

'ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Odds and ends, I set indicator
.

.

DIRECTIONS: Teacher makes a set "d asks. a student to partition the set into
two parts- -one part being of size 3, for example: When this is done, teacher

, asks, "What, is left?"

Example:'

_ .

REPEAT USING. DIFFERENT SIZES

1 CI
_ 205 -



so- s Reference Subtraction

OBJECTIVE Use the separation sign and record partiOoning process.

_

, .

COMMENTS. Do not.introduce7the terms "subtraction'.! or "minus" at.thls point. Use ---

partition or separate.
.-

-PRE4REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 79 -S

ACTIVITIES

A. PARTITIONING AND RECORDING

MATERIAIS.: Odds and ends, set'indicafOr,,. recording sheet.

DIRECTIONS: Use the same Arocedureas the activities on pirtitionir in objec-tives

78-S and 79-S. Have ,the 1pupil record wha&-helps done.
. .

EXAMPLE: Make a' set. Ask, :"How m@ny members are therein this set?" Sepa-
.

rate-agiven set size and circle with yarn. "What do we have left?" Let
us write what we did. (i) -"How.many did we have in.the set?" Record'the
number. "We separated how many?" (B) ..Record .the number. "What's-left?"
(.'";) Record the number. -

Set Size 13., Separate a Given Size

8

C. What's left

5

hal/IContinue t procedure, modeling many basic facts until the children are com-
petent and comfortable with it. Then introduce the separation sign.

Set'Size

9

paci.e. 6(a.,4

eparate a-Given Size.

4

What's left



4ference :-.-.SUbtract

mATERTAT-S: -Several 10- by 8-inch playing (1aids cut from heavy cardhroard,
several felt-cutouts for each `pupil.

PREPARATION : rki-T4de the playing board' into three ',sections --the largest .meaSuring
10. by -4zi-nches apd each of the others-5 by 4 inches

10"

Playground

Home I Cafeteria

`.)

DIRECTIONS: The pupil places his play board- so that the two small sections
are nearest him. The. teacher or a. pupil dictates a story problem. Five
boys were playing baseball. (Five cutouts are put in 'the largest section).
Two of the boys went how for lunch.. (Two cutouts 'are moved to the lowerleft section). <The other boys went to the school cafeteria for lunch..
(Three cutouts are moved to the lower i'ight section). How many: boys went
to the'cafeteria?

The pupils can find the number by counting the" boys in the lower right section.
A discussion of the problem may help the pupils understand that subtraction
is an operation on numbers in the problem. Have the students. record the
equation.



8kS :

OBJECTIVE To internalizethe subtractiontiSfats .

ace S#tractilph.

,-COMMENTS The minuend i's= the total account, the 5ubtraheud is the number being-,separatod..out. "Separation ign" will w be replaced by. "minus sign."
_.

- The answer is c4led the fference. R call that a basir'subtraction-faCt .
is' One where- the differe ce and the subtrahend are single place numbers :-

. .

PRE-REQU4SITE' OBJECTYVES 80

ACTIVITIES
4,4

A....,SUBTRACTION RELAY

MATERIALS: Make 2 sets of cards. Eleven cards in each set. Ati:tizt.n., se.
numbered, from 0 to -10' and a yellow set numbered from 0 to 10:-'4,71annel
board, flannel numerals and signs to make equations.

t

DIRECTIONS: --l'hoivide class into 2 teams of 10 each. Pass the.2yellow cards to
one team and the orange cards to the other. Teacher makes a partial equa-
tion on the flannel board..

8 - 5 =

The student from each team with the missing numeral "races" to the board.
The student reads the equations and the class. can confirm his answer. The,
student who correctly completes the equatiotr first wins a -point for his team.
The teacher changes the equation. The teala with the most points wins,

B. SUBTRACTION -FACTS 11 - 18 WITH. MODELS

MATERIALS: PlaceNvalue modelS for tens and 8 units -for each, pupil. Use' a model

for the ten that-can' be easily, exchanged for units. 10 buttons on- £ wire
hook, 10-centimenter cubes in a paper `srweeve, 10 swt/icks in a rubberband.

DIRECTIONS: Write_a separation problem-ot the board. 16

Have the pupils model 16, as -10 and 6. To separate 9, they 'mu6t exchange the
'units (unhook the buttons, take the rubberband off- the sticks). Let sttide
regroup objects to model the- eparation. proces.

t.



- S , cont17-71- ReferenCe- ,
1

-SubtracfTon
:77 .

.
1i/rite and model many problems.

13

C. SUBTRACTION CONCENTRATION ,

.

MATERIALS: Twenty-four 2-inch cardboard quares, a 4-inch by 6-inch answer card.

PREPARATION: Select 12 subtraction comb" Lions. On each of %.12 cards write
the answer, on each of the other 12 ca.rds to the problem. Make an answer
card.

°TAIRECTIONS: All cards are to be placed laze Iowa on the table.- The first player.
Will turn "nft two cards. If they are -a matched pair (as 9 - 6 and 3), the

places them in front of him. _If they are not a matched pair, he returns
them to their face-down positions on the table.. Play continues 'until a ll
cards have been played. The players then check their responses by the a
wer card. The player with the greater number of equivalent pairs Tj.'s the"
winner.

-LAY OR LOSE
,'""

Modify activity cards in objeFtive ,39-J, Activity C for iiubtr.,action.

N7- -ART ATS - A playing board,--.11 by 8k inches, made of cardboard, twenty. four'
1-inchr by I-inch tagboacd cards, a card pocke?t.

-

f 210 - e



Reference Subtraction.:

:..

PREPARATION: raw-,on Playing,...bOaida .broken, to represent stairs. On
one setlp.of twelve-11/2-inch by 1-in-ch.A.rds,Nrrite pairs of a,dden.ds, one pair

-,:pex''..`card; on the reverse, side,- write thes'.stnn of .the pair. On each of, the other,
12, cards, show a sum and known addend; on the reV'eo:rse .side:ShoW :
addend. Glue the card pocket .to: the back:of:the-playing beard anti in_sert, the

.5

addition and subtraction cars the pocket;.-
A

DIRECTIONS A. playing al-one , places on set -of cards on the steps of the
"up" stairway. Beginning brIth the'card on he bottom step, heo states .the sum
or missing addend, thlioNturns the card a checks-his response. Step by step,
tie prOceeds to the top of the `stairs. Re then places the cards on the step
of the "doyiin stairway and again states the sum,or missing addend ana.,.`ehecks
his response:

When two pupils play, one player .7spondS to the indicated addition or subtrac-
tion pair, and 'the other checks the responses. The game conlitnues until
both players have climbed up and down the stairs.

N

This activig may be adapted to multiplication and division; The multiplication
tables Cnay be .used for- checking.°

o \-

S
- 211 -4E,
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0.

82 -S .

4

Referee Subtr.action

- OBJECTIVE Subtract from a 2. or .place minuend.

examples .illustrate 3-;place tai
- . COMMITS No zeros yet in the minuend! The

ends be pure, to do several examples 2=p1seee Mieuencls -befOre ving
on to 3-plaee.:

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVE S'' '8118

'/*It'

. SUBTRACTION MODELS

ACTIVITIES.

MATERIALS: Place value. models, 'for. .hunctireds, tens, and uniti,.

Di
group: 'of, 8-

"a): Demon

r
ectiona a-g art. steps that" sholild be taken in order. Work -wit13 a,

o 10 students:
ratc,-first.. Build 'model of a number-in the hundrects.

Separate -a set of 3.27. After regrouping., the
or

FOT example

folloWing set will remain:

1)

Do several examples.. Subtract some one and
,

b) pemOnstrate againt; this time N:rrite the p
minuends;

theiaroblem the following way may be helpful
Arrange in ;columns Of hundreds (H) , -tens (fi)

Kith/ all columns' can be subtricted. Fier .ex

-1342- Regroup: --- T U Regroup

two plade numbers from
-44 r

roblem on the .bpard. Diagramming
whetiregrou'ping is r ed.
and units (U) and t n re

the

3

c). P-ovide pupils with pr ice "dittos. Include
for units a r d with no 'regrouping; -Do just those
regroupin at the unit; andi tens only. -YOU 'Jan

b) "above

-exam" with .rigroupin'g
roblems Which'-r-equir
e pupils t;,show work as. in 'f

2.1 a 6/ct, k,



a :Reference S6Cira.ctiOn

41(
Demonstrates again; this time let

than the minuend. Example: ."-- ,

-' 368
174 .3

1

; . ... . ..

e) Provide practice dittos; inc ptceblemq-with no" regrOuping
-Or tens:, by/Co:11y one regrouping in each 16rablem.

. .

368 - 32,7., 362
- 245 182 '-u147

, .

Demonstrate again: This 'tithe_ let 'both the
the .subtrahend be larger than the _rniriena.

-g) Model. and record again.

.
Provide lots of-practice, dittos

1

for the units.-

'ts -delgit -and the tens

work book pages -- games..

' I

Lam

214
.r-

-A
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83 - S
1/

Reference ; Sutttraction

OBJECTIVE -Subtract -from- a- minuend -containing- zero.-

COMMENTS"

PRE-REQUISITE-0BjECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. -SUBTRACTING-3ROM ZERO. IN-THE UNITS PLACE
4

MATERIALS _ Place value models
. '

'0

N\ ..
DIREeTIONS: - Extend, the modeling for three digit subtraction.. \ Mc

\
del numberS

with zero in:the units place -..., record problems from the .model. Use place'
,..,

value mo41S. on page:5'7.-
.

FOR EXALMPLE:

) cp1=3-BOBBODI
. a -)-- c;:

I

4Z
( _

.J 6)n 0nunrio:PoT1--0---,E3n% tip
a co oY -1

. This shklidn!t,b't too clifficUlt as there
- trouble. just because there is :m

. Regroup kl;T U

2 6 ler, .
ti. 2;

is nothing,.: new.:

D "aB 17170.

a. a is
But some _pupils have

3: SUBTRACTING ZEROS IN ilit.TENSWRUNITS '1'LAGS
.. :

MATERIALS: Place valt models for hundreds, tens and units:

DIRECTIONS: (a) Rev/iew g e value, particularly numeral's with zero -in the .ones,
tea br, both places.. Have the 'pupils, build-or' draw. models for,9-numerals, ld4 ,
106, 240, and 300, for egartiple,. s Build models or pictures of modelstAnd have
,chldren -wrifethe.'numeral from the model. Be cdrtain.all../Ittpils can write
a nigiSetral that contains a zero. as you dictate; it... Any pupil who can not proh-
ably needs help with place valueo.

PROVIDE MANY PRACTICE -MODELS



84 - S 'Reference Subt 'ration

OBJECTIVE- Subtract 4 and .5 place p.umbers from. 4 and 5-place-,numbe-rs.

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJBOTIVES 83I-S

ADD A4 DIGIT

MATERIALS: Chalkboard

ACTIVITIES

`DIRECTIONS :-.. Put a three.. digit. subtraction :problem on the chalkboard. Have the
children give.you directions on 'how to do the problem.

-642
.

.,,..
-389
253

-Add a digit -to e.i her end of both the -subtrahend and minuend

364

-1389

1. .cHALICBOARD DRILL

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, chalk
1. , .

DIRECTIONS: Send 2%, or 3 pupil% to .5he chalkboard. Have them ork Several prob-
lems. Correct mi-s;_takes for-the. class. --

-.or 6425 .

-3896.

S.

C. PRACTICE

. MATERIALS: iVittos* and workbo c pagee of .4 .'and 5 prace subtracion problems.
^ .

DIRECTIONS.: Give lots of practice.

'

TRICKY ZEROS-

.

MATERIALS:
.

Charkboad,

--" <

pibblerns -with zeros in the minuend.

r

' 4



84 cont.' d Reference Subtraction

DIRECTIONS: Put a problem like 7000 on the board. Ask pupils how they would
.-2648

A
work it. Accept all methods that T.I.11 cotsistently

CONTINUE: 6002 = 7026 j'z, 60000
-2340 --2348 - 2486

get the correct

E.:.PRACTICE.
N

Dittos, workbook pages, games, chalkboard contests.

DIRECTIONS: Provide practice with zeros.

F. MAGIC NUMBER '6174 -

MATERIALS :

DIRECTIONS: (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

write any
Rearrange
number:
Rearrange
Subtract:

4 place number With different digits:
the digits to form the, largest possibl

to form the smallest number:

Repeat b,c,d for the answer

answer.

3412

e
4321
1234
3087

8730 f.
-0378-11

Continue until the."magic" answer 6174 isobtaine:
-2358
6174

(The pupil will never do more than 7 subtractions before the,"magic" ar4swer
appears.) '

O A



83-C Reference Subtraction
/ /

OBJECTIVERelate-addition to subtraction as a checking process.

/

' COMMENTS Where addition 'is-a joining process, subtraction is a separating
process. This objectiire shows the pupil that what is separated can be re-
joined.
7

/-

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

A. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Modify the activities from Objective 33-J:by.asking for subtraction combina-
tions as well AS addition combinations.

B. "SUBTRACTION"

MATERIALS: Prepared ditto.

DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLE: SUBTRACT

Jane had -56c
Jane spent -24c,

Jane had left 32c'

CHECK

t,

Jane had left 32Q
Jane spent +24Q

1 -:- same 56c..

NOTE: Make up. your own stories or use worksheets. Vary the number of digis.'
in the problems.

9

- 219 -
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GENERAL REMARKS The next sequence of objectives models repeated subtraction'
as a. means of.developing algorithms,fordivision.

86= S Reference. Division0. .

OBJECTIVE' Separate sets and record as repeated-subtraction.

COMMENTS

e

RE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES.

A. PARTITIONING ANDVRECORDING

MATERIALS: Counters

DIRECTIONS:, -Direct the student to separate the original set into several sets'

and'record as repeated subtraction. The sets shodld not be of equal size.

EXAMPLE: Set of 15 x x x x
XXXXX
x.x x x x

The pupil separates thus:

Recording would be:

4 , 4 , 's4, A
5,-'.;. .. .5....,

...:
- .. a.

...

VAR TIM.: 'Place a set of 'X'!'S'On ditto and have child irldi
... .

su tracted by circling them:: :Record,2Oct to drawing:

B. PRACTICE
. s

MATERIALS: Ditto,s'.an.C1 wcirkbobkpageS.

DIRECTIONS: Practice.

ti

£ -no 6/a.?A.

er

e the set to be

a.
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Reference Division

OBJECTIVE Separate sets into_ 2 or more _equal parts of a_given size.-

COMMENTS

--
PRE .REQUISITE'M/CTIVES-$6;S

17,

:s.AZEVITIES

A. SEPARATING SETS.

SiATERIALS: 'Counters, set indiCafeirs..
, '

.

b
,,

. DIRECTIONS: Choose.the set size you want ta group by, then "make-a lqge set-to
,

-\ be separated into sets of the chosen size.' In tflik first experience; it would:
be best to have the grouping come out evenly.' For -example,-if you want to
group by-sets of size 3, then your large set should have 6,-9,.l2,- 15, etc.
objects. After you have formed the large sets, have 'a pupil group it into sets.
of the chosen size. Ask questions about ;Filet was done and set sizes-,

involve zDo not record yet.

. 1.-.

. DIVISION:- -SEPARATING SETS.
.

Q .MATERIALS: Same as above;

DIRECTIONS: In this activity we4will.not be concerned if 'the chosen .set. size
T.411 evenly separate the larger set. Choose a large set of objects and let the

4.Cifildren choose a pet size to separate-it .6y. .When the-piapil has separated.
as-"many sets as possible there will usually be-"gdpe elements left over This
should be noted', by asking "How many left -over?d: For example, if we

. ,halle a! set of. size. 24 and decide to separate .it into setS of'size 5 we will.
. ,have 4 sets af,5 and 4 left, over. . - .

_

. -

"W:

19
(.223

3.



.88-S - Reference Division :

_OBJECTIVZ _Repeated subtrz,tion_of sets of multiples of a, given size- with -

recoraing.

COMNEfiTS This objective provide's experiences 'leading to the 'partial quotient

algoiithm- fir diviSion.-

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 87-s :
1.

ACTIVITIES

A. SEPARATING SETS WITH LEFT -OVERS

MATERIALS. Couriers, set indicators. .

DIRECTIONS: : Repeat' act4vity B of Objective 87-S, using the variation example do
the next page.

Have the pUpils do several examples,-liarying original set size and the sepa-
rating set size. 'In the first example you may tell the pupil how many sets'
to separate (In the example: ,F_irst separate 4 threes, -then. two threes, etc:).

,. Afterwards have the pupil do the separating according to his own choice.

-
NOTE: It may be helpful to fix the original. set size and have the pupil do twu or

three' examples with- various separating set sizes.

4.

O

-n41 4444

225
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88 -S corit'd. Reference. Divisiorl

Citriginal set size: 25
---,Separate by sets of size: 3

z-.

Sepct.r0,--e.ci

P,

14 a vc, c ems
-7

to 2 ---)-Vvcees

1 2' -N4 ce.e...5
%"..1-k-b. -

over.

As in activity B of objective:-87
have the pupil note the total
number of threes and left-
overs, and then do a final
recordirig on line D.

recor-A
ivo

1-31fte-

C.

- 226 -



89- S. Reference Division

°dJECTIVE Develop the partial cuotiennit.division_ algorithm_using-single digitivisors an n singie O douoie-digit viaenns.

C

COMMENTS The dividend is tlie number being divided, the divisor
doing the dividing, the quotient is the answer.

is the number

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 8875 .

ACTIVITIES

A. TRANSFER REPEATED SUBTRACTION TO THE.DIVISI

MATERIALS: Chalkboard

DIRECTIONS: Do the written part of Aoav ty A objective 88.,s.

Modeling, should not be needed now.-

RITHM

EXAMPLE: How many
37

-25
12

-10
2

fives in 37?

(5 fives)

(2 fives)

7 fives with 2 left over

Transfer the prOblem to the division algorithm:

5 37 Read, "How many filies in 37?"
-25 '.5

12 2
-

2 7 with 2 left over

B. PRACTICE

Dittos, work Look pages.

Begin with dittos that transfer the-repeated subtraction to
algorithm..

.

MATERIALS:

DIRECTIONS :
division

ti

1 9
227:

the
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89- S cont'd. Reference . Division

EXAMPLE; .

How many 7',s in 48?

Subtract
48

Divide

-21 3 groups oft 7 7 48
27 21

-21 3 groups of 7 27
6 21 3

6 groups of. 7 with .6 6 groups with
6 left over 6 left over.'.

Have the pupils do several examples,

6 I 84 3 1 :78 6 19

/-

r

- 228

ti
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90-S o Reference %, Division

BJECTIVE _Internalize_ the _basic_ aivis Jot! facts and notation.

COMMENTS Recall that basic division facts involve a one digit divisor, a one
digit quotient and no left overs. Two different models of division are pre

.

sented here. Activity A uses measurement to see how many sets of a given
"size are contained ina given set (the large set is "measured" in terms of
the small set). Activity B uses partitioning to separate a set into a given
number of subsets of equal size to seehow large each subset is'( this is
sometimes known as "divvy -up" division ). Be sure to provide lUtiof practice'
with each model. One or the other of these models will apply in division
story problems, so-the pupil must be familiar with both of them. 0

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 87 -S

'ACTIVITIES

A. SEPARATING -SETS- WITH RECORDING

MATERIALS: Counters; set indicator's._" Repeat ActivityA' f Objective 87:,-S with

recording.'

EXAMPLE:
Original
Warate

set size 24'
by sets of size 6

Original Set
Size

24

Separate By
Sets of Size

Record several examples using a

Original Set,
Size

6

variety of sizes.

. N
Number
of Sets-

4

Separate By Number
Sets of Size of Sets

24' 61 4 ,

, 35, 5.

28' 4

a.



Refekence Division

MODEL _VARIATION-

Ask, the 't)Upil.to_ divide has4 many counters are in-
inode-Is,eaCk:i_robleiand:;irecOrds the answer on the chart:

Original
Set Size . :Sets:

Size of
---.Each -Set

se, the -.1n.f9rination fi-om the dhartS 1n:-activities A and B to iecod
2 formats.. Make s ecial note. of = sign. se these

MATERIALS , ,V70ricifieets, flashcards:

DIRECTIONS: Provide lots of -:practice.

tl



4

9I-S Refe'rence.

.);

Division

OB1ECTIVE Develop the traditional division .algoithm using one-digit
with one or two digit dividends.

COMMENTS .The - traditional algorithm uses the largest Assible multiple. In .

'Activity A, the pupil determines the largest multiple, a skill necessary for
the traditional algorithm presented in Activity B. These pro".:-2ms involve
1 digit quotients. In Objective 121-S,'problems with more than 1 digit quotients
will be considered:

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES- 90-S

ACTIVITIES

A. TRIAL MULTIPLE

DIRECTIONS: `Start by asking, "How many 5's in 27?" Ask wliat is the largest
number of 5's in 27: It is 5.

How many 6's in 47? What is the largest multiple.of 6 in 47? (If a child answers
36, ask how many left ovens? 11) Is there a larger multiple? Yes.

Record. the information

Given Grouping
Set "Set Groups

chart.

Trial Left
_ Over

5

'47 36 11,

7

.-78 5 40 38
7 4' 56 22
8 12
.9 -6)

29 3 7 21
9

24 4 6 24

- '231

21,)
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91-S coned' Reference Division

B. TRADITIONAL ALGORITHM

ACTIVITIES: Use the new format with problems on the chart in A and explain
each part.

grbuping set

C. PRACTICE

5 groups'
5 1-5'given set

25 tri21 multiple
2 left overs

.

)

.Uses the, ittds and wo>ribook pages.

7

t-

= 232 -

F



.92 -C

s-
11, .

Reference Categories

.-OBJECTIVE Determine how a set-of askiven size can be modeled .as a rectangle.,

COMMENTS The pupil should be aware that a square is 'a_ tectangli.but not all- rec-

.tangles are squares.
..

1

Q

1. PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTTVES 70G

C

A. BUILDING RECTANGLES

ACTIVITIES_ : 4-

e

MATERIALS: Use objects of uniform width aneheight.

DIRECTIONS: Group different size sets in rectangular arrangements and record.

See sample arrangement of cubes below. .

B: PROPERTY -CHART

6 x 2 12.

MATERIALS: Objects of a uniform width and height.- Teacher'prepared ditto with

chart as shown in Sample (children to fill in yes and no in blanks).

- DIRECTIONS:
Step (1) Beginning with a set size of 5, the child determines if he can-arrange

it into a rectangular pattern of 1 x 5, then determines if 5 can bearranged

into a rectangular shape other than 1 x 5 and last-if it can be arranged into

a square. At each step, he records yes or no in then appropriate place on the

chart. Then proceed -to the next number. Do not use the number 1 as a .model.

4



92 -Q con` d
4

164

CI

,Reference

ti

'Categoris.

r.

:'
ii..

.

.

RectangulAt
,

Arrangement.
of 1 x N.

.,

.

-.----
.._

.

.

J.

Rectangular
ArrAngemenc
-o`"&her than

1-, .x N or N k 1

.'

,_

. . . .

.
.

:

Square ;,

Arrangement

,-,

/

-

5 yes -i''' '

z- ,,? .;

no
- 4 c- no

.

.

6 . ' yeS'
yes

-

_
,

, yest

ho
.

.

-. no .

_ no-
.------------.

7

8 . Yes 7" . yes , - no
.

9. yes
. yes yes.

yesyres _. yes . yet .,
,3 .yes. , . , no. no

.

P` JV yes. , - yes. . n ,
no` . .

I0 yes - ...,yes * no i

-I1- yes._ , no , no .

.12 yes ... ..- yes no -

13` yes --`-. -., no .*. no .

14 yes - .
. _ yes ,

no _ . :

15 'yes yes ' no
16
r17

yes - yes es
yes

--..4.k

no. no
7'

Step (2) Tell pupils that those numbers which have a square arrangement are
called square nuMbers. -Using-the chart he should. make a list of square num-

cr

bers. Tell the pupils that those numbers that have a-rectangualar shape are
rectangular numbers. Then make a list of those numbers. He should begin to
realize-that:all numbers have a rectangular arrangement of 1 x N. and N x 1. Tell
pupil'thatnumbers which cannot be arranged into any rectangular arrangement
other than,1 x N.and N x.1-are called -prime numbers. Then have him make -a
list of thoie numbers.

Step (3) Have the 'pupil conti:nue listing the
to discover that prime numbers are numbers
multiplication sentences (except,for 1.* N
such.as-19, 23, 29, he can'confirm"thmn by
patterned into. rectangles other than'l x N
impractical to model as! the primes get lar

.

first 20' prime numbers. Lead him
that are not the product of any
and N x 1). As the pupil lista prime:
seeing that the objects cannot be'
and N x l,e bqt it may betome more'

ger.

Step 0.) Tell the pupil that all numbers which 'are not primes 'are called'co
sites. fist composites from the chart.

2'J

.234 -



93-C
,

1.

Refeience Types of Numbers'

OBJECTIVE Pattern pbjects into as many rectangular arrangements as possible' and ),e,

record factors.

COMMENTS Introduce -the' 'term ',factors" as a general term -4o replace both multi-
. liner 'and multiplicand.

-PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 92-e
1.

f.

ACTIVITIES

A. MODELING RECTANGUALR ARRANGEMENTS

MATERIALS- Objects of uniform width and height.

I

-.I

DIRECTIONS: Pupil takes objecf and determines if they .can%beG arranged in a
rectangle of 1 , then 2 xi 3 x etc. and "records
the rectangular arrAngements.

ALE:'
,12 = 1 X 12

. 2 x 6
3 x. 4

' 4 x 3
6 x 2
12 x 1

It`

0

Tell pupil& that the nanle given those numbers in tie` chart are called factors.
On a separate sheet, keeto.tabs of the factors of numbers 2 - 20. Circle those',
numbers that are prime numbers.

so,

- 235 -
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93 -C. ° Cont d. i:Reference Types of Ntuiibers

Find factors

;--

Do not

xci

.

\,

The factors of -1

4

® -1, 2
Ctio - 1, 3 -

4 7. 1, 2, 4-
?,(3)- 1,_5

6 - 1, 2, 3, 6.
0- 1, 7
8 - I,' 2, 4, 8

- 1, 5,_9
10 - 1, 2, 5, 10

xf, 11
12 1, 2,--"; 4, 12ID 1, 13
14. - 1, 2, 7?, .14
15 - 1, 3, 5, 15-
16 - 1, 2, 4, 8, 16

.4(17)- 1, 17
18 - 1, 2, 3, 6 9, 18

- 1 , 19
20 -- 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20.

.

other numbers vilthout using moileagi-.. You can -use this form:,

/*N.
.3X2

continue factoring the 3 and 8. 'That :wi. be done in -die, next objectiN;

O
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.a G

Reference Types of Numbers

OBJECTivE Factor
pa

number into prime factors.,

CO1'MENTS This objective d4velops a factor tree. 'Do several different examples.

"4.

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 93-C,

7

PRIME FACTORS

MATERIALS: Chalkboard
-_

ACTIVITIES

t* "'
e

DIRECTIONS: Chdose a dumber and find several pairs of 'factors in._.,the number.
Have the student's refactor any factor they tan. When the students write the

product, have them list the prifiled from smallest to largest.;
NOTE: No mafter which pair / of elnifial factors were used, the prime. factord
are the same.

-346

la,x 3
/ \

/Dxa.x .3
.

3 xa 7k a. x.

.3x
.7\

)
axax

3co

4:ova
/V

3)r,ax3x..7--

AT

34,
= 2-2-3-3

4 x
A

a.xay, 3

70 = 2-5 .7
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Ie

J

Referenct Multiplication

OBJECTIVE_ Islentify and record 'common multiples.

PRE-REQITISITE OBJECTIVES ,

PRE-ACTIVITY

MULTIPLES

EXAMPLE: Multiples of 4: 4, 8, 12, 16,.20....
Multiples of 12:. 12, 24, 36, 482. 60....

A. TEACHERMADE DITTO

C
'MATERIALS

ACTIVITIES

Colored pencils or -crayonS, pencils.

Teacher-prepared ditto as follows..
Example:.

AIM), is ga da 42 30
Cam: al MIMI a7 45-

VI

1 iicri en 45
1 o Li t ) 406- ao too; .4e6,

a J

't I s .--
_., loc. is

lo 1'8 3/0 9am, He la
DIRECTIONS; Ask the e

prispils' to shade, color; or circle-common multiples of ,

the first two numbers in each double row; then record those at 'end. For..
three rows, -ask. the pupils to record -the multiples and circle the common ----

multiples.- This may be done with three or' more numbers in first column
.and as many jaultiples-as teacher want.

YS

<2'
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, r.

4 ; .
.c. 0'

1 ,.r.,,
a ."

. ,
Ft,' FRACTION STICKS '''

,

..

.
- E. :. '

IttATERTAT.g: Popsicle sticks, tongue depressors; or similar items for each .child:
z

-,,- -

DIRECTIONS: Eacie each child write muLtiRlication factkonhis own set of "frac-..
tion sticks" as shown below:'.

( ) 2 3 5 6 7 ...18 ..,,9 ,..

:"

4 6 8 10 12 14 16- 18 ..

3 '6 12
.

15 18 21 '24' 27." ...

>1.,

'4 8 12 16 20- 24 28 32 .36 ...

,....,
_ .

a

6 -

Make sticks for multiples of all numbers 1-12.; "These ;sticks can be used for
_number multiples, equivalent fractions, common denoinators, ordering of
fractions, and addition and subtraction. of r example:

The "2" stick gives the first multiples of '2 (ev umbers).
The !lit-stick gives the first mulXiplps of 7:-
The Least,Common -Multiple (LCM) of 2 and 3 ts,6.
'Using the "2" stick al;ove the "3" stick gives the first equivalent farths
of the fraction 2/3. (i.e. 4/6, 6/9,_8/12,..9.)
To order the fractions 2/3 and 5/7, place the "2" above the-"3" and the
"5" above the "7", find the LCM (35) and see which. numerator is laigest.

To add 2/3 And 4/5 (avoid using the same digit more than once) use the "2"
above the "3" and 'the-"4" above the'"5", shift one pair-until the LCM
or anorlier multiple; "line up'' v tical17, then add the numerators: Empha-
size common lower multiple.

Y
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- 96.7G, Reference Geometry
b% 7

OBJECTIVE ,Learn the formula for_the areatof a right triangle.

COMMENTS The formula'fot the area of an arbitrary triangle can beieveloped
later. In going frog Activity A to-Activity B introduce the term "base" for
"leigth". When the formula for. area is developed emphasize that it is the
height times: base dividedby 2 rather than 1/2 the height times base (they
haven't.multipled by fractions yet!) t-

,

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 70-G?

ACTIVITIES

A. GEOBOARD igTIVITIES - 7

MATERIALS: Geoboards, rubber bands $p pen,-dot aper and cil.

s

rDIRECTIONS: Have the pupils record heights, lengths, ant:Ogress of ell figures
in this activity. By the -end of step (10) the pupils shbuld rea3ze that the
area of a right triangle is' the area of its corresponding rectangle divided
by 2. ?..

(1) Have the children make a square of one unit. on their Geo-Boards and stretch
a-rubber band fram corner to corner of the square (diagonally) as shown in
Figure'1. ''Have them draw a one -unit square on 5 x 5 dot paper, and then draw/
a line diagonally to dividethe-square: They should then-cut out tile °square
and fold it on the diagonal to make two triangles. Have the children.Compsare
the area of the square-with the reg of each triangle.

Figure 1

(2). Hive ti4 children make a'two-unit rectangle and divide it into two equal
triangles by 'drawing a rubber band diagonally from corner to. corner (See
Figdre 2). "Ask them -how the area of .each triangle compares'wi.th the` area
of the rectangle\

B.

A.

Figure

B.

241. r)

c.

Ce
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96 -G cont'd.

'"

Reference -Geometry

I
(3) Have,the children

two equal triangles
Figure 3. -Bow does
tangle?

r
4

make a,fop.r=unit,-rectangleior square and have :them make
by stretching a zby alohg a diagonal as ShoFn.ln
each ttiangle compare in area with the area of the,:rec-

.

r0z

B.

C
41

4
Figure 3

k4) Havefthe children copy, on their Geo-Boards or on
of trialigles'in Figure 4. Each small triangle equals

' unit Each large lriangIe equals one unit. Rave the
heighrand length each pair of triangles. Conclude

,sand -1 are: interchanged the-area -remain-the same

JP

GY

Figure 4

I

s

dot paper the pairs
one half a square
children compare the
that if the height

a

e
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96'G , Reference Geometry

(5) :Have the children ,copy the
,dot paper. The area of each
°children compare the heights

(6) liave

should
ure .6)
gle.

-

r

two shapes in Figure 5 on their Geo-Boards or on
of these7figures is one Square unit. Havethe-
and lengths of the square and triangle. -;.,.

Figure 5

the- chiAdremi make a rectangle on kheirGeo-Boards-or on dot paper. It
be two units wide and four units long,/divided'by a diagonal. (See Fig-

.. Ask them to find the area of each triangle and the area of the rectan-

ir`

_

,

f

Figure 6

(7) Have the children make a triangle that has a height of four units and a len-
gth of one unit. Have them make another triangle with a height of two units
and a length-of two' units, as shown in Figure 7.- Ask them tocompare the
are,as of the two triangles.

A.: Figure 7 B.

41_

/
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96 -G cont d

rJ

'Reference Geometry-;

(8) Have the children drag, on dot, paper a triangle
and length "of two units. Have them make anoth6r
,six units and one unlit in length. (See Figure 8
the areas of he triatigaes.

o

I-

.1i

Figure;$.
*-j r
'rt

(9) Have the children draw on dot paper - the two triangles shown in Figure 9.
Triangle. 14. has a height of four units and is three units in length.- ,Triangle
B has a height of five units and is two units in length. Ask which triangle
.has a larger area.

. 4.
,.

.

_

. 11.

B.

with a height of three units.{
triangle with a. height of.

). Let the children compare

- (10) On the. Geo-Board or on
has an area of one {square
unit. (See Figure 10)

*.B.

Figure'9

dot paper, have the children make, a Triangle that (

unit and a rectangle that has an._,,)rea of one square

3

Figure

-1)

10

213.

244

Sr

T.



96-G .cont'd, Reference Geometry

--_FINDING AREA OF TRIANGLE

3 x 5 card'S or c:Constiuctionpaper, scissors, ruler, pencil

1

D.IRECTIONS: Make any 2 ,right &jangles of the same' shape and.,size. Put them
r retogethe to form a rectangle. Recall that the area of ithe rectangle is the

base titles the height. Therefore,-the area of the right triangle is the'
_base times the height divided by ,

- 245



GENERAL REMARKS' This sequence of objectives is designed to review and extend
some of the concepts involving 'fractions. -

97 -C .

t

Reference Fractions

OBJECTIVE Ngmea fraction from a model or make a model' of a fraction.

c. r

COMMENTS The pupil should know that the denominator tells the number of equiv-
alent

,..'

alent parts; and the numerator tells how many parts are considered. 'They do°
not have to know the words denominator and numeratcessaiily. Be sure

..".

model fractions greater than 1. . r

(-?

.PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 31 -C,.30 -C, 29-C

4.

ACTIVITIES

A. PAPER FRACTIONS
- _

MATERIALS: ConstrUation paper circles, squares,. rectangles, triangles,_scissors.
(Teacher would be-wise _to make some guidelines for cutting-into thirds, fif-
ths , and nineths.)

DIRECTIONS: Hold up a figure, cut it- into equivalent parts. Aak the child how
many parts were cut. Write the number of parts. Hold up one of the parts.
Write one and the-fraction'line over the number "b£ parts.

k- 1 of 4 parts. is. one fOurth.

Continue cutting figures into equivalent parts, counting
arpart of the figure.

VARIATION:. Flannel boarinand flannel may be used instead of paper..

-the parts and then naminE

Also ilj.ustrate 3/2, 11/8,etc.

EXAMPLE

129e 2<l(4.

More than one_figure will., of course, be needed.

5/4

247- -2/



97 -C Cont . Reference FraCtiOns

B. CUISENAIRE FRAiCTIONS

,MATEB3ALS--_ Cuisenaire rods, chalkboard

'DIRECTIONS: Use the rods to model_ fractions :
e, Orange

!p-

Yellow Yellow '

Orange
rjrir

PRACTICE.

MATERIALS: dittos

14,

Ask, "How ma-Cy .yellikeYthe orange?"
Write 2 on the board. MOve 1 yellow and
shoW:,,the-pupils.that it is 1 of 2 equal
parts. Write the'lrac'tion[as 2 -ionehalf.

4

Ask, "Howmany-red make the oiihge?"
Write the ;5. 1-Move two. -Ask '"the pupils
how-ihey would name the _two parts.
Continue with each:model. M_ ake new
models, .

EMphasize that a fraction tells the
number of equivalent parts.. 5/8 14

of 8 equal parts.

Also model fractions 14rger than 1,.
e.g. "6,red rods-is 6/5 of an orange rod.

.

.DIRECTIONS: What part of each figure is Colored?'

NOTE: If you are lucky, you'll find pages-like this in a workbook. Be sure
to include some fractions not modeled in class (they_ serve as a. simple test).

D. NAME' EACH FRACTION

MATERIALS: ditto sheet

DIRECTIONS: Have pupils Complete chart..

- 2-48



cont'd. Reference Fractions

Q.

ti

Answer to Activity D Chart

I ',"

1

tb it

7

249.



cont'd..

I

Reference Eracticins-

E. -PRACTICE ltk

MATERIALS: Dittos and workbook, pages.

DIRECTIONS:

Color 3/8' of
the circle.

*ft

Color 2/5 of the
rectangle.

220

- 250 -

a

Color 1/4 of, the
circle.

4

.

Color 4/9
of., the

square.

1

Can you
Can you color name 13/9-
5/4 of the circle? of the

square?

O



,
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98 C Reference Fractions

OBJECTIVE Arrange' fractions with like denominators according to size.

COMMENTS You will want to introduce the symbols "<",and "2>" for "less than"'
and' "greater than" respeCtively.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 97-V.

t

A. COMPARING FRACTIONS

MATERIALS: Models of fractions from objective 97-C.

ACTIVITIES

DIRECTIONS:

a. Choose a set of related fractions --

Have the pupils name the fractions.

,Repeat with other related fractions..

2 2, .._.

8 8 8

2( Choose 3-9r- 4 relate fractions -- 1, 3, 4, and 7. Have the pupils name the
fractions and sequen e, them . 8 13 .8 T.
from smallest to largest:

3. Write several related, fractions i s,crambled order on the chalkboard, or on
note cards. Ask the pupils to put the fractions order from smallest to
Targes . 4k - \

'---""

B. -MODEI BIG- AND LITTLE 'FRACT-MS

MATERIALS: Models of frations.5

DIRECTIONS: HalA the students make

Fifths for example:

a model for some fraction.

Ask, the students, "Which- is greater, 1 or 3?" Make. them show why. "Which'is
5 5

greater, 2 or 1 ?" Continue with other models:
5 5



4,

98-C-

--r

coned

a

Reference Fractions

C . PRACTICE

MATERIALS: Teacher-made dittos and workbook pages.

DIRECTIONS:, Use> ( to compare these fractions.

e

0

77-

-

0
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99-C V Reference Types of Number Fractions

OBJECI.Lvt, Compare ,and name equivalent fractions.

COMIIENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

A.
/

MATERIALS: Ditto sh crab. below. Directions following chart.

ACTIVITIES

,.
2 ' i. .4 T 5,.

.-
6 -7

-4
9

.40. 0 0 0 0 0 0 f' 0 0 .. 0

1
C

5 6 7
.

9
_

2 2 4 8° 10,, - 12 14 16 18.

12 15 18, ' 21 24 27

4 12 16 20 24 28 32. 36

5 10. .15 20 25 -. 30 35 40 45

s'.. 12 ' 18 24 30 . 36 . 42 48 54

7 1 . 211 28 35. 42 '49. 56 63

..
.

.. 16, 24 ,_ 32:,.
:,

, 401,, 48 '" -...56 64-
`444. ..

'72:

9 ' 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 ' 72 81

Directions': Use a multiplication table to show equivalent fractions. Cover
- spaces between numerator and denominator. For example: To show. 1/3 cover
the space between 1 and 3.

Example:

Covered
wItk
P"' Pe r

1

I 3

1 5 I

9 I 12- 115 1 18 J21 124
1 27

22,3

-J253 -

41.



99-C coned. Refeence Types of Numbers Fractions .

I'
1f3

i '/9 i 'A F/9 VII 'A YciPAN?

z 72,

Vio./.0:4BLIZED110

/s / /5 Y5%

X.

1.

1/4 ' 4.. '1)4 7/9

Ye '/8 Vs Ve Ve '4 : Vs.! V ,

D. 'PRACTICE DITTOS FOR EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

MATERIALS: Dittos: similar to the two below; crayons.

DIRECTIONS: Have the pupils fill in the blanks with equivalent

...r.i.

.t...

.-1

:

iv .. .

..b) 4/8 =

c:15- 3/4 =

22

fractions.



99 -C cdnt'd. Aeference types of NUmbers Fractions

Variation':

MATERIALS: Popsicle sticks.

DIRECTIONS: 'Write the'multiplicaeion tables on popsicle sticks. Place the two
sticks together to form the fraction line.
Example-=Equivalent Fractions for 4/6

4 4 1 8. -. 1-12 I 16

(6 6: 12- ..118 .1 24-1 3

20 24 32.1 36)

MATERIALS: Flannel board and geometric shapes cut from flannel. You'll need
circles (all the same size-) of differenct colors ,cut into halves, thirds,
fourths, fifths, sixths, eighths, ninths, and tenths of squares (all the same_
size) cut into halves; thirds, fourths, fifths,. sixths, eighths, ninths,
and tenths.

DIRECTIONS:
a) Let the pupils experiment toNsee which pieces can be stacked exactly on'tog

of each other.
b) Start with 1/2 and ask pupils how many ways they can make k. Record the answers

on the chalkboard.

Example: 1/2 = 3(6 = 4/8 = 2/4 5 /1Q.

They might also make 1/3 4- 1/6 and 2/5 + 1/10; orother combinations.
Continue with 1/3 = 3/9 = 2/6; 1/4 = 2/8; 1/5 = 2/10; etc.
Continue with 2/5 = °,4/8 = , 2/3 = and other combinations.
DonTt forget to ask which fractions equal 1; (2/2, 3/3,. 6/6, etc.).

Make 'equations on index cards.. Have 'Pupils see if they are equal or not
equal. Put the answers (equal or not equal) on the back of the cards.

'C. EQUIVALENT ROD CTIONS

MATERIALS: Cuiseuaire..rods or multibdse blocks, chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS: Experiment with the blocks to find equivalent fractions:'`
\



7 99-C cont d.

a.

Reference Types 6i Numbers Fractions

2.

O

10'

c)

1/3

2/6

= ,b)

)

2/3

4/6

=

= =

E. PRACTICE DITTOS FOR EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

MATERIALS: Dittos as shown below.

DIRECTIONS: Rave pupils fill in the blanks.

.2.

11111111/4110
ra"

1
3

Iyi. 1 ''he, l Vt. 1 'h. I J/4,

b)

OEM

111111112', A
0.717AIWIA



) 99-C cont' d.

V. INEQUALITIES

1

Reference . Types of Numbers Fractions

.

tpr

MATERIALS : Dittos as 'shower below.

DIRECTIONS: /Have pupili cc lot in the fractional part and then fill it the blanks
,

with > or < t

3/4 2/4

G. 'FRACTION PATTERNS"-.

2/4 - . 3/4

d) 1/4 1/2

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, activity cards if you want; models for fraCtions.
?

DIRECTIONS: Some pupils enjoy finding patterns with equivalent frictions. Start
by writing _part of a fractipn on the chalkboard.

l/2 =' -/6- -/S ? ?/16
. ,

Ask the pu is to finish the pattern. They may use the models. Start the
next pattern on the chalkboard.

1/3 = 2/6 . 3/? ?/12 = ?/? = ?/? = ?/?

ContinUe starting patterns an the chalkboard,, giving fewer clues each time.
Or:have the patterns started on activity cards._ Let the pupils work alone.

Include 1 ?, 1?

-.257 - 41



GENERAL REMARKS Volume measnre pertains,to-threedimensional measurement of. ,

solids. .

,

. 100-G Reference Geometry

'OBJECTIVE Discuss and define a unit of measure for volume.

COMMENTS This is a pre - activity for developing the concept of volume. Try var-
ious kinds of material to measure volume and show difficulties. Lead to cube;
show use of standard cube, even whenst.dasuring regular volume, e.g., cy-

. linders.

PRE-REQUISITE bBACTIVES
r

ACTIVITIES.,

A. MEASUREMENT OF VOLUME

MATERIALS: Different size and shape containersr,water, sand, marbles, etc.
(NOTE: Containers should have different shape but same volume or, same
shape but different volume, or may be different in silape and volume

DIRECTIONS: Place two containers (having different shape but same volume).
Exsmple:1=3 - Pint - U Fill one of the containers with one of the above;
ask, "Will the sand, fit in the other container?" -Ask child to come. up and
fill the other container with the sand.from the first container. Ask, "Are
the contSiners equal in volume? How can you tell?".-,Repeat, using containers
which are not equal in volume.

B. MEASURING WITH BEANS AND -B;B. !S.--

MATERIALS: Jars, plastic containers, beans', b.b.! etc.

DIRECTIONS: Take a container (any container you wish to use a.square based
container may work best). Put beans (or whatever you choose to use) into the
container until it is'filled. Then count the number of beans used. Repeat
with different containers and dtfferent fillers.

C. 3 DIMENSIONAL FIGU.0

MATERIALS. Shoe'boxes,milk cartons, cuisenairLrods or multibase blocks (if
.available), plastic freezer:containers, cubes, ABC :ilockS.

- 259

r°1e- 25g 64_,Ik



100-G coned. Reference Geometry .

DIRECTIONS: Take aslarge cube, have pupil fit smaller cubes inside. When one
of the containers ;isted above is filled, remove the small, cubes and count
them.

NOTE: Number of small cubes counted.is the volume.

VARIATIONS: Do other models usi4g materials listed.

4 )



L01-G Reference Geometry

)BJECTIVE Develop formula for measuring rectangular solids.

A

..OMMENTS

?RE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES' 100-G

ACTIVITIES

k. SMALL GROUP

OTERIALS: Multibase blocks or wooden cubes, ice cubes.

)IRECTIONS: Tell children that they are going toabuild a box. Teacher says;
"Our box is this long." Set out. blocks. C1:00 Then say, "Our box is
this long (point to blocks) and this wide." Set out blocks.

'Our box. is yai's ng, this wide, and this high (stick-at one corner)." Have

'student build box.- After this is done, ask; "HowMany blocks does our boX
IfOld?" Child counts. After this has been done several times using different
lenghts, widths, and heights, review what has been done. Ask, "What did we
do ?" -(built a box) "What did we need to find that?". (We need length, width
and height);

i4D back to one of the boxes modeled before. Ask, "How long is our bobs ?" :(day 4)
"How wide is our box ?" (say )' "H6w high is our box ?" (say. 3) 'Write these
numbers down on the chalkboard." 4 2 .3 Ask, "How-many blocks.could the'box
hold?t" ,(24) -Write on chalkboard. .4 2 3 24. Fram.the chart yoU_.have made
of the varIoue volumes, see if the children can guess the formula for volume.
If not, point out the product: For example:. 4 x 2 x 3 = 24

;ay, "We are looking for the volume Ofour box; how much the box holds or how. much
apace is inside the box. We found that we can multitaythe length times the .

width times the ,height to find the volume. We can write this-a,short way in a
formula which we can use to find'the volume of any rectangular shape. The for-
mula is volume is equal to length times width, times height, or'

v= 1-w-h

t r7)./ (j.



102 -G Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE- Relate cubic measure of volume to other units of volume measure.

.

---COMMENTS---Galloa.s,---quarts-,.--and-liters and cubic measures all measure volume.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES` 101

ACTIVITIES

A CUBES IN. GALLONS 4k

e.-

-

MATERIALS-:. Gallon,,quart, pint, and liter containers, be sure to, include some-
rectangular containers like milk cartons and a supply of cubes- ,

DIRECTIONS:- Ask'students how manrcubes In a gallon. Let them experiment to
find out. Be certain they use the 'round containers aIso.2 Experiment._

,Ask students -- "Do we use cubes to measure gasOline?"
"to measure milk?"

/Make a chart on-the board --.ask would I measure in cubes br gallons?

"to measure water?"

Vol ume of cubes
milk
a Sox
air in a room
gas
kool-aid
an elevator

B. CUBIC CENTIMETERS AND LITERS
.

'(Note this rela 'onship is deliberate': 1000 cubic centimeters = 1 liter).
lit,

..'

-MATERIALS: -lit s, centimeters cubes

DIRECTIONS :- Have students experimeit to find how* many cubic centimeters in a
liter. Build a cube 10cm. long, imide,-iaud high. Have the sfudenti find the
volUme. 'Askif-they could give die volume 1000 centiriers another name-.
train: Hi 1000 cm. = 1 liter.

263-
6/c4ik. .



03-G Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Identify geometric shapes which are congruent.

COlIMENTS

.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES ti

ACTIVITIES

A.. NEGATIVE, PICTURES -*

MATERIALS: Paste, 'paper- (poster) , white .and black construction paper,, scissors.

DIRECTIONS: Fit one sheet of white Construction -paper over a piece of .blck
l e

construction paper (or vice versa) so that they are even on all sides...Cut
.paper in some design. Example :.

e.L4A"

Paste on .poster paper the top .half o-f tke 'white and. bottom half of the black ._

together and the top half of the ,black and.. the bottom half of the white
together mak ng' two congruent 'pictures..

. -
B.' CONGRUENCE

MATERIALS: See the list below;

D_ IRECTIONS s Which o the following 'figurd's, would always be congruent? Let the
students experimen with paper 'models to proire their answers.

a) squares .>

b.) right angles
c) rectangles
d)

e)- z&quares with 'the same area
f)- right triangles with the same area
g) rectangles with the same area

*- 165
a awe 2 6 /irk



Referenc:e -Geometry

C. WHICH ARE NOT CONGRUENT

e;.MATERIALS: Ditto (s'ee copy on next' page),
llg

Student is given two copies of the ditto: Student cuts out square
and then cutsout along line, fits the two parts together, one on top of the
other. If they fit evenly, they are congruent. Put an X on those figures
for which the parts--arewnot congruent.

.1

- 266
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103-G cont'd.

0

Reference Geometry

WHICH ARE NOT CONGRUENT?

.

2.'
- 267 -

e



OBJECTIVE Identify geometric shapes:Which are similar..

COMMENTS figuies ,.',!look alike". Technically. their c6rrespOndihg angles
are size- and their sides are proportional. ;At this stage, haz&ver,

hmeasure of angles and prOportion'have- ot ):rd'en studied: g"

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 103-G

ACTIVITIES

A. SIMILAR SHAPES

MATERIALS: Various geometrical shapes.

DIRECTIONS -Discusis-:hoW shapes are alike.

-r

EXAMPLE: Take 2 squares. Ask, "How are these 2 squares alike?" 'Develop the idea
4 . --d

of similar figures, those thgt look alike.

111B FIND THE SIMILAR FIGURES

MATERIALS:' Teacher made ditto.

is similar- to L
"

.

sf02)

" /ILI f I

142 It 11 " SaL
I I I I (i)
fl

U

DIRECTIONS: Match similar figures on dittoS.
Prepare answer sheet with some
spaces left hlank.



SIMILARITY

MATERIALS : Teacher made ditto (see example),. crayons, scissors.

DIRECTIONS : eokir the similar figures different colors cut. them out, and stack
them.

The ditto show' only,two figur

ART PROJECT

MATERIALS: Dittos--on next-two pages, scissots, paste, crayons, poster paper.

DIRECTIONS:. Give pizpili ditto copies of.the next two pages. Have them cut
out' the figures, collect similar figures, color them, and make _a poster.



,

.





1105-G Reference Geometry

OB.ECTIVE Measure with fractional units.

commun This 'is liziear measure. Earlier;- the measurements were in exact units,
now frational measurements will be made.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES .97-C, 56-G

ACTIVITIES

. MEASURING

MATERIALS Ditto like the example below.

DIRECTIONS Trto find the length of WZ. W
Can you say WZ = 3 inches? Can you say WZ 4-inches?

Since WZ ends halfway between 3 inches and 4 inches, we say -WZ = 31/2 inches.

How long are the following line segments?

C D. CD = inches

ER = inches.

GH ='

1J .=

Did you remember to _write the word "inches" at the end of the last two blanks?

"How long -1.s QV?

This is k inch ( , this is 2/4 or inch ( and ts 3/4 inch

-V

( is: means that QV = 2 3/4. inches.



1.057G cont-td.

4eastire each of these line segments..

.(1)

(2)

(3)

Answers:
.

(1) inches

. inches

(3)

(4)

(5).

(6)

(7)

(8)

I
(9)

(10)

)id.you remember to write.the word "inches" in blanks (3) to (10)?
Thich: line segment is just as long as QV? k

T.



1. 06 - G -Reference Geometry

OBJECTIVE Determine the longest. and shortest curved line segmes.

7COMENTS. in-objeCtIve 7-G straight line segments were compared. The abilty'
to determine-longest curved length is mcire_difficult because *first the prin-
ciple of aonserriation'of lengthmut be developed.

.-,_

PRE-REQUISITE. OBJECTIVES -7-G' /

z

ACTIVITIES

A. COMPARISON

MATERIAL Same. as aCtivity.A.,:objective 7.;G"-With.cuive instead of straight,
segments on:some.of the rectangles.

DIRECTIONS:. Compare the lengths of yarn as in objective 7-G. The pupils
should guess the longest and shortest before they compare. .

ALPHABET'llEASUREMENT.

,MATERIALS: Set of block letters of_the alphabet.

\

DIRECTIONS: Rave'pupils compa4 letters of the alphabet for total length. 'They-
- can measure using\ pieces of, yarn,.' put end to end if need be. e.g. K will need
3 pieces.

elk



107-J Reference Types of Numbers (Fractions)

OBJECTIVE Multiply fractiOns less than 1.

COMMENTS Recall that "of" means "times". - Do many examples in each activity. At
the conclusion of the activities the pupils should see that, the numerator and
denominator of the product are the prodUcts ;at the numerators and denominitors
of the factors, respectiiielY. This is the rule for multiplication.

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES -97-C

ACTIVITIES

A. DOT TO DOT FRACTIONS

40
MATERIALS-: Dot paper and pencil..

DIRECTIONS: ..Teacher gives pupil a problem and has him model 1.t on the dot paper
by drawinein squares to represent the denominators of the fractions.'

'3/4 x 2/3 would be a rectangle 4 columns by 3 rows. Pupils would mark, with
an "x", 2 of _the 3 rows. This. illustrates 2/3. Then circle 3/4 of the .

columns. The circled* x s (there 'are 6 of them) represent the numerator, the
total number of squares (12) represents the denominator. The answer is 6/12.

Do several examples of- this modeling, using fractions less than 1 for both fac-
tors. (Factors greater than 1 will be modeled later.) Have the pupils record
the results of each example as follow,s:

Numerator of Numerator of Ntrierator of
Multiplier ' i Multiplicand Product .

-,1-

2 6

.

.,.

Denominator of : -Den_ of
Multiplier Mu ltiplicatid

3.

:Have th- try to guess
the .ruie or determining
the numerator and 'denom-
inator -of- the product.'

umerator of
Product

r2.5C 274,.140Pk..

4

- 277 -

3

242

12



107-T cont d . Refererice es of Numbers ractions)

B. CARTON FRACTIONS

ITITERTAT.S: Am cartons; 'markers (poker chiips, bottle caps , pieces of paper
paper and pencil for recording

DIRECTIONS: Teachet -gives pupil a problem and asks i to model it using eggcartons and markers. 'The .denominators of the fractions being multiplied
indicate the number of raves and -columns needed.

'EXAMPLE.; 2/3 x 3/4 The model will be 3 columps by _4 rows. This is 2 egg car
tons taped together with the excess masked off.. This will be the unit.

PIPPOLOP

logia,adigge.

TOpwOWP-oir/

PP1111-°-06100110410

Portion masked off.

(Note that the number of squares, 12, shows a coma= denominator).
will model 3/4 of the uxii.t and then model 2/3 of 3/4-of the unit. i.e. 2/3 314
Taking markers, the pupil, fills in rows to 'show .3/4, i.e.., he fills In threeof the fOur rows. -

. ,
Now, looking at thd coli=ns, the pupil -removes parkers .so-that only 2 columns

havOloarkers, i.e. .2/3 of ,the colt= have Markers.

. . , .-
This model illustrates the answer, .6/12, 6 of 12 parts of the original unit. Again,

as in A, have the pupil record-the results .of the examfaes.

NOTE: You should not proceed to the next activity until the pupil sees the rulefor multiplying:

- 24 0



cont Id Reference Types of'Numbeis ractions)

C. EXTENDING MULTIPLICATION
e ,

DIRECTIONS: Ask the pupil -how to calculate, for eataxaPle, 2/3-'5/6; 317. -Pc Iiintout that 5/6 3/7 = 15/4.2 so that 2/3 - 5/6 .-3/7 = 2/3. 15/42,= 301_126.
Do enough example's so that the pupil sees. the- multiplication -rule; multiply
numerators and multiply denominators. .

MATERIALS: Teacher pzepared dittos, paper and pencil.
DIRECTIONS: Prepare dittos of multiplicatio of fractions 'such
- 1 2/2 3 = 2/6.

1/4 4/6 .02;

2/3 5/6. at

3/4 -1/2 2/3 =

as. 1/2- 2/3 4

).

Eventually the pupils will -omit the middle step. E.g. 2/3- 5/6 = 10/18,
1/4- 2/3 -4/7 =;8/84.



Reference. Types of Numbers (Fractions)
}

OBJECTIVE Change improper fractions into mixed numbers and vice versa.

COMMENTS A fraction with a numerator larger than.the.denomimwtar is .imprerpeS,
-- Introduce the notation for mixed number, e.g., 1 +.3/4-is expressed-as-1 3/4.'

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 97-C

MATERIALS Fractional Todels, practice-dittb.

IRECTIONS Put a group,ofequi
make a whole number with some
Example: Put seven fifths on
They'll get one unit with 2/5

2 = 1 + = 1 2/5
5 . 5

IL=er/doing several models .'have aupil:Work Several examples. from
lkboard.
12 =.1 4.11 1 +16= 1 1/3
-9 '9 3
-

fractional parts on. the-table
Left-an improper fraction)-:
theitable. Haveztudents_group.thent.
of a unit left 4

.

enough.to

DIRkCTIONS Have:tile pupils

4:,9

1:,_Usemo.

ThuS,
'1._ .4

7

4 =-?
5', 5

= 1 +.3 = 1 3/4

the

also chapi3e naxed'mumbers
.. "

into improper fradtions.

needed by your class.,

36 4- 37

9 9 9
102 is thus3'

pa2 2-0 6/ein k.

Ask,- "4-Tis fiCciMany

281

= 10+
5

=''14
5

9ihS?"'
6

.It' is
.3-71

9



109 Reference Types of Numbers- (Fractions)

OBJECTIVE Multiply mixed .numbers

COMMENTS,-

FRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 108;;C, .1077J

MODELS`

MATtRIALS Oot-paper,:pencii.

DIRECTIONS Do several examples like the following:
11/2 i,21/4 is the same-as 3/2 9/4.
The model for the unit will be, as in objective 107 -J, a rectangle with 2
columns and 4 rows.

ACTIVITIES

Rave the Pupil model 9/4 of the unit: each row' is. k, so he Will mark :es in
9.rows. The unit should be emphasized with special-Outlining.

dir

(111=11NOW
X x.
?C

X-

X



cont!d.
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Reference Types .of 'Numbers (Fractions)

The pupil then models '3/2 of this: each cOlumn is 1/2; so he will mark O's in 3

columns (the third column, since he need 11/2 times the 9/4, will also have to

be x'd). The final model will .be.

767-81745

L

ig

g
I:5 Or al

6 a
eb

and the number of squares with x's and 0's is 27, each of which is 1/8 of the

unit. The answer is therefore, 27/8. As in Objective 107-J, the pupil should

record the results of several examples and see that the rule for multiplying

applies for improper fractions as well (3/2 9/4 = 27/8).

B. WORKSHEET

MATERIALS Paper and pencil.

DIRECTIONS Give a problem, the teacher directs the pupil to change the mixed

numerals to fractional numbers.
I . 1 5 10 _ 50-

3 -5,

Give:.a number of- problems for practice.

Alternate: If the class understands the..commutative property--and the teacher

wishes--this short cut can be used. Since the commutative property can be

applied to thultipliCation, the "fiactions can be ,changed so that they

easier for the .children to handle.

5 10 .
Ten is a multiple of two, so the numerators can be

2 3 , commuted,. -

10
--1 2 3. 21 can be changed to its simplest form -.-.-5 and'-the

then multiply 5 x 5 _ 25. L. 1

1 3 3

284 -



Reference . Geometry

OBJECTIVE---Identify the parts' -of- a circle.

COMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Paper-plates, popsicle ,s ticks, magic markers.

DIRECTIONS: Have each pupil, mark the circumference/6f the-paper plate with red
magic marker. Draw in the radius and color blue; the diamter green; the chord
brown; and the arc yellow -- label.

1.1

-k
Colored popsicle sticks can be paste:. over the diametei, Cliord,:- and iadius

Variation:: 1Chla same can .be done -wth plastic Coffee-Can lida

B.

Make a,ditto of a circle with the various parts drawn in. Have the pupils
label the parts.

7



4
Reference Geometry

--OBJECTIVE Measure_ angles_

COMMENTS When two radii .are drawn, the--smaller arc determined by them is called
the intercepted arc. You may want to introduce terms smite (less.than 90°),

.right (900), obtuse (greater. than 90 °); and straight angle (180°)..

PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 61-G.

A. MEASURING

'NOTE: Always label angles with capitalAetters.
-

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS: A unit of Ldegree (1') was determinedas followse A circle was
dtided into 360 arcs'of equal size. Two radii weredrawn to.intercept one
of-these arcs. The angle. formed by these two radii has' degree-- measure 1.

T is the center of the circ e. Arc. EF.is
1/360 of the way-around the circle.-:)

4EETF has degree mieasure

Explain how"angles of measure 10', 20 °, 45.1% etc.'are determined.

B. -PRACTiCE

MATERIALS:- Dittos of angles or cardboard angles to meastre protractors.

DIRECTIONS: Students use protractors to measure angles.

- 287
1.



1111'12 -G Reference Geometry.

OBJECTIVE Find the circumference of a circle.

COMMENTS glie perimeter of a circle is called the circumference. The formula
is C. =Tr2.r or C The difficulty involves/r(pi). No fraction exactly
equals 1r. A good fractional,approximation for is 22/7.

PREREQUISITE -OBJECTINES .1113-G,. 108-C, 107-J, 105-G, 57-G

'ACTIVITIES

A. FIND THE RELATION-BETWEEN-DIAMETER OF A CIRCLE AND CIRCUMFERENCE.'

MATERIALS: Circles of various sizes cut out of heavy cardboard, rulers.

DIRECTIONS: The children Measure.the diOeterand Circumference'Of each:.circle.
(If you'hae'flexible rulers you can measure the. circumference with-these.)
Mark a.starting:pOint on:the circle"and theh (starting..with the mark-down)
mark a piece of paper and roll the circle, till the mark is downagain and
mark that on the paper.- The length of the line is the circumferetice,'' The

. child can also roll the circle:alongthe ruler. Record this infOrmation onit
Inv .chart..A)upils answers.Willmary according .to acctracy:of--their'

,

measureMent.
.

:

, ,.. eQ . ,

A typItaI.,chart may look d. C
like -this 3" 9 3/8"

2" 6"-

4" 12'x2 "

'':pis is where you will have to help the dhildren guess about how many
-iamecers make the circumference. It is about 3 1/7.

2%.? d.Ultimately you want them to see that .0 is approximately
7

FINDING-CIRCUMFERENCE OF CIRCLES

MATERIALS: A variety of circular objects.
-

DIRECTIONS: Children measure the diameter, using the formula C -='11:d or
C = 1r2r. Find circumference by multiplying. Have-them check by measuring
circumference. See example on next page.

ar



112_G 'contld.

EXAMPLE:

Reference Geometry

Using Diameter

:d 311

C= d
C = 22/7.3/1 ".

C = 66/7"
C.= 9 3/7"

,'Using Radius

r.. =" 3"

C = Tr2r
C = 22/7-2/14.3/1"
C 132/7" .;

C= 18 6/7"



Reference Geometry

-OBJECrivt.7-Find--the -area --of- a circ

2
COMMENTS The area is given by the formula A diir . Emphasize thit the area is

measured in square units of measure.

PRE REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 112-G

ACTIVITIES

A. RELATING AREA TO RADIUS

MATERIALS: Circles of various size dittoed on graph paper. Take care with
this to make your .centers coincide with gild intersections and yoizr radii to
even multiples of your grid gauge.

Example:



)113-G cont'd. Reference Geometry

5

(6)

DIRECTIONS: Have the children measure_the.radius in terms of f-the .grid
For example, in (a), it would-be'3, and in (b), it would be 5. Then Have
the children estimate the corresponding area, dsing_the squares in, the graph
paper as a unit of area For example, in (a) ymx.might get 28. itake.a chart.

This is where you can help the children guess that .A. Is approxithatelY.
3 I/7-r2. Involve the students in a discovery dialOgue. Lead: tb;A is iirr7.
where ¶r is approximately 3 1/7 or 22/7.

"`.



111 -G cont'd. Reference Geometry

B. AN AREA MODEL

MATERIALS: Ditto of a circle with.a
16 parts. Label the radius r.

3" radius--..the circle should be divided into

DIRECTIONS: Havet the pupil cut out .the circle as illustrated:

. ,

Then lit the two pieceS together:

11.. This shape:resembles a rectangle. "What is Oieight?"' riqUO is- its
- Iatse?" ,(half of the circumference' 'r).. "So; what is ita: arger.: (r * ¶'r or

C. FIND AREA OF CIRCLES

MATERIALS- A variety of circUlar objects.
1

. .

'DIRECTIONS: Have the pupils measure-The radius:Of each circular object andthen
find the area of-each using the formula.: Check using '13 grid Or '

gr.aph paper tracing of-object.'.



e114-J Reference Multiplication

OBJECTLVE- Identify and-record- least-common multiple- of two- or-more-numbers .-

COMMENTS "Least common multiple" is abbreviated LCM.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJEClivLS 95-J, 94 -C

ACTIVITIES

A. MULTIPLES

MATERIALS:, Paper and pencil.

DIRECTIONS: Teacher will ask children to list the multiples of two numbers
between- and . _Example: "List the multiples of 6 between 6 and 54

and the multiples of 9 between 9 and 72.".

Children sho ld do the following:.
12, 18,.24, 30, 36 42, 48
18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63

Teacher will as pupils to circle common multiples. (common may have to be
called "the s ".)

6, 12, 24, 30 42, 48
9; 10, 27 a 45, 54, 63

.Teacher "'will ask, "Which is the least -common multiple?" (Note: again
least and common may require some explanation.)

Children'should recognize 18 as the LCM. Repeat the procedure with many.
combinations until children identify. LCM.

B. USE PRIME FACTORS _TO -FIND LEAST COMMON MULTIPLES

MATERIALS: Chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS: Have pupils compare
, their least common multiple.

See example next. page,

the prime factors of pairs o -numbers and- find

- 295
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III114-J cont'd . Reference Multiplication

Example:

4 2-3
(9 = 3.3

8 . 2-2-2
12

(6 =
10 = 2'5

10 = 2.5
8 '= 2.2.2

f212
3-7

5 = 5

LCM

18 -= 2.3-3

24 = 2.2-2-3

30 2.3-5

7

40

105 = 3 .577

Note: Prime factors that occur in both- numbers occur only once for each pair
in the least common multiple..

J .

Example: 54 =
81' =

2 LCM
162.= 3-3-348.2



S 11- -C Reference Types of Numbers (Fractions)

--OBJECTIVE Find the-least common denominator of two fractions, and compare.

COMMENTS

PRE - REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 114-3, ''99 -C

ACTIVITIES

A. COMPARE LCD. TO ,LCM-

MATERIALS: Chalkboard...

DIRECTIONS: Find an equivalent fraction for 1/6 with the.saine denominator,as
.an equivalent fraction for 2/9:

1 '= 2

6 12

2.

'9

Have children do this and' circle those fractions with conamon denominators.
Note that the least common denominator is also the least common multiple of
the two denominators. Do several examples.

B. USE LCD TO COMPARE UNLIKE FRACTIONS

MATERIALS: Models of fractions, ditto.

DIRECTIONS: Ask-pupils to compare fractions with unlike denominators using
the models. Which is bigger; 1/6 or 2/9?

HaVe pupils change fractions to equivalent ,fractions with least common
'denominator. and compare-. . .

.

Use the -least common -multiple- to find the denominator.

6

9 =3-3

LCM, LCD is

2-3-3 = 18
I - 3
6 18 Which is larger? 2(

9).
.2 = 4
9 18



115-C cont'd. -Reference 'Fractions

omparemany fractions on .the chalkboard using LCD.

Example:

2 3. 5 1.

6 .7% 3 8
I f

8@ 5
6 QV

.
Assign a ditto with problems like these. 'Use <

5
115 k-112-i

:5 10
8 16 -)

-I

a , or `= to compare.
%.,

- 298
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116-C Reference Types of Numbers (Fractions

OBJECTIVE Name fractions in the simplest forth.

-
COMMENTS The simplest'form of.st fraction is the equivalerit fraction with the

smallest.possible numerator and denominator.. An understanding of equivalent'
fractions is necessary if pupiis",are to expreSs factions in simplest form
(lowest terms). Oilce pupils understand this concept, -. they should experience
no difficulty later; 'whe..ft4iddition and subtraction'of Unliketfractions are
'preqented.

'PRE- REQUISITE OBJECTIXEY -49--C, 97 -C

ACTIVITIES

A. EQUIVALENT AND SIMPLE FRACTIONS: RODS

MATERIALS: Rods or drawings of.rods divided into into fractions. Examples below
(soda straws can be used for rods).

-a

b.

c.

d.

f.

I 0

C

DIRECTIONS: 1. Use the rods or, drawings above.to help you- replace each frame
with a figure that will make the fraction equi alent.



116-C cort'd. ReferenCe Types of Numbers (Fractions)

a.

S

8

b.

2. Find the simplest fractions using rods.

a. 2 =
12 6

d. 8 . =
,17 6 3.

2

b. 6

How many twelfths are equal to 1, of:rOd-C?

t
c

8

C. 4 =.
ff

f rod G? Are 1, 2, and 4-'
3 .. if

equivalent fractions? Are 8, 4, and 2 equivalent fractions?
17. '6 3

B. EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS'

MATERIALS: Paper for folding.

DIRECTIONS: Have each,pupil fold a piece of paper into halves and color'one
Of it. Then have them fold it itto.fourths and discover that of the paper
is also 2/4 of-the paper. Have them fold the paper, into, eighths. Then they
will discover that of the paper is 4/8 of the paper.

4

wC. EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS USING. gUMBER:LINE

'MATERIALS: Masking tape may be used On the Chalkboards marked off into twelfths,
fourths, thirds, sixths, etc". You may,.alsci us. masking tape for the number
liteSbeaIured off into wholes,..halves,,fourths, eighths, sixths, twelfth's,
thirds, etc. See Eicample next page.

2so
'300 -



. .

Numbers.' (Fractions)

Example

DIRECTIONS;. This activity will give the entire class additional practice with
fractions and equivalent frictions.

1. Rave a' pupil place 1/2 and 2/2 on a chalkboard model of the number line.
Then have another -pupil point out equivalent fractions while placing 1/4,
2/4; 3/4, and 4/4, in their correct positions. Use the eighths similarly.

2. Repeat step' 1. but modify for thirds.

1

Q: 2-j 2 6 12
12 12 12 12 .12 12 12 12 12 12 ,12.'

o -

6

6

3:- 4
6

2

3
3



MATERIALS: Model two equivalent fractions' like 7- and
14

Write thg_prime* factors far. both numerator and denominator

.7 = 1-7.
27/

Note` that both the numerator and the denominator can be grouped by 7.
And I group of 7 out of 2 gr-oups of
7 gives 1.

2

Note: Both the numerator: anvd
can be grouped by 2 and by. 3.
1 part of 2.. ."

danriaiLator
This- Yte ayes

Note: Both the numerator and-denominator
can be grouped by 3. This leaves 3 of 4
parts.



.Reference Types of Numbers Oractiond

OBJECTIVE Add 'fractions.

.COMMENTS Red Ord answers in- simplest form. ,Stress that in.Order to add,

denominators must be the same. Then the riuthei.ator. of 'the ,:sum

stud of the numerators..

PRE-REQUISITE 116-C, 115 -C

ACTIVITIES

ADDING FRACTIONS

MATERIALS "Paper, pencil, teacher-prepared ditto.

DIRECTIONS Example:
1
+ .

1
4,

2 + 5
3 6

Note to teachdr: This add i tion activity involves- addition of
where one denominator is a factor of the other. `")`

e (a) 1.

2

(b)
2

4

(b)

MMMEME111111111
12 2

10 10

NEBERVAPAr

4

MEE
_6

. :10

=ki/Z/gal
5.

SE011111111111111

.-2 uv
303

fractions

(c).

NI
(c)

3 _ I
1 6: = I

MEN EM



Reference Types -. of Numbers (Fractions

-( .Teacher will 4iik children to: shade the models to match 'written fraCtions.

(b) Teacher will a.sicthildren.to make the fractions equivalent in .size.

(c) Teacher will ask children to Combine (add) shaded portions and'-record...

Note:- The conclusion. that tail= be reached here (before proceeding !)- is that
as long as the denoMinators° are the same the numerator of the 'sum _is found by
adding the .numera.tOrs.

ADDLN't. FRACTIONS
. .

MATERIALS Paper and pencil, teacher-prepared dittO.

DIRE' 9TIO

may
writt

P.,upil has had 'previous experience with -common multiples, but review
quired at this time. Teacher l prepares ditto of addition problems

tioth horizontally, and vertically.

4_ 5 9 10
E ple 1: W= 12 12 .-

- . ..-
Teaaher Will--ask 434k-ills r. find LCM and record 'as denominator with corresponding.,

.equivalent nUmerator. , Pupil .will multiples of 4 and 6 and- circle-,-the

- .m. leas t (or sciallesE) or.use prime !actors.
, 1

Multiples:. 4, 8.2.,(gi 16,,

6, Ul.. 18

15 --.60.1' 60 . 60...12

3 9=
-20 60

4 16
15 60,

25 5

60 12



Types of, iiiimbeis (Fractions)
4

r

3



118 -3 Reference Types ,1,NuMbers Fractions)

OBJECTIVE Add mixed,:riumbers, regroup and record in simplest form.

COMMENTS

1,4-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 1i7

A. 414ORKSPEET

11ATERIAIS- Paper and pen41.,

DIRECTIONS: TeacheX p±epates
and .vertically:

.4CTIVITIES

teacher-prepared ditto.

ditto of addition problems written both horizonaIly'

4.1 ,

EXAMPLE:

NOTE: This- process shoiild modeled if puplls have difficulty.
(See next page.)
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119-S Reference .of...NuMbers (iract o s

OBJECTIVE Subtract fractions and record results. in.-stm lest f

COMMENTS. Stress that,, in addition, subtraction is only possible when the de-=
nominators are the -same and -only the numerators are used-in .the subtractiOn
operation. Determining LCM'should not be ,a problem at this point, but review
may be required._.- _

4

PRE-REQUISITE:7,OBJECTIVES 114-C 115-C"

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS.: Teacher-prepared ditgoi..p-aper and pencil.

Teacher prepares ditto. of subtraction problems written. b-othhori
.

zonally and verticallY.

EXAMPLE 1: 5 3 10 9 _1
4 12 3.7- 12 ,

'Teacher will ask- to find :LCM and record as denominator
numerators.

EXAMPLE 2: 4_ 3=16 9= 7
15 20 60 60 60.

5= 9-
20 60

7

60

and record correct .

9

NOTE: Mo-de/ing may. be:reqdired.:



120-S Reference Types of Numbers Fractipni)

OBJECTIVE. Sub act mixed numbers where regrouping is' reqUired.

COS Often fractionS have to be renamed in order for the subtraction to be
possible.

7E-REQITTsTTE. OBJECTIVES .:119-S:.

ACTIVITIES

MATiRIALS: Ditto prepared'by teacher, paper and pencil.

DIRECTIONS: Teacher .prepares' ditto . of subtraction problems written both horizon-
'. g1lyand vertically.

EXAMPLE : IL _--/-1:2- -
/

4.: 4
2.

NOTE: Modeling may be required.
/ --3 41-f

2
24-

r example:

S ara4e

If Cuisenaire rods are available; they. .

canbe used. very easily to model add-
ition and subtraction-of fraptions.

\

`,Construction paper can be. used also_
for making .models.,-.-. .

, ..

310 blank,
- 311 -



Reference . Types .of Number's (Fractions

OBJECTIVE Compare more than 2 fractions with unlike denominators and like-ntimerators.. -

COMMESETS Given equal numerators: The larger the denominator, the smallerfraction; the smaller the denominator, tpe larger the fraction.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJEClivES.-

:TATER:1MS:- sTeac .prepared. ditto, Pencil:
-DIRECTIONS: Teacher will need to prep"ar.-.a ditto -containing redtangles of thesame length bUt separated to represent Various fractions.. '

F 1 The pupil must name the denominator
for each rectangle. Rectangi-e%s will
be shaded in to show the numerator.
Pupils 107114 -record these.

Pupils can then compare the models and order the fractions fromlargest. by looking at the size of the.,4hided areas.-.
smallest to

Repeat with examples idiere-each numerator- 3a 2; ,then 3, et The, pupils- should4!!"onclude that when t.h.e-rtUMere.tors are 'equat,--the..largeSt. fr tiOn has- thesmallest denominator, -and; the smallest f-ractionf has - the large t denominator.
.



1.21-C coat Reference -.2TypeS6flilmObers(Fractions).
7 e.

th

IAMMLALS: Teadher-prepared ditto containing lists of fractions.
r-

F.k.mple: =1 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3,,
8 10 . 2 7 4 3 5 8- 5 9 10 4 6

YURECTIONS f PuPili are.tO.711st:fractions by size -
..



f.

Ti.efe nce Division

OBJECTIVE Divide. 6y ;1 digit divisors.

n -

COMMENT Recall that-in objectil:re 91-S theequotent had only one digit., In

this objeCtive the quotient should have two or more digits.. Begin with two
digit dividends. 'The examples'' illustrate. problems with three digit dividends.

=

ACTIVITIES

PARTITIONING MODEL

TERIALS'-_,)Place value Models and set indicators.

JgRECTIONS' When dividing by 4, say, "We' will partition the diliidend into 4 sets
and ?he .quotient will be-the size of'each'of the sets.,". Note hol-7 nicely the

g-recordinbf-this process leads- to the traditional division algorithm. ":

.-.

4
- .

How7'mtaltin each set? To RecOrd 41713

How many hundreds accounted for? 4 913orEight.. Recd T
\'c

..,

.
13 '",



-122-S cont'd

Cash tlae remaining hundred in. for

Reference Division

tens.

.How many, tensi al toge ther 7 Eleven.
2

Record 4 J.§13
s, 8

(This is why the "subtract and bring doiqu the) next digi

ti

Partition these tens.

step makes sense!)

22

in each set? TWO . Record 4 MT
8
.11. .z22

accounted. fOr? Eight.. Record 4 1773 r

8\
'11

8
.33

Partitibn these =it

....ea. a 6-
ta-

_ .

many .accounted Thii-ty7 two .



1122-S cont td
..

A
.9

Reference Division

How many left over? One: Record and indicate
228 -ILI-

4 r9-7.73
8
11

8
33
'32

1
.So the quotient is 228 With remainder 1.

Have the pupil. 'do as many of these examples as is necessary. Take enough !time .
Use 2, 3,:4 digit dividends..

. REPEATED SUBTRACTION .(PARTIAL QUOTIEW)
-

MATERIALS Chalkboard., pencil and paper.

9

DIRECTIONS This method is difficult to model concretely but bY----t-his time the
pupil has had (hopefully) sufficient experience with multiplication to Abe able
to estimate projects.

. Let 'S conszider 'the same as in activity A: 4/7175 '-
111

Firs, have the iupi3.1: estimate whether 4 x various' powers of ten will exceed
913. Is 4 x 1 -too brig ?. No. Is 4 x 10 "too big.? No. Is.4.x 100 too big? No.
Is ../1 x um too- big?, Yes; So we know the quotient is somewhere between. 100
and 1000. Try to braeltet the cfuotient?between consecutive multiples of 100.
Is 4 x 100 too.. big? No. Is 4 x 260 too big.? No. Is 4 x 300 too big?. Yes.

vSo 'we knoit the quotient is between 200 and .300. This Is. -where the first
recordini.occurs 200 '

' 4 i915
- :800

113 ... .

-We now must 'do the 'same t12,ing with 113 as we did with 913 but with one important
difference. The pievious stepS-hacTe establisheci 1) that the quotient is less
thap 11:100 and; -then, 2) that the quotient is between 200 and 300. So we know
that when we- :,have subtracted 200 fours therea±e less than 100 fours left to-
be subtraCted. _That is, we only have to. Concentrate_ on teas now. The next ,

step then,is to locate the rest of the quotient'betWeen consecutive multiples
of 10-: Is 4-x 10 too big? No. Is 4 x.20 too big?. No. Is 4 x 30 too big?
:Y

.
es. So we--know that the rest of the quotient. is between 20 and 30. Record

the° 20- and subtract 4 x 20 20 -

2004 gir
800

..113
80.

.33

-
t<-. *,



cont d. Refeience

We are aow dowmto the units part of -the quotient and, it is easy to see.that
.

there are 8 fours tri 33 with a remainder 9,f 1. Record as 8
. - , .20 22811.'1

200-

0 4-1§7,3-

=',$*

S

NOTE:, This- is :a drayynput explanation-of the process. In actual practice_
it will go quickly. e The idea is to "generate" the quotient one'digit at a
-time.starting with-the-largest ,place value, in outfcase, first the hundredb,
then-the tent; then -the units--All that is required of the pupil is to know.,
15 his multiplication -facts and 2) that multiplying'br ten or one hundred,
etc., means 'that one zero or two-.zeros, etc. are-appended.to the basic 'produlc-t.-- .swim

800
- 113

80

33
32
1



623-S Reference DivisiOn

OBJECTIVE Divide by 'Z digit. divisors::
. , .

`COMMENTS' . As. the partitioning model;is impractical with a 2- digit divisor, the ,
repeated subtraction method will be used here. .

4
.PRE-REQUISITE 122 -S

r ,

A. REPEATED SUBTRACTION-

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper.

ACTIVITY

DIRECTIONS: This is just_ a.modification: of Objective 122-S ActiVity B. A
.pre-requisite skill .necessary for this, or any othei, method fOr division
by -2'digit divisors is the ability to 'estimate multiples (up" to '9) .4 a
number.; For a single. number these are just the' multiplicatiOn facts, but
for_a number with 2 or more digits this ability takes time and practice' to
develop.
Example: 24 E313
As-before, in Activity B of the pre;vious objectiv, we ask: Is '24 x 1 too
big? No: Is 24 x 10 w.0. big? No. Is 24 x 100 to big? No. Is 24x 1000
::.00 big? Yes. So we knoasthe quotient is between 100 and 1000. Then we.:
ask: Is 24 x 100 too big? No. Is x 200 "Ido. big? No. Is 24 x-300too
big? Yes. So the quotient is between 0 and 300. Record, and subtract.

-.24 /WS
200

4800.
'1513

We naw find the tens piace of -the quotient:
24 x 20 too uig? tgo. Is 24 x 40 too -big?'
24 x 70 too big? Yes. So!the quotient

. 60
200

24 r63173
4800
1513
1440

._ 73.

P.

Is 24'-'10 .tob big? NO. Is.
x 50 too big? No. Is

Record:and'subtract.



'123-S cont`d.

We, now find the units plice.of the quotient. Is 24 x 1 too big?
too big? No. Is 24 x 3 too big? No. Is 24 x 4 to big? -Yes- So the quotient,
has 3 tinit s . Record and subtract.

No. Is24x2.

3
fi0

200 263 R1
24131.3

4800
'1513
1440

73

, 72-

VARIATION: The previous example 'requires' that the pupil have a. pretty good grasp-
of the of 24 up to 24 x 9.,r If the pupil carmat commute these In his
head, a. tah. could be made ahead of time. This, however, is quite tedious
and a simpler, -but less precise,. variation could be used.. The pupil could
mentally "round-up" .24 to 0 and' "round -down." 6313 to 6000 and use 30 and 6000
for the -partial quotient -estimations for the hunareds place. will give
ann-estimate of 200 which is --correct.

200
24, 6313

4800
. 1513

At the next step "round-up" '24- to 30.: and. "r 1500.:.
give an -estimate of 50 for- the tens ttai-eof the quotient._

-

'rhigt will

, 313 -

Then 'round-up" 24 to 30 and !found- down" 313 to 300., This will give an estimate
of 10.



123-3 cant; !d. Reference Diviston

At this stage "rounding " probably will nOt need to be done because the pupilL - will know that 3 is correqt. Record anands the problein. is completp.

3
50
200

24
4800
1513
1200
313
240
73
72.



IIII 124-S Reference Division

OBJECTIVE Use the traditional algorithm with one and two digit divisors.

COMMENTS Thib algorithth should on y be used when the pupil thoroughly- inider-
2( stands place value and has built estimating.

-1N

PREREQUISITE OBJECTIVES" 13-3 I22 -S:

ACTIVI

TRADITIONAL -ALGORITHM

f
In the example given in Objective 123 -S, the student would record

n

2L,1)(o31.3.
Lis
1:5.

.241 co

1 S" 1

1444

-then

773



124 -S cont'd. 1Zeference Division

-

This is.simply.a ehortened'versfon:of.the repeated sdbtr ction method. Note
,

that 1).' zeros are not recorded so =that am.understandin of place-value- .

is necessary for an understavding of.::the procedure
2). accurate estimating is necessary or else there will be a lot' of.
-erasing.

Lots of practice- iseeded to do well with, this algorithm.

a.



.125-S

AseaccTivE/- Diyide.with 3 and 4 di:0:Sr 4iivisors.

Reference Division

NT Thisan-extentiorCof ...already'khowri skills
Z2.

iie'enCourageVt6..experiment.-and-develd.ptheir);7n t
can pApvide problems, motivation, encouragement and
need not tread such treacherous Waters!

. -.

_akil.1ful PUPI1S-Slhc:uld 0.
ecWroilkues..:114°-teacher
iiielp.' 'Unskillful, puqIs.,-/.-

, .

PRE-REQUISITE 124-S, 123-S
.

ACTIVITIES

A. REPEATED SUBTRACTION METHOD (PARTIAL QUOTIEW)

MATERIALS Chalkboard, pencil and paper, small eraser.

DIRECTIONS Modify Activity A, Objective 123-5 using 3 and 4 digit divisors.
MuCh wore skill in estimating will be needed here.

B. TRADITIONAL ALGORITHM

111 MATERIALS Chalkboard, pencil and paper, large eraser.

DIRECVONS. Modify Activity A, Objective 1237S-using 3 and 4 digit divisors.
Much, much more skill- in estimating_ Will be needed here. Otherwise, a lot
of erasing will be done!

cto



--Referene ision

OBJECTIVE Check division by multiplying.

COMMENT This may have been done before, but due to the level of abstraction at
-this point, it may be best to go.overit again.

ACTIVITIES

A. CHECKING

'MATERIALS ChalkbOard; teacher -made ditto, etc.

DIRECTIONS Teacher should discuss with class such problems as 3 x 4 = 12 and->7.
12 4 4 = 3. --

o.
Teacher-made worksheet would. be for practicing.

Example: If

0 .

7. x 4 = 28
6 x 8 = 48
521 x 63 =
45 ;' 9 -= 5
49 ,S. 7 = 7
1431 ; 27

32823

=53

'Then 28 ; `7
487 -e

= Q-
,. 8

= 63'-32823 ;
9. x .= 45

49
1431

7 x =
53 x i =

Here we 4.-7ant tfie pupil to come away with the idea that, one way to find an-_:answer
to a 0:livision problem is to find a number 'which when multiplied by the divisor
will give the- dividend.

Example: The answer to 12 ; 2 is 6= since 2 x 6- = 12.

B. EXAMPLES WITH REMAINDERS

MATERIALS Chalkboard, dittos.

DIRECTIONS Practice checking division problems with a remainder,. if
1102,1; 26.= 42 with remainder 10_, then. (26 x 42) -F 113 = 1102. Do several

ay- 324 6/a.ok.
327 -



111 ,.GENERAL;.REMARKS The ne22 sequence of 'objectives deals wit
operations with these in coMbination. with whole numberS.

,

" ;

Reference TYpes. df kers.(Dec
- 7

OBJECTiY1 Recognize "th" 'sound when naming fractions..

1.
-_, - .-colpmizs .Many IT ajo ptrpils have troutil

er. Zen and, tenth sound t e 4g ame .

earing the "ih"' on the; end clf,a

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECAvhS

AcTirs.TrEs

T LING AND PRONOUNCING

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencils and .paper.

DIRECTIONS,:_
a) Send several pupils to the chalkboard. As ou dictate, pupils write the
numerals on the board-- 1/8, eight, 1/10, ten, -100, 1/100., Repeat the-
dictation to encourage pupils to listen for the 11"-'

b) Write the wordy on the chalkboard.' Compare the spellings. Dictate have
pupils: spell,. self-check to see if they hear the differen.ce.

/.

DICTATE AND MODEL

MATERIALS: Paper and pencils.

DIRECTIONS: Dictate'3/10 and 3 tens. Have pupils do the models on the
chalkboard to show each. DiCtate 400 and 4/100; _5000 and 5/1000; etc.

par 3 24 d/e2,,k,



,

Reference- ...Tiyi)es of Nu-rilbers (Decimals)

OBJECTIVE Chartge 'common fractions_ -to equivalent - fractions with/ _denominator of a
pOwer of ten. ,

'b.': '1..' . 111/ ,
." I'.014141qi4S ; ..This shiau-114,be done With-halves; fourihe,'-fift s, eighths-:-.avoid .thirds,

...- - ..
.sevelkthE, ninths.- Denominators must -tave fAdtcyrs. of:2' andlOti 5 since only

-....thes'e?fractifOns will be- eqUivalent eo. fractions. *With:a power -bf -ten an. . , ., ,ddnothinator. ..---,
s

..,.- -:.,.;

4

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 99-C

ACTIVITIES

A. COMMON 'FRACTIONS TO EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

MATFEtIALS: Chalkboard, teacher prepared dittos.

DIRECTIONS: Make ditto or write on chalkboard the following fractions .amd have
the pupils change the fractions to equivalent, fractions using a denominator
that is a power of ten:

.

I = 5 =- 50 °
.2 Z. fcZ.

. 1
4. I, 0 0

4
5, '1000

1

.5 13 100

20 .7: 1-`013 .

331 -

6/vink.

-



1.1297C Reference -Types of Numbers .(Decimals and FractiQps)

7001LTECTIVE-,:CciriVet'frdtloiis:that have de noMinato-fs-df- pOWe r s oI tehTt
notation. . \

-_-

COP -The decimal point. (.) may be read as, or called., "and" -or :poinr"MD : Si.nte

deciiaal number s are 'just different names. f6r fractiOns use already.
tabltshed properties of numbers expressed in .fractiOn. fOrm to derive operational

% .
procedured for 'numbers-expressed

b
in d' -C-imal form.

r ,

MATERIALS Chlikboard..

D.uiECTIONS some fra tions
s"N

denominators of thousand, hundred and ten.
Illustrate.Tell the they_lcan" reWif_te -them as Jecima.ls.

31
loo

F dt'31 read "31 hundrehs or "point 31"

p 28 8 o- 642
100

28
1000

Send students to the 42alkboard. Have them write
the name's. -

- _

B.- FRACTION DOMINOES
-

decimar fractions and gay

MATERIALS . ..Cut "dominoes" from tagboard, using pieces 2" by 4 ". On one side write
_

a commOn fraction, Ad on the other side a decimal fraction. The items dn..
the two sides of a single, clomino will not be equal. '.Make four copies of each
?domino.

',Example:



.cOnt!d- Reference- Types of Numbers (De and Fractio

.

- . .. _

DIRECTIONS a.-fract ion game that is played like regular dominoes. Place...,

all the domino fdce- down in the center of the table. zFour players may draw -;

___,---- four cards-:::4acht Thf., first player may place an one of his dominoes in the
center, and succeeding players .may match the decimal fractiop- or commoncenter,
fraction-with its equivalent (demons-trat3e)..-

t

6

10

25
.100

_ ;25-

5..t.
10

AIS

.75

-
If a pe'rson cannot" play, h raws .another card' from the center, and _play
passes -431-14.-- The ,first play..er4- -uSe all his dominoes is the winner.

CONVERTING FRACTIONS -TO .DECIMALS

MATEk TA T S

DIRECT NS
and .h

C17.1kboard of teacher-

, ..

.. ,
Make dittoo.r write on. 1.1e- chaikb rod the ffrlflowing fraction's
the pupils chanie: them into decimal umeials: 1,

,

a. a

(17:75)47 . (.47)

100

43 1-1
(43.375)

5 1 (5.2)
2

61 15 051.37P.
40

I3= 29.b 21 (509.2625)
29 80 .

D. DfCDMAL PLACES EXPRESSED BY EXPONENTS

M A T E R I A L S , . Chal and ,

17 ,

10000 -

r

-1000

Note: The digits.to the right df the decimal point name the nurneratool the
fraction, and the number of such-digits- names the denominator in powers of

(.009)

1.



Reference Types of ,Numbers-(becima s a EraOtions)

A -
Examp-1-e- . .217 denotes nupEor 2.1i and'depominatoi 103 or 1000. i.e "1000.K-

,

.

.

DIRECTIONS:. Oral exercise_ -- 'PoWer ttene4enoted in.thZ-denominator of the. .

follOwing-deciMals.. -.- .., - . .. .

Ask.,-"What'powr df ten.bs.den6x6d:in the'denaminatorof each decimal be164?"

-----1 ---.' 1 :.. n ... .

L17

(ro?) '-'.0576 (10 j.

'.0037 '(I04)' .57001,(105) .236005 (106)

USING "ZERO" IN DECIMALS

MATERIALS Cfialkboard

DIRECTIONS Look at decimals with zeroes...,

;0037.=
-10000

Note.; The 'zqroeiare necAssaAy to keep-tiie paces in.phe dehOmfaltoc.,straight.

Zeroes to. the right don't.. cha e' thO'value of the decimal..

II 70C-7. = 2 -rw..°
. lo.

or 7.00 ,1v
.- no',

,,Give lots of'-p:ac:tice in -this. area. -

..,/'

z



I130-J Reference Types of Numbers Dec milli)

- OBJECTIVE- Add decimal numerals.

:-,

COMMENTS Be sure that,. when adding, the numerala line up so that the -place-value..7
in each column is .the' same. This can be

-
done by aligning' the decimal points.

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 129 -C'

ACTIVITIES

A.

MATERIALS: ,--eh.A3.-kboard and ditto sheets.

DIRECTIONS: Add:'

a. .34 b. 3:.237. A

.-..'

C .436 ... .d. 2.36
+.45 +2.051 ,411P023 +24.5

sk,"- TE: We may place O's
of -decimal places.

n decimal numerals so -that

EXAMPLE:

3.42+ .234

.

+ 13.1

. A

3.42
.234

13.1
or

3.420
.234

13.100--
3.6.75G- 16.754

'B. EXERCISES

-4MATERIALS: Ditto, sheets
Js.

DIRECTIONS: Add: %

. 4:13

.3-

+.5

.372
13.4

.

they- have the same number

21

c..

b. 17.346 \ c. .30.489
+11.86 4-1.346

-4-.24 -.304 ..23... 15.03, 2.14 \--/

-13 ...12 2;1:14 ,<.-037

4 .146
.23

2.1
.'

14.32
.037
.7

Ny I._ 19.48
.035

1.7

-5.11
.037

'24:87

+ -304 + 2.78 + 24.1 = ,

6.2 + -5.1 +123 +: .426
5 0 ,2.314 .0062-+ 5.34 =
.246 4- .1032 +35.1 + 4 + 1.00034e



131.6 Reference Types of Numbers (Decimals}

--1--OBJEC1ivE -SUbtract-with-decimai numerals:

COMMENTS As with -addition, -the important thing to remember in subtraction -using
decimal numerals is to align the.deCimal points.

PRE -REQUISITEOBJECTIVES.. 129-C

A.-."REGiOU15ING!

-0MikTERIALS: Chalkboard.

.

ACTIVITIES

DIRECTIONS:. Place on the chalkboard such examples as 39.62
- 26.896r-

mphasize the. need to.put'in a zero either actually,or mentally, depending on
the abilities of your class.

,-.

Example: .

.
Pat wanted to subtract 2.368 from 28.42.
a. First she 'lined up the decimal point.
b. Then she placed a-0 like this.

.

28.42 28.42:3
- 2.368 .: - 2.368 Do the subtraction.

B, "SUBTRACT AND CHECK"

MATERIALS: TeaCher prepared dittos.

. .

a. 146324 -'2.103= b, 5.7'2 - .68
cs.\ 2.5 '- 1.462= "r, d. 3.024 - 1,

t3
g. 3.617

e. 1.58 f. 13.25 -.0048
. -1.104 . --.-10.5

h.. .48
.23

rz§e_ 33 5 .41q- r)k

i. 1.46 - .23=

4

339 .-

3. .12 - .000016 ==



/
132-C/

b.

Reference Types of Numbera.(Decimals)

OBJECTIVE Use the dollar -sign and decimal point.

COMMENTS

. /FRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 131-S, 130-J.
r

ACTIVITIES

A. CHALKBOARD ACTIVITY

MATERIALS: Chalkboard

DIRECTIONS:- First demonstrate writing dollars and cents. Have pupils tell Which
numeral is in each place--hundreds ,tens,' units, tenths, and hundredths;
Second, send several pupil's at a time to the chalkboard. Have them write dol-
lars and cents from dicttation.

B.. DRILL ACTIVITY

MATERIALS:

DIRECTIONS
solve.

Problem sheets.

Write application.-ptbblems. Adding money, subtracting- -have pupils
From your examples, have.pupils write and solve their own problems.

Vf

?aciz 34/0 6/0_,k.
e

- 341 .r

N

t.t



133-J Reference Types of Numbers '(Decimals)

OBJECTIVE Multiply_with decimals.-

1.;'"

COMMENTS
A

c!
PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 129-C, 107-C".

°

A. TENTHS TIMES A 'WHOLE NUMBER

MATERIALS: Chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS : , Write 2 x
N.

2 x .3 =c2 x 3/10 = 6/10 =

3 x .4 =3 x 4/10 = 12/10 =

TENTHS TIMES TENTHS

x = 2/10 = 3/10 = 6/100 = .06

.4 x = 4/10 x 5/10 = 20/100 = .20
tr.)

If meces'sary, model as in Objective 107-J.
%

.14

.6

ACTIVT:=IS

on the chalkboard.,

1.2w. -

'0 .1

The. cross- hatched area is

.20 = .20
100

.\"3.0%

2J1'

A

4



133-J cont'd. .Reference Types ofNumbers (Decimals)

1Note: The sum of the number of places after the decimal in the multiplier
and the multiplicand is equal to the :limber of 'places ik the product. Pupil
are to work many problenis "vertically and horizontally.

Example: ,.5 x .6 =s
20. x
,f25 x .10 =

S.

.8 .30
x.15

.40.

.C. EXTEND' UNDERSTANDING OF DECIMAL MULTIPLICATION
-

< 141AThlaAl...i: Chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS: Copy these charts

v.

.4 x l =

.4 x 22 =

.04 x 1 =

.04 x ".2 _4

.04

on the chalkboard.

tenths x units = tenths
tenths X- tenths = hundred,ths
hundredths x units =
hundredths x tenths =
hundredths" x hundredt-hs =

Have the pupils look the chart' over. Beside, the chatt write
pupils_ shon;-14 know welliand- be 'gable to help write.

tens x units = tens,
e tens x tens= hundreds

hundreds x' units = hundreds
'hundreds x. tens* = thousands
hundreds x hundreds = ten thousands

thi'g chart which

A'sk .ptipils if they see ally. patterns. Disco answers. :'Finish the first. two
charts. Lo8k at 'the first ,chart. -Ask if pupils see any patterns in -the chart.

, Le&I.- them-to 'see 'a pattern in tb\e number of places \'..fter .the decimal.. Compare
.

`sides of the equation. Supply practice dittos and workbook pages. >k
. 3

O

a

2J

344 -



1 134-S Reference Types of Numbers (fractions)

OBJECTIVE Divide fractions.

COMMENT

PRE-REQUISITE 115-C, 90-S

I.

PRE-ACTIVITY

Review:A ; B as "How. many B's,in A?" This is the measurement model. for
4': "How many 4's in 12?" Give many examples .using whole numbers.12 f

Examples: flow-many 4's,in 12
_2's in 10
2's in 8

etc. Extend
10's in 20

to (5 i.2) 2's in
(2 i 3) v 3's in
(7 S 5) 5's in

1
5

5. -5/2
2 2./3

7' 5/7

4
2

'S

ACT,IVITIES

A. MODELING DIVISION

MATERIALS Cuisenaire rods, egg cartons, .construdtion paper or any 'material
you have used to model fractions; paper and pencil.

'DIRECTIONS 'Review the division sign,
1. To start division of fractions,

number answer. For example, 4'

as used in Activity C, Objective'902S.
1,choose Iractions.that will have a whole
..2 This can be ease modeled and will.

5 5
lead to a nice technique for dividUgfractions.'

.
.

First-remind the children that. the denominator of a fraction indicates
its type only.' Thus we are'.asking in-4 ,..-2',.'hOig many two- fifths are

.. .- 4.4 ...

" '5 5,.
contained in four-fifths. Thus -model 4 and see howJflany sets of 2 are

in 4.

< , /I / /
A ,,,/
17 _ i

1 I,

/ .-

il
I it. ./

1, ,-'' /
!. / /

/
/

1 :

// /
, ./.i/ il..7,

/ /
/ /-

/ / % / 7 ".;'i ',.;

...

. ,

-;,._..-

.

i.,

2 2.

'345 29 g_d

5

.

A-



134-S .cont'd.
Reference Types of Numbers (Fractions)

A

There are'2 sets of 2 outut that-as-long as-the types-. (denominators) are

5

the same, it is nothing more than asking how many sets of 2-are in 4.

.Thus 4 2

4 -

,Now, if we use 42
'

the answer is still 2 and'relates basically-to how many

7 '7

sets of 2 in 4.

14-

-

/ / // /
1 / / /// 1 7 / /

1 / /// / 1 '..

,9_ 2
I

_--

,

Do a number of examples of this kind, ultimately; leading to

Ling as the depominators (types) are alike-, then all we have,

the'last numerator into -the first as we have done with whole

the idea that as'
to do'is divide'
numbers.

2. Now consider problem mhere the denominators are not alike

step will be to find the LCD and write the problem in this

do what we did in (lj above.

. 'Our first
-form and then

2 4 ....10 s 12 . lo'; 12-.10 .5

_

NExample: 2 4
.

'3 5 3 5. 15 15
--- !

, 1 2_ 6

:rhis'example did not Come out even, in the sense that the division gave a

fraction as an answer: If the children haVe difficulty-with this, go back

dand select problems where the' answers will be whole numbers.

Exalple:
, 2 : 2 2 ; 2 . 6 ; 2 . 6 ..: '2 = 3

7 21 T 21, -2-1 21 .

Continue to model as needed, but push;,(gently) toward the idea that if fractions

have a common denominator, one need only divide' the numerator of diVidend by

-numenitor-of -divisor in linear .format,
.c--

_\N

a

1i., ALTERNATE APPROACH -.

MATERIALS game as Activity A-in, this objective.

DIRECTIONS In ,Activity
measuring paint of view.

into.a number-of parts.

.14

A,' division was presented from the gubtractive or-

HOWver,, "divide can be a command to partition a set

For example, dividing. by 3,-as we have used it, means

-.346 - - 2 2+



134-S cont'd. Reference Types of Numbers (Fractions)

3are. _contained in a given set.P___It could _mean,
however, partition the set into-3.parts and find out.how many in each part.. This
Partitioning method'works well when the divisor is a whole number (and it doesn't
work at all when the divisor isn't a whole number!) Consider the following
example;

3

2.

Model 1 and partition it into 3 parts. Ask, "How much in each part?" The answer
2

unit

0,

4

O

29 ----

- 347 --

original unit in each

ti



1 135-S 01

1

Reference Types of Numbers (Fractions)

OBJECTIVE Divide mixed numbers and.reco answers in simplest form.

COMMENTS .

-4.

PRE - REQUISITE 134-S

A. WORKSHEET,,.

MATERIALS

DIRE.CTIONS

read as "How many

Present a problem

Paper and pencil;

(Note to

Pilpils will

ACTIVITIES

teacher: Stress that problems such as 2
O

2,
3 s in 2 ?"

2

susuch as 2
1 - 3 2

3-

read as Mow manyLL-in
3

2
3 will be

Modify Activity A, Objectiv 134-S.

rename as 5tr 11 and
2 '3

PUpils-will find a pommOn.denaminator and rewrd.t

which is the same as "How many 22's

a

59
2

the problem

15
22'in 15?" Answer:

22,as s in
6

159t
6

Pupils should have experience with many problems of-this'type and identifying.

A B as "How-many B's in A?"
Example:

1 1
.T34 1

HowRename:.
,

Common denominator -- How many

4's. in
3 8

1 1
How many 1 "5-'s in 4 -8-?

Answer: 99
32

or 3
32

32 in 99?
24 24

349 --

How many 32ks in 99?

C



r.

-136-S Reference Division

OBJECTIVE Change leftoveis (remainders) in division problems to a fraction.

COMMENTS. a

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 123-S

ACTIVITIES

A. MODELING

MATERIALS: Counters

c

DIRECTIONS: Work simple division_ problems

How many-3!

6

3 ry7
18 ,

tr

and work with models.

in 20? 6 with 2 units left. How many 3 's in 2? Only 2/3 of 3.

So there are.6 and2/3

Dd more..eXaMples.

,
PRACTICE

O

threes in 20 or 20÷3 se 6 2/3.

MATERIAIS:'. Chalkboard, dittos, work-pages.

DIRECTIONS: -Expand to

Gg12 LI--&-C

-

;Go

t 35o 6 /e.4.

-- 4

larger division problems.

32? '5733Y
-200

335rC5X
GGoori q..2
q40

ot2

t.

/33

- 351 -'.

2

--3,9 1-517e;-
- G440.

e -)



136-S . cont.'d _ Reference Division

If the simplest form of the fraction is desifd, instruct pupils to reduce,

18. to 9, etc.
32

Provide practice with dittos and' workbook- pages.

a

#,

- 352 -.

r

O



137-S Reference .Types of Numbers (Pecimals).

OBJECTIVE Diyide with decimal in the divisor.

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 134-S ,

ACTIVITIES

A. REPLACE DECIMALS BY WHOLE NUMBERS 'TO DIVIDE

MATERIALS: See objective 134-S for models.

DIRECTIONS: (Note: 7. _ - is a review, basically of the work done in
Objective 134-S.;

8,.

ti

J
.6 .2 6 2

ra,

How many 2 in 6?
IT) '15

Eow(many 2's in 6 = 3 =
1

24- .4 = = 20 4
Td

Ask how raL--ly 4 in 20?
10 IT

many_ 4' s in 20 =
T
5 =

3 .7 3 7T 3O 7
10 10 lb

Ask how =any Ps- in 30?
10 10

How many 7's in j'0 30 = 4 2.

- 7 7-
-Once the children have the idea provide them with problems_ to work. These can
be on ditto, dictated, or froth the blackboard:

9:-
- 353--

2
j
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. 137-S --cont!a. -,

- Refere of Number's (Decimals)

B. REPLACE DECIMALS .,WITH WHOLE .NUMBERS TO DIVIDE

MATERIALS: Chalkboard,and dittos.

DIRECTIONS:
(1) First the pupil needs to learn that tf the divisor and dividend of a
division problem are multiplied by the same number, then the quotient of
each problem is the same.

. . ..

For example:. 6 = 2 = 3. ,Nowmultiply 6 and 2 by 34
4 . Then 18 i. 6 = 3. Now multiply. 6 and 2 by 64

t.----

) ,Then 36 ,i. 12 = 3-.., .:
.i...

. ?

, .

Do a number of, these examples to get the idea Iross that one^division
probleth can ke changed to another by this technique and the answers will
te the same. --\

(2) Once the children have 6 feeling, for part (I) Above, go back to deci-
mals and point out'that they can multiply both divisor and dividend 12y the
same power of 10 (i.e.-10, 100,-1000...) to replace the problem with one-
that is a division of whole numbers:- which' they can do.

Flan' example: .52 It .13.' Thig can be replaced by 52'.:
by murtiplying .52 by 100 and .13 by 1,00.;-=

Thf .52 = _13 = 5522 i 13 = 4

_

Do a number of problems ori the chalkboard with the children until thol
understand the idea. ..t.

-,,

- 354
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Reference Types of. Numbers (Fractions and Decimals)

-/

013.1ECTIvt Copvert proper fractions to decimals by division.'

, .., ...

.COVT S TO convert .8:proper fradtion to a decimal the impil, will diTide the-
numetator by the -denominator using: the -divistort algorithm ',' PtiorCio this we ;.

----have divided large numbers-by smaller nuinhets and'.ob'tained whole :number.

.,,,--- - quotients (units, tens, hundred'S , .etc.) . :Y175 this ,objective, we Fill! divide
smaller numbers .by larger numbers': and obtain decinial quotients (tenths, ,....: ,

.3

hundredths, tizousandths, etc.). It is An.pai,tait.* that the :pupil understand
.tAt-n---- -- _

this differente:, 0 - ,
. :Ce.' : :. ''''.

t`
......:/, ,

. ,
PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES \00.

, PIA., .

ACTIVITIES

PRE- ACTIVITY° 9

.
Review division emphasizing place-value and "cashing - in"' by drawing 4o lris.mns.

Example: 300- 4

tiunars-45
-g els

0,ne6

(cash hundreds in for tens)

(cash tens in for units)

A. CONVERTING FRACTIONS TO `DECIMALS

MATERIALS: chalkb.pard, paper and pencil.

DIRECTIONS: Emphasize'- place- value, and "cashing - by drawing: columns.

ample: 3-"?.. 3" = 4 477
.

tr
. 217,

s

L

4
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138-S cont'd.
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Reference Types' of Thitabers (Fractions and DeciRals) I-

-6

ir units. for tenths)--
. -

(cash in tenths-for hundredtlis)

r

(cash in units for tenths)
(cash in tenths for hundredths)

(cash in hundredths for thousandths)

B. 'CONVERTING FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS- BY-DIVISION

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper.

DIRECTIONS: Write the algorithm
columns as in Activity A.

3
4

.75
OT.-15r),

2 8
20
20

a

2 %I

in standard decimal format instead of piace-value
-

- .356 -

N
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Reference Types of /slumbers (Fractions and Decimals)
.

-4.

. -

NOTE: Wheli,the denominator of the proper fraction (in "siMplest: terms) has'
prime factors other than 2 or 5, the -decimal" conversion: will not terminate.
Instead', a repeating pattern will occur. It is-common to.4.ndicate, the

. repeating part by putting a bar 'aver For :,example: 5 =7\8333_ = .836

.875
by 7.000

6 4 ,

60
56
40
40

.833
6 5.000
4 8

20
18

20
18
2

oot

7

%.*

r.
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IGENEMI. REMARKS-:: The set of integers consists of positive and negative
and zero.

.

N.

Y. tor,

nutb9irs

139 -C

A r..

_Reference Types of NuMb'eils (Intekers)'

OBJECTIVE Identify positive and negative numbers as opposItes.

77 ?

COMMENTS PupilJs activities provide, the first experiential background for.
positive- and negative. numbers.. - .

.6-

c,

PRE-`13.EQU is rip._

ACTIVITIES

,A. DISCUSSION

MATERIALS None -

- ,

DIRECTIONS Teacher or pupil lead:-discussion on opposites (rg'h.6-1-ef, up-down,
backward-forward, north- south., hot-cold). Work toward- things that are truly
opposites in the sense of measurenfent. E.g., 5 feet to the-'right is the
opposite of 5 feet to the left, 3 miles north is the oppositd' of 3 miles south,

...

11/
heating up 25° is -the opposite of cooling down 25° 5 :etc.

.

B. INTRODUCING HOLES AND PLUGS

MATERIALS Felt, a large piece with holes cut out and-put back' so they cannot
be seen (so the felt looks uncut).

.

..Holes with' elt placed. back in..

Another good material for models is scraps of carpet cut int54 inch squares
with a hole' cut_ in- the .center

,____. Plug

Carpet scraps are easier to use than4ilt when modeling the operations.
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139-C cod.ttd. 'Reference Types of Numbers adtegers)

i- - -' -
%

DIRECTIQNS Place-
p

feltuon the floor or table .(holei cannot be-seen).- Teadher"
tells;class'we,are-gOing'to-makt a set- the piece 'of lelt'as- a set

1

indicator. Riin hand over felt (but do not disturb the felt) to show there
is nothing,In .the set. Drill mntii itis clear that there-4s nothing in the
set. 'This-can. be done by putting objects in the set and taking them out
again.\ a

_,
. _

Take out one plug. Hold it up and ask how many are ,in this set (one). Point

....
tb.the\hole and asichaw many in this set (ode).. Replace the bole and smooth-
out felt 'and? ask how many in this set (zero). Repeat until this is Clearly

.

t

_

understood. .

.... .

s

Note: . The teacher explaini at-this point that they are dealing with a : 0'.-
speciainkind of number-that acts differently than other numbers. ...-

. r 1 - . - - . /*
, -

Plugs are models for positive numbers that act like numbers always haVe acted.
/

Holes, are mod-els for:numbers which act differently --, negative numbers. .

Do simple addition problem'with the holes and plugs, without biting the
problemg br trying to generalize anx,solid rules yet. .

Example:.-You
are -left witn'i One hole.

Put'.3 holes jii-the seeana add 2 Plugs. The 2 plugs' fill up 2
holes and _ .

.

_

.

Put 4 "plugs in the-set and-add 3 holes. --,..3 plugs fill up 3 holes and you are
left with J." plug.

,
y

.

Note-: A positive number pairs with a negative number'and they cancel: each other
if. they are in theNsame- set, just as a plug always goes inside a hole, if
'there is ,one, and a hole goes around a plug, if they are in the same set, and
cancel one another in Pairs. The holes or pings left show the.ans4er. -

Problems can be writtelln the chalkboard. Abbreviate_Zlizg - P and Hple - H.
PE, + H4 = P'2 a:-/- +-P8 = Pi etc.

As- they the examples pupils must-note thaE the plug and bole numbers
are opposites. jhere will be -much confusion here. Be patient and keep giving
examples. A goad example is digging a hole in the ground.' You end up with one
pile.of dirt and one-hole. I4 .the dirt back ana you have neither a pile of
dirt. or a hole,. Keep in mind, that Plug (1") numbers are nbthing more than a
concrete way of developing positive and negative nftmbers .(integers). Thus you.
will want to work toward this. Jirhen you make the shift from the model to the
integers will have'to be determi.ued by the individual teacher. However, it is-
best to wait till the child has a gooefeel'for'the "oppositing" -model you are.
-using.
Fram the fact that + P3 =7 0 or P3+ H3 0 you.c.sn-eve1- ntnally,reacli the fact
that (+3) + (-3) = O. The sum of a number. with its opposite type is always 0:

- -

-- 360 -
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/ .240-J . .iIerence Types of4Numbers.(Integers)
.

OBJECTIVE.. Model and record addition of-integers.

dONMENTS.'.

-.-

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES 139-C

A. INTRODUCE THE.SIQNS "+"

ACTIVITIES

AND II Lir
ql

MATERIALS: Models for holes and plugs--- a number i-line either blank orwith'' -C_

positive and 'negative numbers,-large enough to lay on the floor and walkion.

DTRECTIONS: 'Write a few simple addition problpms on the.mhalkboard and: model.."

PROBLEM- Positive 6 4: Negative 3 = Positive 3. -

.T10.DDEL-1. p6. +H3 P3

,PROBLEM: Negative 4 -1-POsitive-2 = Negative 2.

MODEL: 114 +.-P2 7H2

Note the meaning of the plus sign, it means to combine sets.
. . .

Tell students, mathematicians also use the m+" to mean positive numbers and they.
use "-" to mean' negative numbers. Write the mathematical equations-with the

- problems on the boad. ' '

FOr_ExamPte: (+6),+ (-3) = (+3) ,

'Use the equationsan&read signs inside the parenthesis-as positive or negative
never as plus or minus.

Hive pupils practice reading simple equations and modeling to find answers. Re- .

-write problems initially given with "+" and "-f! in place,of positive and nega-
tive. :6

'Introduce the number line, positive numbers are to the right of the zero,
tive numbers to the left..'

-? +1 3

Be sure to read (-3) as ,negative 3 and (+3) as positive 3.
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Referen.cer pes of'Numbers- (Integers) , I
. .

bf ..

ADDING ON THE :NUMBER LINE
.

MATERIALS- -Number fine on the floor.
;."..`

7
DIRECTIONS: Given .a problem, fo r .example, (+3) + (-2), start at zero. 'Then walk

through' the problem in the -following way. "Positive" means face right; ,'!Nega-

tive" means face' left and "plus." means walk ahead. 'In bur problem (+3)"toeans

face right and walk -forward.. %Now we look at, (--2). This mean's face left and

since we are adding walk forward 2 paces. ThiS b#ngs us to (-41 ) .

f irst- move

second move

Do a number of problems like thi's. Remember you must always start at, zero- and

add the first number, whatever it is, so you will walk forward,- whether facing.

left or right.

C. ADDING WITH THE HOLES AND PLUGS .

M ATERIALS: Carpet holes and plugs: examples below

- = a plug. in a hole.

DIRECTION'S":

(1) Stait with an empty set. (To keep later models with subtraction' and
multiplication consistent with, the addition model begin with a quantity of

carpet blanks (plugs in' the ho'les )) .

= holes,

(2) Put holes in the set to represent negative numbers. Put plugs in the set

to represent positive numbersl A plug and ',a hole must go together to become

zero ifin the.same set.

fobEL: 6 holes
(4)4 (+2) =',,(-4)

r

J

4.
holes
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3

MODEL:

MODEL:

(+6) +
6 plugs. +

= (444)

2 holes

2 hdles

i plugs

( -2) + (-4,),= (-6)

z+ -4' holes

I

= 4, plugs

0 ED
El? ED

6 holes

(+2) + (+4) = (4-6)

4 plugs

G
NOTE: .The answers always- have the sign of the larger set.

..is

.

. , . , . .e

Simplify the rule: When a positive and negative number are added,-the,smaller
number cancels that much of he larger-set and the answer has the sign of 'the
Zarger set.

D. ANALYZING ADDITION-MODELS TO INTERNALIZE TROCESS°-

mAw'Rxiis : Mode is.

DIZECTION--=- Review the rule that
zero. '-' (-3) + (+3) = 0

(+3) + (-3) = 0

the sum of a number and its.opposite number is

%
Analyze enou problems adding numeralit with like s4ns tq realize ,that if you

-

add like numb rs you get the same nuinici,ers.

P .

( +3k + (4-3)1= (+6)
,

,(-6) + (-'6) = (-12)
---

.



140-3 cont 'd.. Reference Types of -Niimberg (Integers)
..

. , ,
Write an addition problem, such as (.76) + (+2) = (-4)!....
Ask "What did,we do to ( -6) to make- it (-4)?"*
Answer will be something like "I ptit 2 plugs in 2 of the holeg."

1.In other' words' in (-el) -1,4+2),the =-6 be-comes (-4 and -2) and the (-2) combines
with the (+2) to make zero. : .. -.

4.
.

Another proiyieta: (-!-6) + (-2) = (-F4).
Ask "What did we dd to (+6) to make- itc -(+4)?"
AnsWer will be something, like "Take-out j2." "Or

(The second answer is more exact.)",
cover 2 plugs with-4 'holes."

.

(+6) + (-2). = (+4) ,,---7------,--,- .
(+4+2) + '(-2) -= (+4) + [Z+2) ,-- (-2)J = (+4) ..

N./

Ask what happens. Answer: ,"2 of the six plugs went inside the 2 holes." So
(-2) + r(-1-2) + (+4)3 = ,(44) : -.,.

.....,.
i . . -(+2) ÷ [(-2) -1-: (-4 (-4) i+

NOTE: .2 of 6 -holes surround the 2' Plugs and le ve 4 holes.ie . (+2) + [(-2) + (-4)i= (-4).

(+6).= (+4).

,- --".\ '
,?

;', -bo examples until pupils have had sufficient practice to realize that they are
. .really subtracting-the smaller set and the answer is part f the larger set

(has. the, sign of. the larger set). Tp ,. .

So (+64) +
).-

(0 + 14)'+" (-14) = (+50)
..

Pupils may hays,: to be reminded td subtract (84 - 14_) to find that..50 + 14 = 64.

, ..- or (44) + (+14). -....,T,

(

÷ (-14)]+ (+14) = (-50)

or (+14) (-64)
(+14) + [(-14) + (-50)3 = (-50):

=.364

p

-3-Y3

V _

I
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OBJECTIVE Model and record subtraction of,integers.

Reference Types Of.Numbers- Inte
,T

CONTS.

PRE-REQUISITE 140=J, 13-C

ACTIVITIES

A. SUBTRACTING WITH HOLES AND PLUGS

'MATERILLS:. -Carpet model.

4

'tk I
A.

DIRECTIONS:: (+7).- (+2) =.(+5) .. ' 7i -

Thelmitus.mpans to remove. (Note to teacher: For podeling integers, we 4-.

,almost have to -mean "remove" a-change of connotatiok\from earlier objedtives.)-
"\,.. \

, .-Y , -' ... ry"
BUild.an empty setof carpet blankspfUgs,LnSerted in .holes) on the floor.
Keel) a stock pile of holes and plugs:
1. H6 - P2 = H8 I_
tart by putting holes into the set.

Separate 2 plugs from the blanks--leaVing 8 holes.: 'In integer form
( -6) -4 (+2) = (-8).

2. H3 - H2 = Hi
gtarttby puttingo,3 holes in' the set. F ( -3) - (-2) = (-1)

es,

Separate 2 holes leaving 1 hole.

3.1

- 3.65 -

O
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I41-5 cOnt'd

3' P2 7 H3 P5
Start by putting 2 -plugs Into the st;,-'

Separate 3 holes leaing 5 plugs.

B. SUBTRACTING WITH THE NUMBER LINE
z

MATERIALS: Number line on the floor.

(

fJ

Reference_- Types of Numbers (Iritegers)1

2- ( -3) ---- ( +5)

DIRECTIONS: Always start from zero. Walk through the problems. Positive
still means face right, negative still means face left plus still means-

- walk forward, but minus. means walk backward. .

Example: (+5) - (-3) would be acted-out as follows: face right (because
the 5 is positive), take five steps forward .then face left (because the 3.

is negative) and take three steps backward,(because you're subtracting).
You will end up 8 s-teps the -right (+8) and. so (+5) - (-3) = (+8)

.

C. ANALYZING SUBTRACTION MODELS TO INTERNALIZE THE PROCESS

MATERIALS: Holes and plugs, number"line:

DIRECTIONS: Do as many examples as ±"t takes for pupils to realize that sub-
.

tracting fnteger Is the same as adding the opposite. E.g., removing
holes is the same as contributing plugs, facing leftnd walking backwards
is the same as facing right and walking forward, etc.

( -6) - (+2) = +.(-2) =.(-8)
(+6) - (+2)

J-6)
= (+6) ÷.(2) = (+4)

Therefore,
C-64> - (-14) = (-64) + (+14) = (-50).
(-64) - (+14) = (-64) + (-14) = (-78)

3 1

- 366 -



1 142-J Reference

,

Types-Of Numbers (Integers)

OBJECTIVE Model and-record multiplication of integers.

'COMMENTS

PRE - REQUISITE 140-S,' .

ACTIVITIES

A. MODELING WITH PLUGS AND HOLES'
z.

-- -.'

MATERIALS. Models of plugs and holes:

DIRECTIONS: Spread_a set of blanks on the floor as for subtraction. Recall,

6 x 2 is 6 sets of, 2. Let "+" mean7"putjn" and "-" mean "take out" for the

multiplier. _For the multiplicand 'IF" still means plugs and "-" still means

holes. Then (-6) (+2) means take 6 gets of 2 plugs from the set.

So: (+3) x 0-2) means put 3 sets of 2 plugs into the set.

Thus ( +3) x (+2) = (+6)

(-3) x ( +2) means take 3 sets of 2 plugs oat of the set, leaving_ 6 holes

in the set.

( +3) x ( -2) means put 3 sets

Thus ( -3) .x ( -2) = (-;6)

of 2 holes into the set giving 6 holes.

Thus (+3)

a



142.1 cont'd

,
1

Reference Types of Nuniber:4. (Integers)

---"
4

(-3) x (-2) means take 3 sets of 2 holes oilt of the, set leaving 6 'plugs.

e

B. NUMBER LINE-MODEL

MATERIALS: Chilkboard

FlinAvin
r ATigr 01100.t NAA

Thus (-3) x (-2) =. ( +6)

.1^

DIRECTIONS: The forward-backward, right-left approach works real well here.
Study the example and :make sure it make sense 'to.you:
The sign on the multiplier indicates whethe5-you are going to walk forward (9
or backward (-), the number indicates how many steps. The sign'on the multi-

' plicand indicates. whether you are going to face right (f) or, left (-) and the
number indicates the size of each step you take...,
For example: (A-3)' x (-2) would be modeled as: Face left and take 3 steps
forward of size 2. You-will,end up. 6 units to the left (-6) sos(+3) x (-2) = (-6
(-3) x (-4) would be modeled as: Face left and.take 3 steps backwardcewl size 4.
You will ,end up 12Thnits to the right ( +12) -so (,3) x (-4) (-1-12):-.

C ANALYZE THE MODELS TO INTERNALIZE ,THE RULES,

MATERIALS:'

DIRECTIONS:
Positive
Positive

',Negative
Negative

Models

Do enough models
numbers x positive
numbers x Aegative
numbers x positive
numbers x negative

.

for students to realize that:
numbers = positive numbers
numbers = negative numbers
numbers = negative numbers
.numbers = positive numbeth

-3

--368°-

4'



I /43-S Reference' Types of ,Numbers (Integers)

OBJECTIVE Division of integeri.

.
-

COMMENTS_ Relate multipliCatidn of, integers with division of integers.

. PRE-REQUISITE OBJECilvE$ 126-S

ACTIVITIES

DIVIDING INTEGERS
1,

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, paper and pencils, teacher prepared
1.

dittos.

DIRECTIONS: The teacher would demonstrate that,in a problem such as
(± 12) ; (- 3) = ? is the same as

Since (- x 3) =. (4. 12); we know that (+ 12) : (- 3) = (- 4)

Do as many of these problems on the board as needed to get:the idea across.
Give lots of practice.

The pupils should see that

Positive -Positive = Positive

J Positive 4. Negative = Negative
Negative +Positive =' Negative
Negative i-Negitive = positive.

4 - 369--



144-J 'Reference Additian!'
. .

OBJECTIVE Identify the structural properties of addition.

COMMENTS The pupil will have.encountered--thEle concepts previously but not in a'

formal setting. The structural properties of addition are commutativity,

-Idendity, associativity, and inverses,.

ACTIVITIES-

A. conciliar/Tit

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper.

DIRECTIONS:

r. _Using specific examples let the pupil observe that 3- 4 = 4 +

8 + 7 = 7 + 8. "-

Using a single variable have the pupil_ ohserve that for any replacement of

the ariable the resulting sentence is true. Examples:

3. Through a sequence such as

A + 3 = 3 +-A
4 +0 -.Fp+ 4

A + .1 = 1 +. A
A+ 2-= 2 +.A
A +' 3 3 + A

lead to the final 'result' that
A + B B + A

is true for any"replacementof A and any replacenent of B. The fact that

B = B''* A for all A and B is known as the commutative.proper* of
addition.' We say that addition is commutative.

4. A,good way to emphasize the presence of:a mathematical property is to

illustrate examples%where it is not present. Subtraction and division

are not commutative.. Have the pupils test their own examples.

?ale 370 4/an.

.8 - 3 # 3 - 8
12:.4 # 4+12

371 -
_ .

31.



144-J coned. Reference Addition

BIASSOCIAq14-

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and 'paper.
1 .

DIRECTIONS: 1. Since addition isa process involving only two quant &ties; a
symbol such as.'

. 3 + 8+ 2

is meaningless unless we adopt some convention as to how to Interpret it. This
causes no real problem, however, since the two natural interpretations

So we write

(3 + + 2

and '

3 + (8 + 2)

'both give the same result, 13.

3 + 8 2 = 1 3 .

r

Have the pupils consider several of their own examples to convince themselves
that it does/not matter whether the middle number is "associated" with the
left-hand number or fhe right-hand number.

(8+ 7) + 5 = 20 = 8+ (7 + 5)'

(2+ 9) + 6 = 17 = 2+ ('9 6) -

2. Using one, two and finally three variablesi'lead the -pupil through
Sentences such as

(A + + 4 = IC+ (I + 4)

(3 + A) + 6 = 3 + (A+ 6)

4) A = 7 + (4 +A)
and then'

(A + B) +-4 = A +'(B + 4)

(A -16) + B = A + (6 + B)

(7 + A) +. (A + B)

- 372-

3



144-J Reference Addition

1) . as a_number senterice'with.variable(s)-Wilich is true for any replacement .of
the variable(s) an 2) as the number zero when speaking of addition.

This unfortunate double use of award should be pointed out.
Or+

D. INVERSES

MATERIALS: Holes and_plugs, chalkboard, pencil and paper.

DIRECTIONS:
4

1: Holes and plugs give an excellent model for.the concept of opposite
in addition. It,is this notion .of opposites that is fundamental to an
understanding of inverses with respect to addition.

. If a certain amount of One type of object is contributed. to a set-(which may
or may not be empty to begin with) and then. an equal amount of the 'opposite .

is contributed, the set ends up as it began. Thus, a,quantityof a given type
anci the same quantity of the, opposite type are known as.the additive
inverses of one another because of their successive contribution;.to a set,
leaves-the set as it originally began.

Examples:

v."

a

3? 3 g H

LIP = 0

-v-P4+-1?

-7 t-C-3)'77

Ca +

ov,

2. It shouldbe observed that if the set was initially empty; then successive
contribution of a quantity of 'one type and the same quantity of the opposite
type results again in the "zerostate". That is, adding the inverse of a
number to itself results in the identity.

a
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Reference Addition

__and finally to
+ B), + C = A + (B + C)

4

The fact that (A + B) + C = A + + C) is true for all r6placements of
A, B and C'is known as the associative property of addition. We say that
addition is associative.

3: As with,commutativity, associativity can be emphasized by illustrating
cases where it does notoccur.-- Subtraction and division are not
associatiVel . Have the pupils-test their own examples.,.

f = (7 - 5) - 1 # 7 -3 (5 - 1) = 3

1 . C8 4) 2,= 8 (4 2) = 4

a.

a.

,
Notei Point out to the pupils-that commutativity, involves a change in the
order of -the operation while associativity, leaving 'the .order of the symbols
unchanged, involves a .chRnge in the punctuation.

C. IDEN-TITY
MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper.

..,- . . .,
DIRECTIONS: 1. 'Note that when 0 is added to any number; we-get' identically the

smile number. The pupil will have noted,that

3 + 0 = 3

0+ 4 = 4

etc.'

They should finally observe that

A+ 0 = A

0 B = B

are true for aiLrep;acements for A and B. Since identically' the same number
is obtained when adding zero, zero is called the additive identity or the
identity number -for addition.

Note :1 Possible confusion may result-in the -dual use of "identity": _

a

I-
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145.T Reference _Multiplication
Q.

OBJECTIVE Identify the structural properties of mdltiplicatioft.

COMMENTS The. structural properties of multiplication are the same as addition.
As with addition, the pupil will have encountered these concepts previously
but in an. informal mfnner.

,PRE- VII OBJECTIVES.

A. COMMUTATIVITY

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, aencil and paper.

DIRECTIONS:

(1) Using specific exampleS, let the pupil observe thatr(three grOups of 4)
3 x 4 = 4 x 3 (four groups ok 3).

(2) Using a single variable:the pupil should note that for any replacement
of the variable, the resulting sentence is true.

A-21 = 3- A

-0 = - 5

(3) Through a sequence such as

A -.'1= 1A

A 2 = 2 A

:A.. 3 = 3 A

lead to the final result that.

AB=B -A

--i

is true for all replacements of A and B. This result is known as the commu-
tative property of multiplication and we say that multiplication is commutative..

(4) Rebell thaesubtraction and division are not commutative.

375
4-



145 -J cont. 'd. Reference Multiplication I
14"

'ASSOCIATIVITY .7

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper..

DIRECTIONS:

) As with addition, multiplication is a process that is performed on only two
numbers and so:- a _symbol such as x 7 x 3 is meaningless unless we
understand how-,to interpret it. . Fortunately, the two natural interpretations,
(4 x 7).x 3 and 4 x- (7 x 3) both give the same result, 84. Therefore we
write 4 x 7 x 3 = 84.

Id`

The pupils should consider several examples to convince theMselves that the same.
result- is obtained whether the middle number-is "associated" with the left=
hand number-or the right-hand number.

(5 x 3) x 4= .60 .= 5: x (3 x 4)

(2 x x 2x (6 x 3)

(2) Using Ong-, two, and finally three variables, lead the pupils through sen-
tences such as (A x 2) x 3 =-. A x >( 2 x 3 )

(4 x A) x 5 = 4 x (A x'5)
(4 x 3) x A = 4 x (3 x A)

to

.(N x B) x 2 7 x (B x 2)

(Ax 5) x B (5 B)

B)

a

-and finally to

- 1
(A x B) x C = A'x (B x C)

The fact that this result is always true' for all replacements B, And- C is
known as the associative. property c$ multiplication. We sa at multiplica-
tion

N

(3)- Recall that subtraction and division are not associative.

wv



I45-J cont'd. Reference Multiplication

--C, IDENTITY,

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper.

DIRECTIONS:

(1) '.The pupil will have observed that

.'4- = 4

etc.

Hie should obseive that

A: 1 = A
and
1 - A =A

are true for all replacements for A. That is, multiplication of a number

by 1 or multiplication of 1 by a number results in identically the same

number. We say thatAl isithe identity number for multiplication, or tfiat 1

is the multiplicative identity,

D. INVERSt

MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper.

=DIRECTIONS:

(1) Just as the additive inverse of a number A is that n r which-when added

to A gives the additive identity zero, the multiplicative inverse of a number

A is that number which when multiplied by A gives the multiplicative identity,

one.

The pupil will have previously observed that

1 of = 1
3

- 377
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145-J cont.'d. t. Reference Multiplication
r.

The two numbers on the left of each equation are multiplicatiAreiinverses of each-
_

other. (The term reciprocal' is also used,-1 is the "reciprocal of 3, 2-is-the--

reciprocal of 3, etc.)
2

3 3

Have the pup T1 solve several exe cises such as

N

until he is sure that the reciprocal will always give-the answer. Ask the-pupil

Whether zero has a reciprocal. That is, can A- 0 = 1 be 'solved?

Since ally quanity of empty sets will together be empty, a set. of size one will,

never-result. That is, zero has no multiplicatite inverse. This unusual

property of the additive identity should be made clear. The pupil should

feel comfortable with the fact that although most.members have inverses,, not

all of them must.



146-J Reference . Multiplication

''

OBJECTIVE Identify- the distributivkproperty of multiplication over addition.
Ncp,"-

,

,COMMENTS

,PRE-REQUISITE

ACTIVITIES

A.
.

'MATERIALS: Chalkboard, pencil and paper,

--DIRECTIONS:- 1. Ask the pupil, "Can-you-- multiply 'by a .sum?" "Carr you add to a
product - ?" Ask him td give examples illustrating each question, such as

(4 + 3)8 (multiply _by a sum)

7 (5 + 2)
and

3 + (5. 8) "(add to a product)
(4 7) + 6

,

By the convention of the parentheses (punCtuation) in the first two examples
you add' firs t and then multiply _while in the last two examples you- multiply
first and-then add. The pupil 'should then search for alternative ways to
combine the three given numbers using addition dnd Multiplication to get
the same result. Someone should onserve (with directed questions if necessary)
that

(4 + 3) is the same as. (4 8) +. (3 -' 8)
and that :.°'

. -

7 (5 .+ 2) is the same as (7 ' + (7 2).
.

NOte: This is 'a good time to -sttess the language arts aspect. That is,
7 eights is 40 eigHts and 3 eights, and .7 sevens is 7 fiVes and 7 twos.

It should be pointed out that a similar result does not in. -general- hold for'
rt last two examples; That

3 + (5 %.8) is not (3 + 5) -. (3'4-8)-

- ,

(4 -7) 4 6 is not (4. + 6) ' (7 + 6)

Note: In special cases it is possible to get the result to work. If the
first number is zero, or if all three numbers have the sum of 1 then it will
work.
E.g. :' 0 + (4 ' 6)" E (0 + 6)

. , 2 + E( -41 ' 3) = (2 + (-4)3 (2 + 3).
This is a good time to point out that,, while something may not in general._
be true, thig does not mean that it cannot be true in special:cases.



146-J cont'd. Reference Multiplication 1

2. The fact that (A+ B) C = Cat C) + (B C)

apd
A (B + C) B) (A__ C)

is known as the distributive property. More specifically we'say that
multiplication distributes over addition. .To stress this relationship
of addition and multiplication, ask the pupil'if addition distributes
over multiplication. In general (see note above) A + (B C) is not the
same as (A + B) (A + C). (The exceptions are A = 0 or A + B + C = I.)

3. The term "distribute" canbe remembered if ybu think of the multiplication
symbol and numeral` being "distributed" to eaCh of the addends in the sum.
E.g., distribute this

a (4 + 6) - 5

(4 5) + (6 5)

Note that we have gone ffom a situation where we added first and then
amultiplied to one where we do 2 Multiplications first and. themadd.

4. The distributive property can be illusErated as follows (see Activity E,
Objective 71-J).

+ C

(A. + B) - -C = C) + (B C)

7z,

(B + C) = BY A-- (A. -,C)

The pupil should do several of these' with numbers to convincellimself.T.
that this works.

This diagramming ieads to a. more general distributive.pcioperty which should .4=
be observed. Consider the diagram . -Cal"

A C- A -D.

3- C., ; 13-D

- 380-



146-J cont 'd. Reference Multiplication

The large re tangle has area
which-is 'eciu 1 to the sum of the

.(A + B) (C + D)
four smaller rectangles

(A C) + (A' D) + (B C) + (B D)
Th + B.)(C- + D) = (A C)-+ (A --D) + (B C)-+ (B-- D)

r

Note that here each term in the left-hand parentheses is distributed multi-
plicatively to each term in the right-hand parentheses. This is the case

general. Consider

D + E F G

AD A - E A-F AG

B E

C E

BF

CF

This model serves to illustrate .that

(A + B +C) - (D + E + F + G) =
(A D) + (A E) + (A . F) +. (A G)

( (B D) + (B E) + (B F) + (B G) +
(C D) + (C E) + (C F) + (C G) .

BG

C G

7

Note again that each term In- the left-hand parentheses multiplies each term in
the right-hand parentheses.

a
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147

OBJECTIVE Identify a field as a mathematical structure.

COMMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE OBJECTIVES
4

ACTIVITIES

A. FIELDS

MATERIALS: chalkboard, pencil and paper.

DIRECTIONS:
(1) point out that a field is basically any set in which you can ada,'subtract,

multiply and divide. This general discription must be qualified some, however.
Specifically, the addition-must be commutative, associative, with an identity
and minuses for ail elements. The same is true for multiplication except that
the additive identity (zero) can not have a multiplicative inverse. '(Since,
division is multiplication by the multiplicative inverse, what we're saying id-

;7that you can't divide by zero.) Finally, multiplication must distribute over
addition.

(2) Ask the pupils:
(a) Is the set of counting' numbers a.
multiplicative inverses.)
(b) Is ihe set of integers a .field?
(c) Is the set of -rational numbers a
example of.a field.)

field?

(No, don
field?

(No, don't have additive or

't have multiplicative inverses._)
(Yes, this' is the:pupil's first'

(3) There'are fields aher than the rational numbers. An excellent example,i
provided by "clock" arithmetic. Consider the'five digit-clock0

To perform arithmetic on the clock
wise.. A 47 B is found by moving
location where the moving ends.
multiplication tables.

we always begin at zero. All moves are clock=_
B spaces A times."' The answer is always" -the
Have the pupil complete the addition and



147 cont 'd.

+ 0 *-1 2 n 4
0 1 --2 3 4
1 1 2 3 4 . 0 ,

2 -.2, 3 4 .0 1'
3 3 4 0" 1 2
4 4 .0 1 2 3

0. 1 2 3 4
0 0 0 . 0 0. 0,-
1 0 1 ',.. 2 3 4
2 0 2 \ 4 I 1 3
3 ' 0'' 3 ,' 1 .4 2
4 0 4 f.--3 2 1 .

,}1t5te 'that 0 is the additive- identity and-that 1 is the multiplicative identity
and that both addition and multiplication are',.commutative. (Commutativity is
easyto verify because the.tableg are symmetric about the ripper-left to lower-
right' aiagonais.) Observe that each element can be added tb some other element

get .0 and, that each element except zero can be multiplied by some element'.
to get 1: nence, inverses exist. ,Associativity and distributivity are harder
_to verify but the pupil should, do several examples to convince himself that the
operations' are associative and that multiplication does distribute over addition.

..' .

e.g.
(3 + 4) + 2 = 2 + 2 = 4
3 + (4 + 2) = 3 +A. = 4
(4 2) 3 = 3 3 =
4 (2. 3) =,4 -.1 =4
3 - (4 + 2) = 3 1 = 3
(3 -4) + (3 '2) = .2 + = 3

us the five -place clock arithmetic yields a old.

4--
(4) As a final example, the pupil should be shown a clock }arithmetic system that

is not a field. 'The- six-place satem will do. .

.5

a
The reason we do nOt get a field is that certain non -zero elements. have no multi-

plicative inverses, namely- 2- and 3. -
n the multiplication table the tows for 2 and 3

0 1 2 3: 4 5
.irsY0- 2 4 0 2 4

0 0 3 0 3

384 -
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I. 147 cont 'd.

Note that neither can be multiplied by a number to get the mulitiplicative ident-
)

ity 1.

(If.the number of places on the clock is a prime, a field will result. If the
number of places on the clock it not a prime, then a ,field will never result
because there will always be nonzero elements with no multiplicative inverses.)

- 385
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METRIC SYSTEM

GENERAL REMARKS These activities give the pupils a good knowledge of the metric
system of measurement. This may help eliminate some difficulties with
operational process in decimal fractions or numerals. Ilse these activities
throughout -the guidelines when working with measurement: Xhe standard units

*of measure in the metric. s for length,- capacity, volume,, and weight are
the meter, liter, and gr

ACTIVITIES

A. TERMINOLOGY, ABBREVIATIONS, AND CONNECTION WITH BASE MN

MATERIAIS: Meter stick, liter .container, gram. weight, and chalkboard.

DIRECTIONS: Expla.in,.to the pupils that the standgrd units of measurement in the
metric .system are .subdivicted into tenths, hundredths, thousandths, etc., and
also considered in multiples of ten, hundred, thousand, etc. There are
prefixes to attach to the standard unit words to indicate these subdivisions
or multiples. They are:

Prefix
kilo
hecto
deka
deci
centi
milli

Multiple Abbreviation
1,000
100
.10 ,dk
1/10
1/100
1/1000

The abbreviations for meter, liter. and gram are m, I, g. Thus, a kilometer
(Ian) is 1000 meters; a dekagram (dkg) is 10 grams, a milliliter (nil) is.
1/1000 of a liter, etc. Have' the pupils practice these names and
abbreviatiops.

Point out that -a liter is a cubic decimeter and have the pupils determi.ne that
there are 1000 cubic centimeters in a liter. That is,. a cubic centimeter (cc)
is the same as a milliliter (m1). Often the size (volume) of an engine on a
car Or motor cycle is given in cubic centimeters (cc). Have the pupils check
this out.

B. ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS Dittos similar to the folrow-ifig.

rr
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Metric System contld...

DIRECTIONS:

(I) THE- GRAM
is the -basic unit of weight._
Five wooden kitchen matches Weigh- one gr
Two paper clips also weigh a gram.
a. Do you think a gram is heavy;?
b. How many grams do you think you weigh?
C. How many grams do °you think a peniay weighs?
d. How many -grams do yoU think a postcard weighs?

THE ME itt

is the basic unit of length.
A yatidk is almost a meter long.
a.- IS a baseball bat longer than a meter?
b. -Are you taller than a meter.?
c. Is a door wider than a meter?
d. Is a room higher than 3 meters?

THE LITER
-

is the basic unit of capacity. .

It is used in measuring 'liquids.,
A quart container would holci\about a liter.
a. How many liters of milk. do you drink each day?
b. Do you think you can- drink two li.ters of pbp?
c. Could gasoline be' measured in liters?
d. Have you seen any liquids marked in liters?

(2) Group metric words by roots and prefixes. Fill in the Vs.

Length Weight Capacity

kilometer -kiloliter. ..
,

hectometer am ,.

? -dekagram
meter . gram -' liter'

? ? deciliter.
centimeter ? centiliter
millimeter milligram milliliiier

INN

HOW MANY

I. millimeters in a meter?
2. centimeters in a meter?
3. meters in a kilometer?

- 388.-



>4. 'centiliters in a liter?
grams in_ .a dekagrarn?

6. meters "in 3.8_6 centimeters?
7. milligrami in 42.7 grams?

Note: Have the pupIrls note that the answer to
involves only a siMple movement" O'f the decimal

(3) - Copy and complete the following table. Compare the
with the-second, -Write or. < Then. tell If you

tlength or weighcap4city.

all these conversion problems
point...

First Unit, of Measure

1. -meter
2. deciliter
3. "gram
4. centimeter
5; liter
6. milliineter
7. kilograin
8. centimeter
9. milliliter

10. kilogram
11. klIometet

. 12. gram

first unit of measure
have compared units of

Y

Which is the-=largest unit
WhI4th is the smallest?

a
- a
a

a

Second Unit -of Measure Weight, Length
or-Capacity

kilometer

milligram:
meter
milliliter
meter

.gram
millimeter
deciliteir
dekagram-
mil_limeter
delcagram

measure of length

1;7 -

Which -Is the largest unit of weight on this page_ ?
Which is the smallest?

s-
Which is the largest unit of cpapcity on
*Which is the smallest?

e

this--pag-e?



Metric System coned.

What unit of metric measure would you

A bag of, potatoes
The capacity of a milk bottle
The distane to Mexico
A bottle of castor oil
The length of a sewing needle
A can of paint

.1

C. _ACTIVITIES

use to describe each

b. The weight of
d. A bottle of
f. The -capacity
h. The length .of
j. The weight d'
1. The weight of

of these items9

a postcard.
juice

a. medicine-dropper
to string

a of bread
a rapstage stamp

.

MATERIALS: Meter sticks, balance and gram weights, graduated liter containers),
objects far weighing and containers to fill.

DIRECTIONS: Have the pupils perforM the following asurement activities:

1'. How many cm. can you jump?

2. How many meters ..around your waist?:

3. HoW many cm. tall are you?

4. How many grams does a..potato weigh?
.

5 .:How Many .contaoiners (WhateveriYbu.- have) does it take,. to liter?.

6. 'HOw, many liters doeS it take to fill the container?
_ .

aw many meters wide is room?

Make p more activities of your
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GLOSSARY

Since several words. that are used in the guidelines might have
meaning, the following defirlitions are given.

more- than one

1. -ARMY rectangular arrangement of objects in rows- and columns.

.

2. ATTRIBUTE - A particular characteristic or quality that some or all of the
,members of a given set share. For example: Color, size, shape, texture,
taste, material, use, smell, sound.

3. BASIC FACTS -
(a) Addition - All additions where the addends are single place numbers.
4b) Multiplication - All multiplications where the' factors are single place

numbers.
(c) Subtraction - All subtractions where the subtrahend and the difference

are single place numbers.
(d) Division - All divisions where the divisor and thee. quotient are ,single

place numbers and there is no-remainder.

'4.:COUNTERS - Objects which have the same size and shape. EXamples: Poker
chips, wooden. blocks, drinking straws, bottle caps, pops icle sticks, beans,
tongue depressors: (E:longated counters do not pattern well:)

1 5. EQUATION A. mathematical sentence stating equality.

6. FIGURE - The outer edge ( or boundary ) of a shape. Examples: [1:

7.* GROUP - (as. a verb)- To
collection of objects.
A set of an established

0 Li
form sets (or subsets) of a' -given size from some
Example: "Group, this set by size 4."- (as .a noun)-

size. Example: There are 4 groups and 2 left-overs.

. INTERNALIZE - -Understanding couPled with practice
that a response is automatic.

9. J0114 - The,unt ting

(drill, memorization)

two separate. sets (or subsets) to make one'set.

LINE:%..k...cOntinuous set 'of paintS' of Inflinitejeistent in 'botti'directions\

- 4. line can be straight-or 'cuived: '

11. LINEAR 'MEASURE - Measurement ailing .a straight or curved: lite.

12. MEMBER (ELEMENT) Anything in a giyen set.

13. MODEL - A concrete example used to illustrate a concept.

14. ODDS AND ENDS r ,Anything that can be used in, making sets: Example: Buttond,
thread-spools, pencils, jacks, spiders, ice cubes, etc.



(
15. OPERATION-= Any of the arithmetica

subtraction, division.

16. PATTERN - An"arrangement of members of a set designed to make an attribute
of the set apparent. t

processes: addition,-multiplication,

17. SET - Ady definite collection of objects.

18: SET INDICATOR - Any object used to indicate a set such as yarn,-Shoe boxes,
coffee cans, felt squares, drawn boundaries, etc. It is important to -note
that'' the boundary.is not a pa-rt of the set.

19. SHAPE - The inside of a figure. Examples:

20. SUBSET - A set which is part of another set.7-t should be noted that a set
is a subset of itself.
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-130 -139, ' 117 -123
. 1141-145, ; 129, 132-

135, 146-
148,'151,
172, 178,
186, 232,
239

161-165,
175-178,
191, 194--
1.97, .225-
234, 237--
241, 250,
154-\156,
166, 167,
171, 187,
205, 218,
220, 222,
107, 108,
150, 151,
153, 186

2:. 15-20,
4: 22, 30, 37, 51-52,

54-60, 70, 57-58, 61-
71, 359- 68,: 75-76,

.563, 367= 83, 88,
_369 .106, 110-

.112, 117,
120, 12i-
129,131,
132,_135,

-141-143,
147, 149-
151, 153,
158,- 167,
'119, 203,
231, 234,
238 -244,

30. 33-35-
3: _6-7, 26-

4: 5-7, 30,
46-47, 50-
51,_ '64

: 13-20

. 16-21.

: 10-18,65-
128, 194-
218

2: 163-179.
,

3: ,,3, 7, 9-
23, 33-35,
47, 60-71, 3: 8-16, 18,-
153, 135, 28, 30-39,
157, 159- 47, 57-65,
168, 174- 69, 73,
176, 287,. 74, 76, 81
288, 293, 82, 84, 85
294 88,.131,

171-175,
187-189

8; 9, 267;
4k; 75-94,
112-126

: 1-18, 73-
92 120-.0124

4: 22-31, 39
'41,-42; 47
.51-53, 101
102, 163--
170; 314-
319, 336

J

5: 16-17,
296r299

6:- 2-11, 13
15, 26,

'150 315



APPLICATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Ackiliaon -Addison-. American
Wesley 'Book Co..

1968 .1968 1968

American
Book- Co.

1968
Ginn
1966

Harcourt
Brace.)."

Tr'

1: 57-62, -

7379, 80-
7: 55, 5-.{
:76er78,

1; 15-19,
30, 40,

__: 8, 69, 72
86-88, 92-

I: 9, 20-
22, 40-41,

4: 19, 52,80-
81, 90, 123,

109, 115- 100-109, 52, 55-59, 95, 112, 66-67,109, 150-151, 168-.

119, 130- -207, 221, 64, 65, 113, 138- 159-161, 169, 187

134, 201, 245, 303; 71-81, 90, 139, 155, '179, 182, 228,.229,.

211, 223- 308, 309, 98-100, :0 158 188,219-
226, 243- 321, 336, .142-156_ 220, 22e,

.245,270-271,
296, 308, 3091

254, 321- 356, 359, 6: 47, 57, 250,-251, 339, 362

334 368 ' 2: 2-.8, 12, 69, 139 -. 272, 278,

27, 36, 143, 207- ,300-301, 5: 21,42, 72;
2: 33-52, 63 II: 22, 41, 74-75, 86 210, 231- 316 88, 91, 116,

69, 81-129 -69, 140, 87, 32-49 236, 242- 134, 151,

142-154, 150, 264, 99-119, 249, 254 4:,8,9, 16, 182, 206-,

161-175, 273, 283-s, 128, 129, 27, 28, 49, 229, 255, -,

217-219, 285, 230- 170-173 50,.65, 271;-367,
230-235, 238, 334 - 69, 90, 325, 342, 364
247-259,

.,.

3: 1-4, 8, 112, :28 ,

265-2'66, 10, 15-18
.!138, 144, 6: 12 -13, 43,

286' 27-29, 32 '147, 150, 54, 64, 90,
- . 37, 45, 4. 155, 169, 127;163,

3: 20-39, 59 73-89. 11' 196, 214, 189, 210, 212,

70, 79-105 172, 184- 256, 290, 262, 263,.27",

116, 119, 196, 201- 278, 285.- 302, 316-, 31 ,

126-142, 207, 214- ,. 311 333, 363

160 -163, 222, 260
214-217, 265, 282- H16, 18, '7: 97, 168-169,

223-238,
275 -279

283, 290-
292, 304 v*

52, 53
65

.,

, 28 -29,.:

222, 228-2291
238, 245, 252,

75-77, 147, 260-261
4: 23-36, 72 4; 30-57, 160, 211,

83, 91-964 108-113, 222-223,
156-168, 123-132, 210-214,
182,. 200, 141-155, 257
330 183, 184

198, 199, 6: 34-35,
5: 66-72, 1 206, 209, ..., 54-57, 65

133, 135, 230; 233, 66,_77-80
141. 236, 250- 109, 165,J.

r. 253, 266- 170, 199,
6: 9, 29, 74 267, 273 207, 250,

200, 201, 283,-290 292-295
236 303305;

_

-.410 -



Holt=
Rinehart
1966-1968

APPLICATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Houghton Houghton
Mifflin - Mifflin:

1967-1970:' 1972

Scott
Laidlaw Toresman,
1968. 19.68 196,6-68

1: 35...38, 76

79, 84,-94
107, 111,
114, 131-
142, 193,
199, 206...

217

2: 12-17,
30-40; 50-
60,. 120-

133, 148..
163, 169,
201-214,

077, 233

3: 14-18, 37
46,.49 -54,
6.6-73, 81,

110-113,
131-139,
149.-156,

169-176,
182-198,
242-243,
294-295,
259, 268?
305, 326

4: 42-6-1, 71
74, 83-95,
102-104,
116-129,
132, 174.
182, 200-

: 201, 158,
386-387

225, 231
1..

79, 111,
242,270-27

1; 57-68,
70-85, 91-
107, 131-
134, 150-
168, _175-

179, 197-
198,,215-
248; '278-

298, 307-
310

: 15-18, 23,
29, .9-59,
104-123;
129-144,

'149-455,,

163-171, ,
189-191,
249-256,
283-296,
301-303;
309-312

3: 26-51, 86-
99, 101,
126-142,
82-196,
252-'255,

262-266,
269-275, ,..

280, 313-
317, 339

.

.,

3: 269

4: 82, 83,
88, 89,'
140-141,
167, 172

_A.. .-
'5 : 38, 136,

192-1'98

6:47, 109,
118, 259,.
290 1,---',

,

2

i

'

: 43, 46-
54, 56,
63, 65,
67, 70,

-. 74, 75,"
110, 114,
129, 132,
-133, 134-
138, 140,
142-147,

-150-152,,
171, 172,
188, 1947'

2: 48, 50,
54-67,
86, 87,
99, 128,
132-136,

.154-162,
165, '166,

169, 170

: 12-16,
19-23,
17, 28-
33, 36,
38, 43,
71-81,
96, 99-'
103, 106,
110-113,
116-119,
145-155. ,
159-161,
186, 194,
197, 207,
211, 128,

- 251,. 274,

281 299,
300, 305,
308-311,

3:4cont'd.
315, 316,
120-.122,

201

4: 3, 20,
21, 33-43
45, 49,

. 56;.59-70
76-79, 84.

93, 9,
104-106,
110, 118-
1.20, 134,

137, 144,
145, 152,
153,.158,
304,' 305,

307, 319

5: 44, 45,
58-62, 64
70; 82,
83, 96,
97, 166,
186, 187,
322

6: 52, 58,
62, 72-77
84,_.88,

128, 150,
191, 192,
'353

-,

: 99- 10B, ,
110-121;
123-1128,

130-f33,
147-158

: 22-26 , 28-
49, 52, 53,
69-78, 08,3.
,118;-11 ,
123, 124;
129, 134-164
Ltv3;1.tc6- ,
1E9, 192, .,;

193, 196;
)19_,8, 199,

j21.5 -

3: 16-17, 18,-
.

22-31, 46-
50, 57, 59-
71, 107-111
113-115,
118-111-,

121, 122,
124, 125,
127, 133-
138; /50,-
167, 168,
177, r+81-

.,192, 194-
-199, 202-
204, 214, ,
215, 218,
219, 239- '
245, 293,
-328-331

(continued
on the next
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Scott
Foresmart

1966-68.

Silver
Burdett

1970_

4: 26, 22-
25, 27-32;
36, 51, 69
74, 79, 80

...Bit,: 84.796,
."8; 101,

107, 127,
431'; 132,
144, 146;
152; 1547.
156, '169,

.190, 191,
1974, 201,
204...207;
,209 ;.210
1213,7214,
224,-227,
230-240

5: 35, 82,
-86, '87,
91-99, '2
207, 269-
280, 213

61. 53-56,
138,.143,.
199-201,
152,; 212,
265

-APPLICATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Silver
BUr.dett
.1970

: 27-30, 411 3: .contid.
,44, 54-56, 130, 131,
61-68, 75- 134, 135,
78, 89-.92, .152, 153,
100-102, 1557164
105.408, 166; 167,
111, 112, 230, 232-.
lep, 121, 235, 251-
1i7, 129, 253, 257.,
135, 141- 2601270-
°143, 145, 279., _310-

147, 148, '312, 316,
161-164, 338, 339
175-178,
181, 191, 4: 5-17,
192, 197 37, 42,
218, 221- 69-62, 6
223, 227, 76-78, 80.
228, 235- 82, 87,88
237,282 91, 92,
283, 284, 116, 119,
288, 291 122,,123*,

126, 127,
2: 15720, 37, 154, 171,

38, 57-61,r- 190., 203,
66,87, 89, 208, 241-
105-107,
110-113,
127 -129,.

135-137,
149-152,
163-167,
179, 182,
191, 206 -
208, 210,
218, 219

Silver
Burdett

1970

.

6: 217, 240-
254, 270,
330.

1.

-245, 266,
277; 278.,
281, 231,
.3077309,
312, 313,
329, 330,
342, 343

56; 57,
173-174,
196, 261

3-.6 10 1 262- 361
16, 18,'26- 367, 370

,37,-'46,-49, 371, 382
57, 61,62,

1-974 -1974

3: 7; 10-, 11, contld.
13, 14, 19, 115-119,
32, 34, 35,-- 122,-123,
49; 50, 62,. 125, 131,

''64, 69, 70, 135-137, ...139,
83f 89, 93, 141,,147 -153,,
96,. 97,
101,- -107,
111, 112,

4118, 120,
129, 141,
143; 159,
162, 163,
175, 181;
182, 188-
194, 203,.
215, 218;
119, 227,
230, 23f,
235-240,
242, 245,
247-263,

'274, 276,
277, 283,
284, 298,

'299,, 303,
304-

4: 22-25. 29
30, 34, 37
38, 40-42,
44-,- 48; 49

56, 57
61, 66, 68
70, 74, 75

85., 87,.88
91-93, 98,
99. 103,
104, 106,
1109, 110,

3 .4
- 412 -

5

16- 5-166., 172 --

175, 178, 181,
184, '195, 198,
200, 2097213,
206, 221, 224,
226, 230- 234,.

_237, 240', 250,
264, 265-277,..
-279, 283, 288,
313-,- 316,- 336

- ,

' -11,21,.28,,41.._. 41,

49, SO, 74, 97
105;:107-109,
Ill., 113,115,

431-133, 135-14
149,-.150, 152

:7164, 1'68, 172,
174, 177-180,,

.1857188-;.191-
..194, 199-120;

5, 228, 236-
241, 242,

67,-292, 293
297, 301, 315,
.320

6: 29, 32, 34.
, 36; 42, 50,

105, 124; 125,
127,' 128, 138,
140, 150, 155-
163, 168, 188
189'; 191, 213,

-270, 27.1, 276,
300-309-.330



Addison
Wesley
1968

American
, Book Co.

1968

CATEGORIES: 'EVEN AND- ODD °'

Ginn
1966

Harcourt- Holt- Houghton
Brace Rinehart
1971 19.66-1966 :1967-1970

3: 198-205,
208

4: 45, 232-
235, 238-
241'

3: 39-41,
181, 182,
274

'

,

3: 30, 31,
34, 35,
206, 221,
224, 239

,: 29, 46,

: 109-118
,, -

2: 1-15

: 16, 330,
331 c,,

: 44, 120,
, 224, 225,.
225, 264,
394-395

.5: 83-90
,

3: 226-228,
230 -234

4: 200-203,
210-211"'

..

5: 108, 136, 47, 56, 6 , 116, 140- 5:"44, .164=
: 160-765, 138, 251- 76-78, 98. 4:,18, 238, 142, 218, _166, 170-178
168- 78, 252 132, 235, 239' g59-25$

-200. 224, 226, 6: 164-168,
23 -23 , 6: 10-1',2, 5, 230, 280, 5: 2,-3, i9 6 :`.33,- 90, 170-172, 174,
310, 3 : . 146, 147

,
287

..._.
138, 139, 175- .

162, 163,-
6: 10-12, 34, 177-179 ' 5:-48, 55

47132-133'
.

'144:145,
204, 207

.

s .
..

4.

35, 20-'2, '56, 110, : 5, 106,,
85, 87-89, 185, 188- 107 ,

142, 143, 189, 193- -
- ,

/52, 162, 197, 245- 8: 34, 35 -

/63, 290- 287
-

97 ,

6: 66-69, ,

7: 169, 176 47t-98; 13
,

207, 234
8:-95

; _

. _

.
! .

- -ps.,

.

....
- . -

_

.

, . .

.
_

.

, 1



CATEGORIES; EVEN AND ODD

Scott Silver

lasidlaw Foresman Burdett . SRA

1968. 1966-68 1970 .41974

. Sterns
1965

1

. 46, 59,
104, 105,
108010

4: 62, 6&,
156, 157,
190,.191, 5:
204 =208

5: 83, 103,
108, 109,
112-122,
150-155

3: 356L
4: 33, 215
I- 216, 217,

274 -

49, 51 -5.,

60, 135-
137, 140-
142, 166

6: 11-16,
70-71, 88

3:

4:

5:

9; 10,

180-188,
288 .

4, 41,
63, 215,
217, 267,
284, 285
.

85-87,
112-116,
344, 345,
377, 378,
383

3: 128, 172,
204, 287-
291

: *3, 66,
71, 134,
171,.176,
187

5: 26, 27,
, 40, 326-

328

6:. 171-173,

1: 24, 106-
108

2: 52 , 81 ,

96, 103,
104, 127

3: 10-13, 2
97-100,
110

.

-

.

6: 12, 81- ,
176, 206,

83, 116, 6: 52; 55 208, 209

'138-142, 62, 82, 92

144", 145i.----- -
93, 101, .

`204 102, 343-

.

349,356

4 e e.
a

i

0

, .

0 1

0

.

LI

LI
4



--' Addison American
Wesley Book Co: Ginn

196173i 1968 1966

Dry's

Harcourt Holt- . Houghton
Brace Rinehart Mifflin
1971 1966-1968 1967-1.970

3: 140-142,
'144, 145,
148, 149,
152, 156
158, 1624-
254-258,
272 -274,
278-281,
136-138,
264-267,
313, 317

4: 92, 93,
95, 110,
96, 98,
202, 211,
221,222;
225, 227,

=230, 329,
335

: 121
-

6: 56, 57
Ts

7: 64, 74,
109, 304;
309, 319

: 109, 271

---

3: 74,
79, 83,123,
.125,
164-168,
173,
197-199,
210,
233,
255,
45, 69-71,
299

4: 54.
57, 58,
134-139,

-323,
163,
271,

75,78,

128,

231,

231-
244,
43-

55

262,
268-
278-

140

.-._
z ,

3: 280 -288,
290296,
304-310,
322-328,
330-340.

4: 104 -106,
110-132,
140, 162,
167, 171,
76- 79,176-
178, 183,
330.

5: 50

.

Z.

I.,-_,
.

: 16-25

3: 188, 146,
147, 142,
143, 156-
161, 204,
2904342,
316'319,
306-312,
346

4: 88-89, 921-
97, 104-10),
156-161,
172-173,
196-198

-
5: 112-114,

200, 201,
294-297,
188-197,
352-360

: 60-67; 80,
- 89, 172,

202-21W
248-262,
358-359

7: 6, 24,
90-96, 88
112-113,
140-146,
216, 210-
211

. 28, 29,
782-86 220

221, 24.0,
241, 276

: 160-165,
67, 168,
181-183;
173, 174,
244-250,
186-188,

-233, 234,
311-314,
307-310,

:239 -241,
261-266;
257, 258

4: 88, 89,
91-93, 101.
104, 109,
118-121,
160-166,,
174-180,
169-172,

_186-190,
195-197-

5: 113, 114
128-132,
135, 136

6: 113-116

-<.

3: 130, 134,
138, 143,

.157, 270,
271, 274-
276, 196-
200, 327 -
333, 336,
337, 338,
326-332

.

4: 106, 160,
180-185, 189
230-236-, 237
250-253

: 118, 122,
123

,

L.

5:

6;

2

169

118,
-,



Houghton
'Mifflin Laid lac.

1972

: 305, 305 146-166,
202-214,

2: 287-307, 323, 324
313-316

: 72-75, 82,
: 125-138, 83, 120-
142, 144, 127, 130-
164, 165, 133, 146-
271, 273, 151
307, 325,
191, 268, 5:
272-276,
310-313

1431-61-63, 70-F
77, 210-!
216, 189,
230-232-.-

61 -87,
130.133,
142-447,
180r184,

A: 40, 49-
53, 66-70,
79-89; 317

. DIVISION

Scott
Foresman

1966-68

Silver
Burdett

1970
SRA Sterns

1974 1965

2: 140-164 ,
204-`

29- 30
'32,

.225.
2.02

98-. 03.
69 133-136

142-146,
1997200;-
173-188,
364.-366

4

3: 158-167,
184-185,
230, 231,
234-237,
240- -;20--;\
250, 251,
254, 257-
;59, 296-
304, 271-
276, 283,
313-315,
330,- 33r

4: 78-81, 85,
86, 89, 90
)93-96,107-
109, 113-
120,423,
141-143,
.160-166,
172, -192-
.200, 204,,
213, 271-
276,_183

5: 58, 60,
63-67, 78

: 218, 219,
222-231,
301-308

4: 58, 68,
190-215,-,
324, 326

39-
46 ; 48-50,

100-121,
306-308-

6: 45 -48,
328, 329

3: 141-151,,
153-16.1, 164-
170, 176-181



Addison American a

Wesley Book Co. Ginn
1968 .1968 1966

GEOMETRY

HarcoUrt
.Brace
1971

Holt- Houghton
Rinehart Mifflin
1966-1968 1967-1970

3: 48, 49,
128, 129,
132, 135,
164-171,
178-181,
190-192

2: 47-50 3: 64,65,
116,117

3: 54, 57-61
63, 80-83, 4: 64,65,
134,.135,' 116,117,
139, 242. 268,269

8: 1-16,
46-55

1: 1-15

2: 51-60

1: 118-126,

2: 138-147

3: 204-211,
214-219,

3:- 68-72t 88-
89, 154, 155,
174, 236-237,
291, 298-301,
306

222, 223, 4: 88-90,
4: 64-71, 4: 86-89, :'5 ::90 -101 3: 80-87, 225-227, 267-270

112, 118- 220- 226, 89-91, -
127, 174, 228', 229, 6: 129-130, 224-231

.331-337'
: 86,. 114, 115,

185

5: 82, 96-99

231-235

5: _7, 26-31

. 150-15-,,

174-176,
294,295,

4: 114-117,
121,204-

4: 299, 301
314 3152 11

317-322,

.

.

261, 273

78, 79, 142,
276, 277, 310,311 213,302- 326-331, 143;269,
282, 283, 6: 8-8-96, 305,310- 333-345, 270, 271,

1 286 102,.105` 317 N. 360-362 273, 275

6: 107-109 , 5: 48-65,
: 365-384

/

113-117,
.

178-180,
253, 262- 212-219, 113,-,7

17-,,,J2
265 222-225,

272-275, 3 61-368, .

7: 117, 120, . 28 6 -289
' 372-374,

124, 129,
-259,

,

350,351: 382-394
264,

267, 270, 6:, 98-107,
272 2759 9 110,111, .

278, 282; '272-275,

377, 380, 280-289
381, 383,
389, 393,' 7: 74-76
405, 409,
412, 4175

.

8: 102-111,
.130,131

8: 171, 175,
-177, 180-
189, 191, ,

193, 291, ,

296;-298, j .

299,.349,°
/, 395; 413,

417



GEOMETRY'

Houghton .Scott Silver
Mifflin. Laidlaw Foresman Burdett1972 1968 1966-68 1970

SRA
.1974

: 119-122,
199 -212.

1: 2, 3, 89,
91-94, 180-
182, 190

i

[ : 3-11,
134

I : 125, 126,
243, 244

2: 93-101

3: 75-83,2: 61-90, 2: 3-94 2: 169, 170, 110-118217-251 2: 104-115
228, 229

3: 34-39,
- 4: 146-155, q . ._3: 93-101, 3: 68, 72, 42, 43, : 213-221, 157-159,114-185, 221, 223- ' 45, 281- 340-343, 291-305214-295 226, 228, 283, 287- 299, 144

230, 235, 291
5: 54-71,: 93-124, 278 -29.1 4: 20, 21, 271-287,197,"285-

: 110-113, 216, 227 330-333325 4: 217-219, 115, 119,
221-226, 120,. 243, 5: 289-291, 6: 55-71,5: 21-23, 54 228-235, 245, 284- 294, 299, .218-237,55, 93- 264-273, 290 307-309 .270-287124, 286- 278, 279

315 .

5: 215-220 : 272-278,
5: 241-243, 281-290 330-3366: 20, 21, ' 248-254,

)46, 93- 258-260' 6: 272 -27S,
. 120, 230, 330-336
.289-316 6: 269-281,

288, 299

.



MULTIPLICATION

Addison'
Wesley
1968

Americah
Book Co.
1968

Hal-court Holt- Houghton
Ginn Brace Rinehart Mifflin
1966 1971 1966 -1,968 1967-1970

2: 247-260 2: 117-119, 3: 206-209, 3: 134:, 135 3: 151-154, 2: 283-290,
122, 123 221-226, 138, 181- 156, 157, 293-299, 301 -

3: 84, 85,2 239-242, 201, 208- 162, 163, 306, 309-318
92, 96, 3: 42, 43, 248-249, 213, 216, 167, 168,
97, 106- 69-73, 78 258-260, 217, 252- 171-176, 3: 126-129,132-
115, 120, 82, 124- 266-269, 254, 257- 178-181, 139, 141-143,
121, 126, 127 164, 318-320 264, 296, 185, 186, 145, 157, 194,
127, 212, 172, 196- ,325, 326 336, 337, 190, 191, 195, 198, 200-
213, 220- 200, 209, 354, 355, 232, 233, 204, 209-213,
226, 230- 210, 232- 4: 46, 47, 358,'359; 235-238, 220, 223, 256
234, 241, 235, 240, 97-104, 362,.363 242-245, 261, 264, 265
256, 312, 241; 245- 132, 135, 247-249, 283, 316, 322
314-316 247, 253, 160, 162- : 58-70, 256, 257, ,

-254, 278- 164, 171, 156-167, 259, 260,0 4: 55, 94-97,
4: 72, 82- 281 172, 234 -. 226, 227 296-304, 104-108, 116-

' 86, 136, t 239, 334- 325 121, 162-164,
i37, 168- 4: 50-52, 339 5: 78-86, 8 168:;174, 224-
173, 176- 124-128, 92-95, 17 4: 86-88, 229, 255
178, 182, 258-260, 5: 58-59 177, 312- 90-96, .100-
183, 329, 264, 265, 321, 323, 105, 109 -
33.1 -333, 335-339 6: 60, 234 326, 327 114, 128-

141, 148 -
5: 30,-, 31, 5: 95-96 6: 10, 11, 150, 153-

50, '51, 48-53, 62 157 .

54, 55 6: 54, 55, '63,132, ,
.

124 .133, 172, 5: 71-73,
6: 36, 46-4' 180-188, 101, 102

,-- .230-232 194, 195,
240-243, : 93, 4,
251, 254- 104

, 257 -

,

.
--

7: 32, 33,-
78, 79,
82, 83, , ..

.

91, 120, -,

.121, 140-
-145, 150,
151, 204-
207, 285

4
i



MULTIPLICAZION

J
Houghton Houghton
Mifflin Mifflin /Laidlaw'

1972 =`1972 '1968

Scott Silver
Foresman Burdett SRA
1966-68 - 1970- P974

: 305, 306 6: 40-45, 48
. .

: 158-168

.

2: 140-142, : 181-186, 3: 38, 39, 41-

53, 61-67, . 146, 149- 205 -211,- 50, 120 -i27,

2: 131, 287, 70, 79-86, ...,: 99, 100, 162, 166, 251, 253- 129-141, 143,

288, 291- 89, 230, 104, 106- 167, 204- 256 223-230, 301,

294, 297- 317, 332 111, 114- 214 302, 305-308

300, 303- '117, 189- '3: '152 -157,

307, 310- 191,.194- 3: 29-31, 183, 185, 4: 48-61, 63

316 196, 216 62, 68, 230-237, 64, 70, 9'8- -

...
217, 308, 114, 118, 240 -253, 119, 178,

3: 125-138, 310, 311, 121, 124, 259, 269- 181, 184,

140, 142, 321, 324-, 127, 202, 277, 291, 192, 193,

144, 147, L
205-207, 292, 317, 212-215, 320,

164, 165, W:. 4: 69-71, 210-212, 318, 320, 321 -

191, 194, 102, 103, 216, 238, 325. .

196, 197, 109-115, 242, 245, 5: 24, 25, 28,

213, 233, 137, 139, 314-316, 4: 76, 77, 30-38, 51,

253-257, - 140, 141, 323, 328- 82, 89-91, 296, 301, ,

260, 261, . 307-309, ,341 111, 113- 303,-304

266, 268, 312, 314 117, 120,

270, 271, : 24, 27- 122; 123, 6: 38-41, 49 - --

273 -275, 5: 26, 27 29, 96-104 127, 129,' 51, 117, 119,

-280,. 306- 129, 140, 142, 145, 155,-306, 321

309,,313, - 6: 64, 65- 141, 146, 153-157, 323-5, 328,
325

. 154-168,
.

169, 170, c,,, 329

.364, 366 187-191,

4: 61 -78, .

t 206, 212; ;

82-86, 91, 5: - 231, 232,- ,,

92, 189, ,

: ,

258 -265,

191-196 ', 6: 343, 344 280, 281

198-204,
207, 210,

. 5: 44 -49,

222-229, 52, 55
, .

246, 247,
258, 317

.

5: 61-67,
.

72-77, 82-
84, 136.-

133, 146, -

147, 222,
.

223, 253-
261, 270



NUMBER RELATIONS

Addison American American
Wesley Book Co. Book Co.
.1968 1968 1968 1966

Harcourt° Holt- ;-
-Brace Rinehart
1971 1966 -19.68

K: 21-64, 66-
74, 76, 7 -8-
80

1: 1-32, 35-
43, 45-48,
51-56, 157-
175, 177,

1: 1-5, 1-1-
14, 18, 22-
292.34, 44-
46, 86, 89,
109, 111-
113, 124-
126, 138,
143, 144,

5: 68-72,
78 -80, 86,
88, 90-94,
205 206

6: 4, 13-186
37-39, 48,
50-52, 56,

3: 15-18, 40,'
41, 70, 71,
76, 86-88,
119, 123,
206, 221,
224, 239,
283, 284,
322

B: 1-16

1: 1-15
-

2: 1-15
. 4 -2

3: 10, 16,
26-27 144

1: 2-34, 62-75,
80-85, 90,
148-156, 178
188-190

: 4-12, 19-24,
28,,.32, 63,
64, 78-88,

178",- 181- 67=69, 90 111-113, 108, 189,
184, 187- 118, 120, 4: ,8, 9, 19, 4: 32-34, 197-199
191, 239- 2:- 28, 29, 146-147, 46-55, 59- 36, 37, _r

242, 271- 35, -37, 178, 315- 66, 94-98, 1, 136, 137 3: 3-5, 11, 12,
272. 107, 131, 317, 320- 132, 133, 18-23,,. 47-49,

132, 146, 321 158 - 5: 2, -3, 8- 55, 68, 83,
2: 1-30, 179- 150, 154, 11, 242, 84, 87-89,

180, 184- 158, 183, 5: 4, 11, 15,1 243, 250, 91-95, 107,
191, 195, 185, 186 18, 28, 48, 251 . 155, 160-169,
196,) 199, ., 49, 52-55, 171, 193-197,

-202, 223, 3: 6-27; 42- 60, 158 , 6: 2, 3, 6, 232, 318;320
224, 239, 45, 69, 71, , 232, 233, 324, 369
242-245'N 73, 741 85, 6: 28-30, 330, 331

119, 120, . 54-56 4: 1-5, 14,,-17
3: 2-14 , 18, '121, 123, : 45, 48- 19, 24-26, 28

19, 26, 27, 160, 167, 51, 200, 31-34, 57, 7].
30-37, -62, 168, 209, 202 - 93, 102-107,
66, 67, 234, 235, , 114, 126-128,
72, 81,

e 84-91, 98-
246, 272,
281, 285 _

8: 62, 64--,"°.
69, 146,

132, 133,174
182, 195,

' 104, 144, 148, 149- , 199 , 387 (
145, 152, 4: 3-9, 12, 264
180, 220 13, 17-21, 5: 11-13, 23,

26-29, 38, 45, 58,' 59,
4: 3-13; 30- 45-49, 54- 61, 74, -75,

34, 46, 59, 134, 79, 94,- 101,
76, 79, 80, 171, 172, 114, 11.5
92, 108, 200, 201,
221, 222,. 262. 263, - 6: 7, 8, 24-27
225, 136, 268, 271, 59-62
168-170, 276-282
227, 230, .

315



Houghton Houghton Houghton Houghton
Mifflin Mifflin Mifflin Mifflin / . Laidlaw.
1967-1970 1967-1970 1972 1972 '1968

K: 33-40, : 5: 98, 102,
4349, 69-; 320, 322
77, 82m 841

6: 32, 42-
1: 5-54, 122 ;, 44, 54,

135, 141- 112, 113,
- 147, 150, 130, 131

213, 241-
248, 251,
252, 254-
262

a:.2-16, 30
93 -100,

263,- 265;
266

3: 2 -9,12,
18, 20, .

21, 25-27,
30-35, 40-
42,: 1347. .

1S'8, 1417

145 1907
143., 211,
223, 240-

.255;
268-271,
312-316,
322

4: 2, 11,
-12, 14, 17
19, 28, 29
32- 37,94-
99,106,
106, 108,
115, 117,
162, 163;
150-253.,
321-324

1: 25-28,
43-46, 7-'

60,77, '8,
91-101,
125-132,
153, 154,
221-231,
240-245,
-250, 251,
259, 265,
277, 285,
287, 290,.
291, 295-
299; 307, _

308

2:. 7-12, 25.r
29; 52, 75,

. : 93-98; 163-
166, 175j
178, 191:
199', 200,.

257, 258,
263; 269,-
275, 279,
310

4-9, 14-
.16, .18;:-21,

23, 29, 32,
.33, 36, 50,
89, 113,
L41, 242,
243, 244.

4. 16,

16, -17,'
20 -23,- 27,

42, 46;.

125 1136

141, 145,
146, 155,
174-175.

5.

13, 24,
40-46; 71,
86, 150;
151, 239,
280, 321,
322. .

724, 29,
34, 36,
130 -139,

189, 283.

K: 5 10-17
19, 21-25,
31, 33,
35, 37,
41, 43,
61, 63,
69, 77-
81, 85,
89, 97-
101, 105,
109, 115-

. 125.

1: 6-9,.14-
19, 23 -35',

39-41,
102, 103,
106, 107,
110-124,
126-128,
183, 186.

2 3-6, 7-
9; 10, 11,
12, 13,
20-46, 62.

3: 7, 15,
16, 20-22,
27, 35-42,
50-67, 76-

:. 99-
103, 106,
.107, no,
112, 113,
.116, 120-
122, r40-p
142,. 145-
150, 152,
153, 194,
198.

4: 8, 9, 15-
21, 23,.25,
34-42, 54,
59, 60,.74,
76, 78. 79,
93, 94, 100,
101, 110,
112, 11.4,

116, 118,
137-151.

31-35, 41-
45, 54, 57-
62, 64-66,
70, 82; 85,
96, 97, 166.

6: 29, 30, 32-
43, 52, 54,
55, 58, 60,
62, 66, 67,
72-77, '84,
128.

- 422 -



NUMBER RELATIONS

_Scott
Foresman

/966-68

Silver
Burdett

1970

Silver
Burdett

1970
SRA Sterns

1974 1965

-1: 14-53,
58-63, 67-
87, 98,
122; 134,
145, 146.

2: 16-2G;

, 109,81-
54

1117 184.

3: 10, 11;
,--6 29, 30, 47

50, 54, .57
75-82, 84-
91, 112,
117, 126,
127, 129,
149 151,
200-206,

'222-224,
226, 230,

.433, 234,

I: 9, 17-29,
31, 57,
59, 60-75.

2-5, 7,
11, 13-18,
24, 31, 36
62, 71-74,
84, 85, 95
96, 101,
102, 145,
146, 157 -
159,'; 162,
169, 172,
182, 185,
186, 191,
192, 203,
204, 211,
212, 236,
253, 256.

2-5, 7,
K, 10-14,

79, 81,
85-89, 91;
112-119,
129, 149,
151, L60-
162,. 166,
167, 188,
235, 246,
252, 270;
276 -279.

4: 3, 5-7,
9-11, 17,
20, 42, 64
65, 85, 86
98-101, 1

104, 3.22,
161, 189,
231, 232,
271,' 273,
276, 283.

: 12,_ 14,
---239, 246, 18, 22-24, 41,, 43, 5 ,

274. :31, 36, 155._
55, 56, 61,

4: 14-19, 2 62, 67, 691,6: 16? 19, 2 ,
26, 37-43, 70, 81-03, 30-3, 42,
46, 48, 50, 98, 101.: 43, 231,
56, 69, 73, 111, 119, 232.
90, 98-102, '123, 145,
182-189, 146, 162,
228, 340- 177, 178,
349, 355, '235, 238,
356. 245, 246.

5: 1Q-14,
16-22, 28
46, 96.

.

4::,2 -20, 22-

5: 2-22.

2-27, 29-
52.

6:.23 -25, 31
33, 342;

: 1, 2, 6-1,
10 -13, 21,
22., 24, 25,
38, 39, 43,
45, 54, 55,
.62, 75-77;

1: 1 -6, 48,
127, 128:

2: 17, 18,
27-43, 56-
61."

3: 1-9, 41-
44, 70--
72, 84,.
92, 191;



Addison
Wesley
1968'

[K:,21-54,- 7...41 1, 3, 35,

56-64, 66- 43, 95,
74, 76, 118, 144,
.78-80. :169, 179,

189, 19?,
1: 1-32, 39-11 201, 343.
43, 45-48,
51, 52, 55 8: 1, 25, 2
56, 153, 29, 31, 4
154, 157- 56, 68, 8
175, 177; 92, 121,
178, 181- 152, 171,
184, 187- .207, 214
191, 239- 221, 321
242:271, -339, '371.
272.

Addison American
Wesley Book Co.
1968 .1968

SETS

Harcourt
Brace
1971

/H
olt-

Rinehart
1966 -1970'

Houghton
Mifflin
1967-1970

2: 1-11, 13-
16, 18,30,
178-189,
r9i, 195,
196, 199,
202, 223,
224, 239,
242-246..

1: 1-5, 11-
14, 18,
22-29,
34, 44-46,
62, 67-69,
86, 89,
109, 111-
115, 124-
126, 138,
143, 144.

2: 24, 26,.

-31, 35,
37, 107,
131, 132,
146, 150,
154, 158,

.183, 185,
186.

3:.+2, 3, 6-
14, 18, 19
66,,67, 72
80,-81,
243-251.

4- 12,
46, 108,
244-251.

5: 38, 304-
311, 314.

: 6-12, 24,
25, '85
120", 121,
160, 234,
235, 272,,
285

4: 3-9, 12,
13, 26
27, 29,.59
62, 156,
262 263
268-271,
276-283,
288

6: 304, 305;
310, 311,
314_

B: 17 -45.

1: 1-69

2: 16-25

3: 1-10

4: 1-17, .3
33, 114=
120'

: 2-34, 62-
65, 68-
75, 80-
'85, 88,
90, 148-
156-, 178

: 4 -28,,. 32

63, 643
78-88, .108

189, 197-..
199

1.9-, 48, 49

6: 15-27,
96, 97

7: 4-13

8: 12-19, 97

3: 3-5, 11,
12, 18-23,
83, 84,
87-95, 107
318-324

4:,3,5, 12,
14, 17,19,
24, 29,
33, 34,
195,197.

: 3-59, 69-
77, 82, 84

: 5-54, 122 -
135,- 141-150,
213, 251,262,
276

2: :2-16 30,
'93 100 263,-

266

3: 7 -12, 18-21,'
25-27, 30, 53,
208, 209, 223,
240-243, 298--
301, 306

4: 11-14, 17-19
35, 84-87, 112
238, 272-277,
250-253 -

38,, 88-91,
104, 140, 280-
282'

: 34, 39,.46,
7"52, 64 94, 95
140-141; 144-,
192

1 5:,

6: 40-42,113
, --

345

L



SETS

Houghton _ Houghton Scott. Silvdr. Silver

Mif flip Mifflin . Laidlaw Fore sman Burdett Burdett

1932 1972 1968 1966-68 1970 : 1970'

K.: 2=8, 17.-r

56, 63-
92

: 1-5, 10,
11, 29,
31, 38,
61, 157

K; 10,. 12
25, 31-4
49-55, 61
63, 67,

: 14-63,
7287,=98,
122, '134,

135, 145,

K: 9.-11, -17

29, 31,
57-68

A.

4: 3, 11, 1
20, 98-101,
271 -276, 283,
336-338

: 1 '--21, 69, 77-81, 146. 1: 748, 20i .

42,'47.- .. 1 -8, 322 85, 89, ,

31, 62, , 15: '268 -269,

50, ,65T 325, 331 . 97-101, 2: 16-20, 27 71-74, 79, . 2857287

74,- 96- 105,-109, 35, 54-56,
.184

84, -Ejl,. "4

98, 135- '' 115-125 - 81-96, 93-16, 102 6: 357-359J

136, 161
-

. 157-159, 387

173, 179 1: 6-11, 27 - 3: 10, 11,0- 169, 172', 1

182, 259-1, . 29, 36 -38, 54 -57, 74- -182, 185,

265, 277, 1102, 103, 91; q12, 186,'191,

..245 106, 107, 117, 222-* 192, 203v

' 110-128, 230, 126, 211, 212,

: 1-1U, 137, 183, 129, 149, 221, 236,

15 -25,, 186 151 . 253-256

29-34,
.

.

. x.

39, 40, . 2: 2-46(, 62, 4: 16-18 2: 2-14 ,4k .

53, 54, 173 3743, 182 22-24,- -5;.1-ir

107, 108,
. 188, 219, 36, 55 -, ' .

115, 116, 3: 7, 40, 41 223, 340- 56, 61',

126-131, 50-67, 171, 349 62, 67-70,

134-138, '198, 297, 1
81, 82, -

161 -164 1 . 302, 303 ,48, 101-
104, 119, .

3: 1-5, .27 , 4: 9, 15, 23. 123-126,

39,43, 25, 100, 145, 146,

46-52, 5
61,. 157 --- .

UR,. 146-
151, MI-

,162, .

, 199,

. 166, 190 s' = 294 . 200, 237,

192 .L
5: 270-27i5

238, 245,
246

', 1-5 12. ,
,

,

23,. 27,
_

-
. 3: 1, -2. 21--f 2

31. 32,
25, 38; 39

46-48,- 5
42-45, 73,

61, 64-
79-81, 102 -

67, 125,
105, 186,

.

.157, 187 . .

188,- 346, ,

210 -211,
347

317

425 r 5.4



"Addison
Wesley
1968

Amayican
Book co..

1968

SUBTRACTION'

Harcourt
Ginn Brace

19711966-

.

Holt- Houghton .

Rinehart : Mifflin
1966-1968 1967 -1970

Kr

73-96, .

103-107,
:115, 120,
124,131-
138, 1457
152, 209-

39-50,
63, I12'
114, 120,
1'65, 166,

169, 170-
174, 205,

-24)6,, 229,

232.

26-28, .

16,37, 60-
'63,11-73,
297, 301,
305 -307.

:-31, 38,
48, 49,
53-55, 59-
.63,'70,
`471; solr
64;85,
87, '93, 4: 6, 7, 12
101, 127, 13, 296,
131, 139, 319, 320.
148, 158,
159 -1'63,

165.-

: 3, 11,
15, 18;29,
31, 40, 45,
60-66, 73,
84, 95-98,
111, 112,
133, 143,
159.

.24, 25,
57-

63.

5: 26, 27.

6: 24.

: 12-18,
2012, 37
38, 54(6
68-72, 8
114, 122.

: 3-5, 14-
16, 26, 31
33, 38,'48
81,1.12,
113, 116-
119, 162,
163, 178,
179; 204,
248, 250,
259, 263.

4: 38-41, 51
107-109,"
116-117,
120, 121,
133, 249 -
251, 272.

B: 17-28.

:

16 -25'.

3 8-9, 11,
32,.33,
42,-43;
65; 112,
113,-116,
117, 120-
125,.

4: 26, 28,
40, 41, .

48, 49,
. 148, 149,
2624 263,
360, 361.

26735,
40, 41
152-158,
164 -165,
176, 177
258-261.

142, 167
.236,.348
349.

: 18, 20,
64-67,90.0
130-147.

8: 22, 54,
55,74-77
92, 93,

.-219, 230

:02 5%!
581 64,-
77-79, 95-
98, 108 -
I11, 114,
116, 131 -..

144, 159,,
163, 166-
168, 172 -
.174, 177,.

178, 192-
.199,.202,
206, 207
20,,211,
216,217.

2: 15 -17;

30-49, .54-
59, 69-73,

116-1/8,
120-133,

.148 -155,
1697175i
191;.193,
196.

16-20,
37, 38,
49, 50,
53, 58-
64, 0;
74-91,
116-122,
127 -130,

143-145.

4:.44, 45,
50753,

81, 97, 105,
120, 158,
164, 170,

-172, 182,:.
195, 196',:
229:230,
241-244, 249,

,250, 263,'
264; 268-272,

.288, 289,
292-294, 298
300, 304,
306, 317, 3.18

2: 30,-, 40, 61,
62, 117,.13.0,
-142, 1477151;
169-176,99;

249-261;
269; 270;'
273, 274,
276, 277.

35, 50, 96,
100-113, 118..
121, 124,
125, .158,-
179, 279,
281, 319.

4: 36, 37, 46,
47, 50, 51,
53.



Houghton Houghton
Mifflin Mifflin
1972 1972

SUBTRACTION

Laidlaw;
1968

Scott*
Foresman

-1970

Silver
-. Burdett

_1970
SRA
1974-

.. 4

.

le-55,-56, 202, 222, 1: 46-49, 1: 115; 118, 1: 109,,110, - : 161-162,
61-64, 69- 223, 237, 52-56, 607 121, 122, 113, 114, .169-186,
76, 79-' -321, 322. 65, 68, 125, 128, 121, 150, '225, 226,
85, 110, 70, 74,- 146, 149, 152, 153, 230-235,
113, 135- 6: 29, 31- 77, 78, 153, 153, 168, 180, 238-245.
160, 170- 39, 175, 129, 133; 159. - 206, 223,

. .

187,.201, 193, 197, 150-157, 225, 235, 2: 26, 29-37.,
202, 223- 202, 203. 162-165, 2: 30-35, 251. 40, 41, 87-
254. 169, 170- 38, 42,

.

90, 108-110,
174. 47, 51, 2:165-67, 145.463, 193

2: 23, 24, r 54, 60, -16; 83, 216.
. r 31-46, 55, . 2°: 50-54, , :66,'613, 84, 120;

&.

.56, 75, 58,'.68 -79, 73,,. 78780 '7.1:33 134 .; 13-16, 24-
76, 92, 84,\6.5, 108, 118, 138, 1407. ''27, 32-35,--
103-118, ,93- 97 ,. 119, 123, 144, iiia;- 47, 86:89,,'

-124-146, =1233 124,, . 124, 129, '153, 2Q4,- 91-98,?1151,
150, 156, - 129, 130. '134-136, 234, 246- 106, 107,
172 -182, 183,.,, 250. /- '152-156,,161
188,-193,, .3: 19-23, 193, 201- . /64, 170-176.
194, 197, . 29-33, 74- 203. 3:'12-14, ,289,-250,295
223, 224. '83, 88, 17, 26- :

89, 54, 3: 21-28, 30, 33-35, 4: 22-44, 62,
3: 13, 27-- . 95, 126, 50, 113, 47, 48, 63, 164, 172

35, 38- 427, 130- 118, 124, 51, 52, 175, 310-313.
48, 51- 133, 136- 130, 153, .57-59, 75, 336..
57, 63- 141, 177, 164, 232.. 86, 124:.
66, 69- '180-185, - 130, 181, : 13-16, 21,

, 75, 79,
83, 113,

a

.
209 305i 2" 7

3112-314,
4:- 6, 26,
....

.61-68, ,

192-199,
200-204,

300.

141, 221, 30-320. 225. : 17 -24, 2
226, 230, .. t . 27, 327,3
236, 281, 4: 36, 39, 4: 7, 8, 15,

. 300, 333. 46, 47, 22, 23,
-. 5 50 2 51, . 48,-49,, .

4:'8, 27- 54, 55, 52, 53,
.

53, ,58, , 98, 59', . 71.
762:228, 102, loa, ,

.229, 251.. 302, 306, T 5: 28-32.
.

. , - 311.
_

1 56-58,



Car.

-ra

0010k
TYPES OF 'NUMBERS : FRACTIONS , DECIMALS

Addison . American
''Wesley. Book Co.'

1968

277, 2'.78

1: 275-280,-

3: 252,-'253
286..293,
352

4: 45 25
'265 -.290
297 308

-311

5: 176 -183
226 -24.1
250
261-gt\

.

290-2974
300, 30,
311.

S: 138-145,
151, 153
166, 167
1701779
185187,
191, 200
204 g 222
2372409

-244, 290
2910.298;
302, 303

6, 19,,
213, 228,
234, 241
295-297,
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s.

Individual Record

An individual record consisting -of

_recording evaluation has been provided;

and a .copy-of the individual recorctrun

a list of objective's with spaces for

A mimeograph"stencil should be made

for every pupil.

'Alter theipupil'completes each objective mastery-should.be noted-oh his- ,

.
.

individual recOrd.'_:_The extra spaces can be used to- indicate when Ati.objective

,is.-reviewed or if a teacher finds evidence that AnY:objective:-shou/d-be
. --

viewed. .

Thisj.ndi-040al:recoid should follOW the pupil wheneVer'hi tteisfers.
.
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